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INTRODUCTION

The Vedantin Mandana Misra is a seminal figure in the history

of Advaita. An approximate contemporary of the great Samkara,
he differs from his views on many points, and at times directly

opposes them. He is not uninfluenced by Samkara, but his over-

all independence of him, the fact that his Brahma-siddhi is,

along with the Gaudapdda-karikds, the sole work of the Vedanta
system contemporary or prior to Samkara to have survived, and
his citations of the opinions of others on many disputed points,

either in agreement or in disagreement, make him one of the

most important witnesses we have for pre-Sanikara Vedanta, His

works provide the earliest information we have from a Vedanta

work on the concepts of vivarta 'unreal appearance', and anir-

vacaniyatva, the Mnexpressibility' of mdyd-avidyd as real or un-

real. He is, apparently, the first Advaitin to attempt to establish

Advaita by means of a critique or ordinary sensory perception

(pratyaksa) which claims to show that perception does not prove

the reality of difference, because it does not apprehend difference

at all. He is one of our early witnesses for the theory of sattdd-

vaita, the theory that all things are one because they are all sat,

existent, and sattd. Being, is present in them all. Certain features

of his doctrine, such as the inexpressibility of avidyd, the impor-

tance placed upon Being and bliss as characteristics of Brahman

the critique of perception, the ascription to avidyd of two aspects,

that of covering over the one true Brahman, and of projecting

the manifold false world, and the concept of vivarta (not to

exhaust the list) were taken over by Advaitins of the tradition

established by Sarnkara, although they are not to be found in

Sarnkara's own works. The great commentator on Samkara'

s

Brahma-sutra-bhdsya, Vacaspati Misra, whose commentary, the

Bhdmati established a distinct and important school of interpre-

tation within the body of Sarnkara's followers, attempted, as far

as possible, to harmonize Samkara with Mandana, on whose

Brahma-siddhi he wrote a commentary, the Tattva-samfksd, which

has unfortunately been lost.

It is not, however, my intent to discuss Mandana's later influ-

ence, though a study of it would be very fruitful, perhaps indis-
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pensaNe, for an understanding of the later histoi) of Wdanta

Rather mv intent is to study certain topics in the doctrine ot the

Brahma-siJJK -The Demonstration of Brahman", Mandana s

largest work, his most important, and the sole one dedicated as a

whole to Vedanta. These topics are interrelated; they all have to

deal with the nature and functioning of error, whether everyday

error or the transcendental error avidya, which makes us see the

multiplicity of phenomena where there is nothing but the utter

oneness of Brahman. They also demonstrate the number of

different sources upon which Mandana depended in erecting his

own system. Chiefly, these sources are the metaphysical-gram-

matical tradition of Bhartrharfs Vdkyapadiya and the Vrtti there-

on, the Mimamsaka Kumarila Bhatta, the Buddhist logicians

Dignaga and Dharmakirti, pre-Samkara Vedanta, and perhaps

Samkara. In spite of the number and variety of these sources,

Mandana created a system the close coherence of whose parts is

a cause of admiration, even if one does not always accept his

conclusions.

The consistency of Mandana's doctrine is visible even in those

of his works which are not on Vedanta. that is to say, all but the

Brahma-siddhi. Of these, three, the Bhdvana-viveka, the Vidhi-

viveka. and the Mimdrfisdnukramanikd, are on Mimamsa, one,

the Vibhrama-viveka, is a discussion of different theories of error

from the standpoint of Kumarila's anyathd-khydtu and one, the

Sphota-siddhi, a work of philosophy of language in the tradition

of Bhartrhari. Although these works in general agree with the

positions of the Brahma-siddhi, and are interesting, original, and
important in themselves. I have used them mainly to supplement
what can be learned from the Brahma-siddhL
To the body of this study I have added two appendices, whose

conclusions are to some degree relied upon in the rest of the
work. The first of these is on Mandana' s date, and the second on
the order of his works.

Mandana Misra has, unfortunately, been little studied in pro-
portion to his intellectual and historical importance. However, in
addition to a number of articles written during this century by
various scholars, several books on him have been published in
the late 1960's. Madeleine Biardeau has published a complete
French translation of the Brahma-siddhi along with a thorough
study of ,ts doctrine. Tilmann Vetter has published a German
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tr.uuskU.on o! the first kanda of the Brahma-siddhi along with
extensive and illuminating notes. Finally, Lambert Schmithausen
has published an edition and translation of his Vibhrama-vivekc
containing also a long study on Mandana's doctrine of error and
the history of Indian theories of error prior to him. These works
have made the task of a later student of Mandana much easier. It

would be impossible for me to call attention in the notes to every
point for which I have been dependent upon them.
A few words are in order about the method employed here of

making references to Sanskrit texts. For references to the

Brahma- siddhi I give first the page number, followed by a period

and by the line number. Thus <BS 11.13' means 'Brahma-siddhi,

page 11, line 13.' This same method has been followed for many
of the other texts, in particular for the Vidhi-viveka, the Vdkya-
padiya-v.rtti, and Samkara's works. I have not used the form
'p. 11, 1.13' except where it was necessary to avoid confusion

with the citation of a passage in a work which I also have refer-

red to by book, chapter, etc., which divisions I have likewise

separated by periods. Thus 'BSuB 1.1.17, 184.1-2' means

'Brahma-sutra-bhasya (of Samkara), Adhydya 1, Pada 1, Sutra

17; page 184, lines 1 to 2.'

The occasional references to karikds in the Brahma-siddhi em-

ploy a Roman numeral for the kanda, a period, and the number
of the kdrikd. Thus BS III.2 is the second verse of the third

kanda. When references are made to parts of a verse, the verse is

divided into quarters rather than halves: thus *VV 68a-c' means

the first three pddas of verse 68 of Vibhrama-viveka. No page

reference is given to works entirely in verse-

All page references to the Sanskrit text of the Sphota-siddhi

are to Biardeau's edition, and of the Vibhrama-viveka to Schmi-

thausen' s. Page references to the Vdkyapadfya-vrtti are to K.A.

Subrahmania Iyer's critical edition of Karida 1 of the VP with the

Vftti and Vrsabhadeva's Paddhatu It should be observed, how-

ever, that I use the customary numbering of the karikds of Kdyda

1 , which is that followed in the earlier editions, in Biardeau's

translation accompanied by the text, and in Iyer's own English

translation. This numbering is given by Iyer in square brackets

after his own numbering, beginning with verse 108. Iyer consi-

ders eight verses after V. 107 to belong to the commentary;

therefore his numbering after V. 107 is 8 verses behind the older
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system. I use the older numbering purely for convenience sake,

since Iyer's edition may not be available to all; Iyer gives his

reasons for ascribing the verses to the commentary in pp. x-xii of

his introduction. References to Kandas 2 and 3 of the VP, which

are all to the karikds, are to Abhyankar and Limaye's critical

edition of the VP kdrikas. All page references to &imkara's

works are to the Anandasrama Press editions, except those to

the Brahnw-sutra-bhasya. which are to the Nirnaya Sagar press

edition with Bhanmti, Kalpataru, and Parimala. For further

bibliographical details about all these books, see the bibliography.

I have occasionally regularized the punctuation of Sanskrit

texts quoted, without thinking it necessary to note it on each

occasion. In particular, I have used no apostrophe in the trans-

literation where an editor has used a single or double avagraha to

represent the coalescence of two a-vowels in internal or external

sandhi. In addition, to avoid confusion of single quotation marks

with the apostrophe representing the avagraha, I have made all

quotation marks within Sanskrit texts double.

I am indebted to many people for help in the preparation of

this thesis and in the studies leading up to it. Above all, I owe

thanks to Professor Daniel H.H. Ingalls, my first teacher in

Sanskrit and my advisor for nearly a decade, who patiently

discussed with me many problems in interpreting Mandana's
thought and in composing this study. Then to Pandit Vighna-

hari Bhalacandra Deo of the Deccan College, Poona, who in

reading the Brahina-siddhi with me was a remover of obstacles

in truth as well as in name. Also to other pandits of the Deccan
College: to Pandit Shrinivasa Shastri, for giving assistance on
particularly knotty points, to Pandit R. Srinivasan Raghavacha-
riar of Tiruvarangam, with whom I read Vedanta and Mimarnsa,
and to Pandit K.A. Sivaramakrishna Sastri, with whom I read
part of the Vakyapadiya and its Vftti. Finally to Professor Masa-
toshi Nagatomi, who answered for me many questions on Bud-
dhism and allowed me to use parts of his not yet printed trans-

lation of Dharmakirti's PramaQa-Varttika, and to Professor
S.D. Joshi, who helped me with questions concerning the Sans-
krit grammarians.
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CHAPTER I

ANIRVACANlYA

The Evidence of the Brahma-Siddhi

1.1 9.11-10.2

One of the concepts for whose development Mandana's-

testimony is most important is that of anirvacaniyatva, the

'inexpressibility' of mdyd-avidya as existent or non-existent, as

identical to or different from Brahman. This concept, although

not found in £arnkara
;
later became a commonplace of Advaita

Vedanta. The first place where it appears in the Brahma-siddhi is

BS 9.11-10.2. The purvapaksin, a. Vijnanavadin, has suggested

(8.13-9.10) that as Brahman is eternal knowledge, there is

nothing (no knowledge) that needs to be produced for libera-

tion and nothing that needs to be stopped. This Siddhantin

says that it is avidyd that needs to be stopped. The purvapaksin

then says that if this avidyd is not the essence (svabhdva) of

Brahman, there will be a second thing alongside the one Brah-

man, which the Advaitin cannot admit. If it is not another thing,

it will be eternal like Brahman; how can it be stopped? It is in

this context, rather than in the cosmological context of Sam-
kara, 1 that the word anirvacaniya is first used.

1.2

Mandana says: "Avidyd is not the essence of Brahman, nor

another thing; not absolutely non-existent, nor existent. It is just

for this reason that it is called 'nescience' {avidyd), 'illusion*

(mayo), 'false appearance* (mithydvabhdsa). If it were the essence

of anything, whether different or not different (from it), it would

be ultimately real, and therefore not avidyd. If it were absolutely

non-existent, it would not enter into practical activity any more

than a sky-flower. Therefore, it is inexpressible. Besides, the

adherents of every doctrine must agree to this, since it is thus:

for the Sunyavadins, if it exists as it is seen, it is not avidyd. If it

is like a sky-flower, it cannot take part in practical activity. For

him also who says (that everything is) just consciousness (vijna-
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na), if knowledge exists as it appears, (its) object cannot be

denied, since he does not deny that the form of the thing known

—such as blue or yellow—appears as external. If it were absolu-

tely non-existent it could not appear as external any more than a

sky-flower. For those also who teach (the existence of) external

objects, cognitions like that of things that are not eternal as

eternal, and errors such as that of silver (in regard to mother-of-

pearl), could not be avidyd if the form that appears really existed.

If it were absolutely non-existent there could be no practical

activity based on it.

P: Perhaps the form that appears does not exist, but the

appearance indeed exists, and that is what is called avidyd.

S : This is not valid. When that which appears is non-existent,

its appearance also is hard to explain as being real It may be an

appearance, but it is simply an error to say in addition, 'the

appearance of that'. Therefore, avidyd is neither existent nor non-

existent. It is for this very reason that it can be ended—because

it has no firm essence, since it is merely an illusion (maya). If it

were not so, but were firmly established in its own essence, how
could it be changed ; for change would mean the destruction of

its essence. If it were void, it would (already) have ceased by
itself. Thus there is neither the destruction of non-duality, nor
the absence of something to be ended. 2

13

Mandana here makes some of his reasons for adopting the

notion of anirvacaniyatva quite clear. If avidyd is ultimately real

it can never be ended, and will form a second entity over and
above Brahman. If it is absolutely non-existent there can be no
bondage of vyavahara, yet both bondage and vyavahdra seem to
be real in some degree. This is but a logical development of the
concept of two truths—practical (vyavahdra, sanwti) and ulimate
{parinispanno, paramdrtha)—found in Mahayana Buddhism and
Saqikara. The empirically existent, vydvahdrika-sat is not the
paramdrtha-sau it is not fully existent. Yet it does have existence
of a sort, and thus is not totally non-existent. Therefore, in
Mandana's terminology, it is neither existent nor non-existent.

1.4

Mandana seems to be influenced here by the so-called
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svavrtti* to the Vakyapadiya, which elsewhere in the Brahma-
siddhi, and in the Sphota-siddhi as well, he gives abundant
evidence of knowing, 4

1.5

To begin with, he says: "Avidya is not the essence of Brah-

man, nor another thing; not absolutely existent, nor non-exis-

tent." The Vrtti to VPIA (8.3-9.3) says:

" 'Appears as the object'—Appearance (vivarta) is one thing's

assuming other false divided forms in the likeness of diversity

without ceasing to be itself, like the appearance of objects in

dreams. Besides, it has been said: 'The false appearances of con-

figuration and action are merely the activity of the power of

avidya". They are inexplicable (andkhyeyau) as identical with or

different from the Self which is knowledge (vidya). For this is

what makes avidya avidya" 5

vivartate 'rthabhavena: ekasya tattvdd apracyutasya bhedanu-

kdrertdsatyavibhaktanyarupopagrdhitd vivartah. svapnavisaya-

pratibhdsavat. uktam ca. murtikriydvivartau avidyasaktipra-

vrttimatram tau vidydtmani tattvdnyatvdbhydm andkhyeyau.

etad dhi avidydyd avidyatvam iti.

1.6

Although the passage does not explicitly say that the false

appearances are not only neither identical to nor different from

the Self, but also neither real nor unreal, the last sentence seems

to imply it. Compare what was said in our passage from the BS
(9.12): "It is just for this reason that it is called 'nescience',

'illusion', 'false appearance'." The vivartas seem to be equated with

avidya; they are not 'produced' by it, but rather 'the activity of

the power of avidya.
9 Compare also VV2S, to be discussed below

(§1.43). "Therefore, the knowers of Brahman know that it is best

(that error) is indescribable; otherwise nescience would cease to

be nescience. If it (the error or its object) is real it is not false;

if it is void its appearance would be inconceivable. They call that

nescience inexpressible as existent or non-existent." Logically, if

Brahman is the one thing that really exists, what is different from

it does not exist, and what is neither the sam? nor different from

it is neither real nor unreal. 5*
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That 'Harivrsabha' thought that avidya is indescribable

both as identical or different and as existent or non-existent is

clear from the Vrtti on VP 1.4 (21.3-22.1)

:

"For the one Brahman, endowed with non-conflicting powers

which are indescribable as identical or different (from it), and as

existent or non-existent, being differentiated into unreal forms,

has the false appearances (vivarta) of the knots which are the

enjoyer, the enjoyed, and the enjoyment, which are without

external reality and are different from each other."

ekasya hi brahmanas tattvanyatvabhydm sattvdsattvabhyarrt

cdniruktavirodhisaktyupagrdhyasydsatyarupapravibhdgasya sva-

pnavijnanapurusavad abahistattvdh parasparavilaksand bhoktr-

bhoktavyabhogagranthayo vivartante. 5b

1.8

It appears that being tattvanyatvabhydm sattvdsattvdbhydm

anirvacaniya is a trait that belongs to all the powers (sakti) of

Brahman, and that avidya has it in virtue of being a saktu*

Mandana does not call avidya a sakti of Brahman. 7 To allow

Brahman a multiplicity of powers, or even a single power, would
threaten the non-duality of Brahman and bring him close to a

bheddbheda position which he rejects.
8 He could perhaps find

some way to avoid this danger, but to talk even of a single sakti

of Brahman would be out of line with his emphasis on avidya as

something belonging to the jiva rather than to Brahman, and his

epistemological approach to the problems of difference. Still,

dropping the concept of power, he adopts that part of Harivrsa-

bha's presentation which suits his purpose.

1.9

It is striking that our first surviving statement that avidya
is indescribable in either way should be from a text of the Sabda-
brahman tradition. Could this be why Samkara did not adopt the
idea? Hacker has said that this may be the reason that the idea
of vivarta is not accepted by him, nor by his school for some
time after him, 9 and both the texts quoted from the Vrtti involve
a technical use of vivarta. Ingalls has stated that Samkara may
have avoided the concept because it made the world, if not more
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real, at least less unreal than merely to refrain from saying whe-

ther it is real or not. 10 That the Vrtti brings in the concept in

connection with Brahman's powers would make Samkara parti-

cularly wary. 11 It is a cosmological context, that of one Brahman

becoming many, rather than Mandana's epistemological one.

Samkara calls maya a sakti of Brahman and identifies it with

prakrti, nama-rupa as the primordial substance of the world, and

the like. To say that it is inexpressible as non-existent is to raise

it to a higher level than he apparently wants to put it on; for him

it is avidydtmaka or avidya-kalpita, 'of the nature of ignorance'

or 'produced by ignorance', which is more to say that it is un-

real than to say it is indescribable. It is to take it out of the

sphere of 'propaedeutic' 12 instruction into that of a final state-

ment of what the world is. But if the multiform universe is not

considered an 'objective' illusion, as Samkara considered it,
13

and if avidya (or, in Samkara, maya) is not considered a power of

Brahman which allows him to appear as manifold, but rather as

the subjective error of the jiva, this might not seem so much of

a problem. The world as multiple is simply an error, and to say

that an error is anirvacaniya is just to analyze what that means.

1.10

There is additional reason to think that this idea of the

inexpressibility of avidya arose in circles adhering to the doctrine

of Sabda-brahman. Kamalasila, in his commentary (pafijika) on

verse 151 of the Tattva-Samgrha of Santaraksita,14 presents

arguments like those brought forward in the Purvapaksa of the

passage of the BS that we are considering, and even has his

opponent refer to the concept of anirvacaniyatva. Yet this verse

is not in the chapter against the Vedanta (Chapter VII, Aupani-

sadatmapariksa), but in that against the Sabda-brahman (Chapter

V, Sabda-brahma-parlksa). In the following, I follow Jha's

translation 15

1.11

S: "Further, for you, apart from Brahman, there can be

no Ignorance [avidya] ... under whose influence the Brahman

would appear in the said form." 16

Cf, BS9A: 'Tf avidya is not the essence of Brahman, there

would be another thing than Brahman." 17
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1.12

TSP: "It might be said that—'When it is said that "It

becomes cognised under the influence of Ignorance", what is

meant is that It is of the nature of Ignorance

If so, then the implication is all the clearer that there can be

no Liberation : when the Eternal One Brahman has the nature of

Ignorance, there can be no cessation of that Ignorance, which

forms the essence of Brahman—by virtue of which cessation there

could be Liberation." 18

Cf. £5 8.16-19: "The texts for the sake of it (liberation) and

the activities for the sake of it would be pointless . . . since it

is of the nature of avidya, since, it being eternal, it could not

abandon its former nature and take up another nature." 19

And BS 9.8: "If {avidya) were the nature of Brahman, how

could it be made to cease, being eternal?"20

1.13

TSP: "If then, Ignorance is admitted to be something

apart from Brahman—even so, it could not produce any effect

upon Brahman, which is eternal and hence not susceptible to

any addition to Its qualities. So that it cannot be right to assert

that Its appearance (in Cognition) is due to the influence of

Ignorance; and thus there being no connection between Ignoran-

ce and Brahman, there can be no Birth and Rebirth. Nor can it

be right to assert that 'It could be described as being neither the

same nor different;' 21 because all things must fall within one or

the other of these two; otherwise it would not be a Thing

(Entity) [vastu] at all. Nor can it be right to assert that 4

it is

because of its being a Non-entity that it is cognised in that form;*

—as such an explanation would lead to absurdities." 22 The gene-

ral context in which the concept of indescribability comes in is

similar to that in the BS, although the Buddhist's opponent is

not given a chance to elaborate on his reasons. It is a question of

explaining how avidya can have enough reality to cause bondage,

yet not so absolute a reality as to prevent liberation, how it can
exist, yet not exist, as different from Brahman.

1.14

Some other similarities between these two passages remain

:

TSP: . . it has to be explained what the Brahman's form is.
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prior to the mystic state [yogitvavastha—the state of being a

Yogin]. If Tt is always of the form of light effulgent, then there

can be no state which is non-mystic, as ex hypothesi, Brahman is

ever of the nature of the effulgent light of Self; so that the Libe-

ration of all beings would be accomplished without effort.

It is possible that the following might be urged: 'Just as for

you, Buddhists, during the state of Dream and the Like, the

Cognition, though one, appears in a variegated form, so the

Brahman also, even though one, appears diverse to persons

whose chain of cognitions is not pure, through Ignorance.'

That cannot be right; because as a matter of fact, apart from

Brahman, there are none whose 'Chain' is not pure, to whom the

said form could appear as stated... As for us (Buddhists),

Liberation is quite possible, as at that stage, there appears a

distinct pure Cognition." 23

Cf„ £5 8.14-15: "But others say (that the attaining of Brah-

man is) defined as the production of a pure knowledge from

which the contamination of the form of the object has been

removed." 24

BS 8.17-18 : "If its nature is knowledge (activities for obtaining

Brahman will be useless, because) there will be nothing to be

stopped or to be gained, since avidyd is absent and knowledge is

present." 25

Andes' 9.5-6: "And it (knowledge) is eternal in Brahman,

and there is nothing other than Brahman whose non-apprehen-

sion might be stopped by knowledge of Brahman gained by

effort." 26

Notice also that the example of dream-cognition is given by

the VPv in both passages quoted—though here in the TSP the

Sabda-brahma-vadin attributes it to the Buddhist.

1.15

In spite of these close similarities and the fact that Santara-

ksita and Kamalasila are both slightly later than Mandana, 27 1

do not think it likely that Kamalasila is opposing here the passa-

ge from the BS which we are discussing (BS 9.11-10.2). I think it

much more probable that Kamalasila has preserved an argument

from some lost work of the Sabda-brahman school. First, because

he brings it in, as said before, in his critique of that school.

Though Maridana defends the doctrine of Brahman as sabda ia
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the BS, 28 and the Buddhist could therefore conceivable include

him in that school, the BS is clearly on the whole a work of

Advaita Vedanta. Besides, this particular passage of the BS

makes no mention of Brahman as iahda. and the passage which

does discuss Brahman as sabda makes no reference to problems

connected with liberation. Second, because Santaraksita's kdrika

and the beginning of Kamalasila's commentary mention the idea

that
%the Yogins' can see Brahman. 29 Mentions ofYoginsor

even of Yoga are absent in the BS. but they are rather more

typical of the I akyapadiya and its VrttL30

1.16

The fact that Mandana in the Vibhrama-viveka ascribes the

theory of the anirxacaniyatxa of error to the Vedantins (brahma-

xidah) shows that it was not confined to the Sabda-brahma-xada

at this time. 81 The presence in the VV passage of the term

xixarta which some have ascribed to the grammatical tradition32

makes it seem likely that there were groups where Advaita

Vedanta and Sabda-braJima-xada overlapped. It would then be

difficult to know* whether such concepts as vivarta and anirxaca-

niyatxa arose in the latter school, and were taken over by a form
of Advaita which Samkara did not fully share (this might be

confirmed by KamalasuVs putting the inexpressibility theory in

the Sabda-brahma-pariksa); or whether they were Advaita-

vedanta ideas taken over by the grammatical school (which might
be supported by the greater use of such words as vidyd in the

Vrtti as compared with the verses of the VP33
).

1.17 14.21-15.2

"S: The transmigrant is an agent and an enjoyer, and a
succession {samtati) (of cognitions) cannot be an agent or en-
joyer, because it is not a thing (avastu); or how could something
non-existent be bound and released?

P: The succession is not absolutely non-existent, nor existent,
rather it is existent through false imagination (kalpana). The texts
and activities are for its liberation.

S: Then it is something imagined that transmigrates and is

released, and bondage and release which apply to something
imaginary are themselves simply imaginary—why don't you
agree to this when we say it? It has already been said that trans-
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migration and release apply to something imagined, and do not

exist in the highest, ultimate truth."34

1.18

This passage is part of Mandana's answer to the difficulties

raised in the Vijnanavada Purvapaksa to the previous passage

(8.13-9.10). It makes it clear, 1 think, that for Mandana the idea

of indescribability was a way of stating the two-truths theory

found in Mahayana and in Samkara. He mentions 'ultimate

truth' (paramdrtha). and opposes it to what is -imagined', that

is, to what for the Vijnanavadin would be empirical reality (saw-

vyavahdra or sarfivrti). Bondage and liberation are real only

through false imagination. Although the word avidyd is not men-

tioned, it is clear that it is equivalent to the Buddhist term kalp-

and, for the place which Mandana refers to at the end of the

passage under discussion as saying that transmigration is not

ultimately real is, according to Sankhapani (41.25-26), 12.6-7,

which says: "Therefore the jivas are transmigrant by avidyd, and

are freed by vidya." 35 The problem is much the same as in 9.1 1-

10.2 (§1.1). Avidyd or kalpand must be real enough to produce

our (apparent) bondage, and yet be unreal enough to be ended

by knowledge. Thus the texts and activities for the sake of libera-

tion will not be useless on the ground that liberation is impossible

nor on the ground that it is already here.

1.19 48.5-15

"Another explanation of the second half (of verse II. 5)

objects to the alternatives (or: 'mental constructions'—vikalpa)

of difference and non-difference

:

(P:) This division, being the essence of something or being

other, which belongs to things (vastii), should not be transferred

to difference, whose 'body' is formed by mental construction.

For it is like this: (difference), which is indescribable as the same

as the thing or different from it (tattvdnyatvdbhydm anirvacaniya),

whose body is presented by mental construction based upon the

influence of beginningless mental constructions, sets in motion

the ordinary usage (vyavahdra). This is different from that; this is

the difference of the two.' There is no such thing as 'difference',

whose identity or difference might be considered.

S: To this (the second half of the verse) applies again: 'And
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with (difference not having) a positive form (rQpa). a thing can-

not have difference.' If, then, difference has no form, no nature

of its own—for it does not exist in reality, but is merely presen-

ted by acts of mental construction—then difference cannot be-

long to a thing, since with respect to the ultimate truth difference

does not exist. For it is not logical for something, in virtue of an

imagined nature, to possess that (nature) in ultimate reality,

since (its possessing it) would just be imagined. Why don't you

accept this when we say it. We too say this same thing : differ-

ence does not really exist; it is but the play of beginningless

nescience."1*

1J0

Here the problem is not that of bondage and release, but

the problem of the nature of difference (bheda). Mandana is

trying to prove that perception merely posits, affirms, that it

never negates, and therefore does not present difference. Speci-

fically, he is replying to the objection (47.1 1-15) that difference

being the nature of things, the act of perception that affirms the

things also presents their difference. His counter-arguments

(47.15-48.4) show the absurdities that result from identifying

difference with the thing. Although his purvapak$a may not be a

fair presentation of the Buddhist position, Jt seems clear that he

is opposing the Buddhists. The mention of 'mental construction*

(vikalpa) and *the influence of mental constructions* (vikalpa-

vasana) reminds one of Dharmakirti.*7 The formulation of bheda

as anirvacanlya is not the Buddhist's but Ma^ana's own. How-
ever, the Vijftanavadin would go so far as to say that difference

is a vikalpa, that what is given in perception is the bare particu-

lar (svalaksana) without respect to difference or identity with

anything else." As in the passage just discussed (14.21-15.2,

§1.17), Maitfana admits that what he is saying is close to what
the Buddhist says. Maotfana puts his abheda (i.e. Brahman) in

place of the Buddhist svalaksana. The last sentence, "Difference

does not exist; it is but the play of beginningless nescience",

equates the Vedantic avidya with the Buddhist vikalpa, as it was
previously equated with kalpanfi (§1.18). Again, as in the
previous passage, the mention of 'ultimate truth' (paramartha,
48.12), indicates that the anirvacanlya formulation is a develop,
ment of the two-truths theory.
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1.21

Note that the formulation here, where the topic is the
universe presented by perception, is similar to that of 9.11-10.2

(§1.1), where it is the relation of avidya to Brahman. In the ear-
lier passage nescience is said to be neither the essence (svabhava)
of Brahman, nor different from it. Here the same is said of
difference. Compare 12.5-7, where the vision of non-difference
(abheda-darsana) is equated with vidya, and the vision of differ-

ence with avidya. 39

1.22

It should also be observed that the argument does not
pose the inexpressible as a third truth-value belonging to the

world or to 'things' which have a certain, though ambiguous,

reality, but rather as a definition of that which is not a thing' at

all. A similar argument has already been quoted in the passage

from Kamalasila (§1.13): "Nor can it be right to assert that 'It

could be described as being, neither real nor unreal'; because all

things must fall within one or the other of these two; otherwise

it would not be a Thing, (Entity) [vastu], at all. Nor can it be

right to assert that 'it is because of its being a Non-entity [avastu]

that it is cognised in that form'; as such an explanation would

lead to absurdities." That Kamalasila, who belongs to "the

mixed school of Madhyamika-Yogacaras or Madhyamika-Sau-

trantikas"40 should reject this formulation confirms that Majjtda-

na's Purvapakfin here is not a real Buddhist, but an imaginary

one whom he sets up to be forced into arguments which lead up

to his.
41

1.23 51.10-15

"P (a Buddhist) : (Difference is inferred) from seeing (an

effect) that has not been seen before.

S: That is false, since we see successive effects even from a

single thing.

P: If there is absolute non-difference, it is illogical that there

be both seeing and not seeing of the effects, since there is noth-

ing to distinguish them {visesd).

S: In that case a difference in effects does not annul non-

difference (of the cause); all that can be inferred is a distinguish-

ing trait (vifejtt), without destroying it (non-difference). And we
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do not disregard that—(if it is) the object of imagination (kal-

pcuia); for it is illogical if it belongs to a real thing (vastu-sat),

because it can be neither identical with that thing nor different

from it"42

1.24

This passage tells us something very important about

Mandana's theory of indescribability. For him it is not so much

a special sort of reality as it is the denial of reality. That the

distinguishing trait can neither be identical with the thing nor

different from it is as much as to say that it is unreal, illogical,

the object of imagination (note the Buddhist terminology again).

It cannot be identical to the thing, since it would be merely the

thing, not a visesa. It cannot be different, because there would

be no connection between it and the thing, and therefore it

would not be the visesa of the thing. 43
It is therefore unaccount-

able and contrary to logic, and does not really exist.

1.25 53.12-17

"This conjunction with contradictory properties was just

refuted as a cause of difference. For surely, as things which last,

for a long time, being connected with qualities that last for

a limited time, have those properties (at one time) and do not
have them (at another), and yet the word 'contradiction' is not
applied to them, so it is with things large in size and infinite

things (connected) with (properties) limited in exten.

P: How can something infinite have a finite property?
S: If it is something over and above (the thing), or indescrib-

able, there is no occasion to doubt its possibility. Even if it is

nothing beyond (the thing), it will be like (a property) lasting for
a limited time belonging to something which lasts for a long
time."44 5

1.26

Here the problem is something like that in the previous
passage. As there the question was that of the relation of a thing
to itsvtfem here it is the relation of the thing to its property
(dharma). If the property is identical with the thing, it would be
contrad^tory for an infinite thing to have a finite property;
since it would be limited by the property's fineness. If it i
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different or indescribable, this difficulty does not arise. Mandana
does not elaborate on the relation of indescribability, as his pur-
pose here is to establish by an example that a single thing may
have contradictory properties, in such a way that it will be
acceptable whatever one's philosophical opinion on the relation

of substrate to property. It is interesting, however, that he does
not mention a fourth solution, the bhedabheda one that the pro-
perty is both different and not different from its substrate. This
may indicate that he considered it a particularly illogical solu-

tion, more so than denying one or both of the alternatives.

1.27 54.19-20

"...and since (seeing something not seen before) is the

cause (of an inference) merely of a distinguishing trait, and since

that, being indescribable as identical or different, is the object of

imagination. .
." 45

1.28

This is part of a summary of the previous arguments, and

merely repeats what was said at 51.10-15 (§1.23). It therefore

needs no separate comment.

1.29 60.3-9

"P: But, as you said, it is impossible that the cognition of

difference should arise from anything other than a means of valid

knowledge (and therefore if, as Mandana says, it does not come

from perception, on which all the other pramanas except sabda

depend, and sabda itself teaches non-duality, from what can the

cognition of difference come?)

S: But who says anything else? For the apprehension of

difference does not exist in final reality. If it did, how could

difference be denied? And if it is denied, how can it be appre-

hended? It is impossible that the thing apprehended should

not exist, and yet be apprehended.

P: What is it then?

S: Nescience (avidya), an error (vibhrama)—and if the object

of knowledge exists as it appears there is no error, but right cog-

nition. And if it does not exist (at all), its apprehension is not

possible. Therefore it is not described as existing in ultimate
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truth, nor as not existing, since it is established in ordinary life

(Jokd) in all doctrines, as was said above."46

1.30

The last sentence refers back to 9.11-10.2 (§1.1), as is in-

dicated by the reference to •all doctrines' (sarvapravadesu, cf.

sarva-pravadibhih of 9.14). Again, inexpressibility is less a truth-

value of the object conceived as external though not finally real47

than the description of what sort of reality we must ascribe to an

error, and therefore to its object.48 Avidya is assumed to share

the same level of reality as the object which qualifies it; neither is

fully real, as in 9.11-10.2. In fact, in the final sentence of the

present passage it is hard to see if he is discussing error or its

object Perhaps we may say that the word 'error' (yibhrama)

and its synonym 'nescience' (avidya)** apply equally to the false

consciousness (consciousness of difference, consciousness of

silver) and to its object (difference, silver).
50

1J1 66.13-22

'Tor him (who thinks that) the thing (yastu) is one (but)

made up of two (elements), the true nature (atman) of the thing

is not the universal (samanya) alone, nor the particularity (yisesa)

alone, for then there would be two separate things (yastu-bheda).

Therefore the nature of the thing is mixed, its form is the two

combined. Now a mixed thing connot carry over some place else;

rather that which carries over is not the form of the thing. And
so what is being expounded—though relying on other words—is

that the individuals (bheddh) alone are real. Or else (another

gloss on verse m.21cd) (it is expounded) 'on account of another

word', namely 'one thing is made of two'—since if the thing

that carries over is not the essence (svabhava) of the thing, it is

the object of imagination.

P: It may not be the thing, (but) it is not ruled out that it is

an aspect (antsa) of it. Otherwise, the imagination would be with-

out a cause.

S
:
But what is this thing called an 'aspect'? It is not, to begin

with, the thing itself, since, if the thing were just that, difference

would result. Neither is it a thing in itself different from the

thing, since then there would be three things: the universal, the

particularity, and that which possesses them. If it is neither the
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thing itself, nor yet another thing by itself, it remains that it is

the object of imagination, indescribable as the same or

different."
51

1.32

Again, as in earlier passages, Mandana examines the status

of anything apart from the bare thing (in 48.5-13 difference, in

51.10-15 and 54.19-20, a distinguishing trait, and in 53.12-17 a

property). As he did for difference and a distinguishing trait, he

decides it cannot stand the test of logic, and is therefore unreal,

avastu, merely the object of imagination.

The Evidence of the Sphota-sbddhi

1,33

The Sphota-siddhi does not employ the word anirvacaniya,

but it does use the similar term anupdkhyeya, which can be trans-

lated etymologically by 'inexpressible', although here it seems to

have the meaning of 'indefinite'. I give a translation of Verse 18

of the SS and part of the autocommentary. Mandana is explain-

ing how the sounds (dhvani) bring about the knowledge of the

sphota: each communicates the complete sphota in a vague

manner, and the impressions (samskdra, bhdvana) left by the last

sound combine with those of the previous sounds to produce a

clear knowledge.

1.34

Verse: "The sounds, which differ by the effort (made to

produce them) illuminate it by the succession of their cognitions

and of the impressions (of the cognitions)."52

Commentary: "The earliear sounds produce in the listener, in

whose mind there have not yet been produced any particular

impressions, cognitions which (themselves) take an indistinct

(avyakta) form, but sow the seeds of impressions conducive to

the production of the later clear (vyakta) determination (of the

word). The last (sound), on the other hand, produces as it were a

more perfectly clear (ativyaktatara) cognition, into which a

clearer (sphutatara) image of the sphota enters, assisted by the

seeds of all the impressions produced by the indistinct (avyakta)

determinations produced by the previous sounds. Similarly, the
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genuineness of a precious stone, which is not definite (anupakh-

yata) when it is first viewed, appears in course in the final cogni-

tion in the mind of a tester of precious stones who is examining

it, when (his mind) has received the form of the impressions

deposited by the cognitions whose form is undefinable (anupa-

khycya). Otherwise there would be no distinct illumination (of

the objects) afterwards any more than before, since there would

be no difference (between the two cognitions).

Therefore this has been said :

(Verses): "Just as one arrives at mastery of a Vedic passage or

a verse by repetition, but it is not fully grasped in each repetition.

So the form of a word, illuminated by the sounds, is ascertain-

ed by cognitions which are indefinable (anupakhyeya) (yet) con-

ducive to grasping (the word).

By the last sound the word is ascertained in the intellect in

which seeds have been sown by the sounds, and which has been

ripened by repetition."

The impressions produced by the perception undefinable in

form (anupakhyeyakdra) of the sphota produce a cognition which

determines that same (sphota) more clearly (sphutatara) and so

there is not the defect of diversity in respect to the meaning (in

this theory) as there is for him who says (that the word is) the

letters (i.e. the defect that it is the sounds alone which are cog-

nised, yet their impressions produce the cognition of the

meaning)." 53

135

Here anupakhyeya, which we have translated by 'undefin-

able', is opposed to 'distinct*, 'clear' (vyakta, sphuta), and
parallel to 'indistinct', kvague\ 'unclear* (avyakta). The quoted
verses are from the Vakyapadlya (1.82-84), indicating that the
term is borrowed from Bhartrhari. Mandana does not appear
to use it in any other sense than that in which Bhartrhari does. In
this passage from the SS, in the VP verses, and in the Vrtti on
the verses. 54 the predominant connotation seems to be that of
vagueness; there is no clear suggestion that the sounds or their
cognitions are other than real. However, the next verse of the
VP (1.85), which Mandana quotes in the commentary to SS 21,
does call the sounds, or the objects of the false cognitions they
occasion, 'non-existent* (asat) :**
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"When one thinks that the non-existent interior verbal ele-

ments (i.e. the syllable as distinct from the word, the word as

distinct from the sentence which the sounds cause us to believe

in) exist, that is just the incapacity of the perceiver; it is a means
to the grasping (of the real word)."

asatas cdntardle yah chabddn astiti manyate \

pratipattur a§aktih sd grahanopdya eva sah //

Nevertheless, the VPv on this passage56 does not gloss asat by
anupdkhyeya, although it does use anupdkhyeya in its commen-
tary on VP I.83, 57 so it seems likely that Harivrsabha did not

identify the two terms. Mandana shows by his wording in SS 21

and the commentary thereon that he was aware of and followed

the Vrtti to FPI.85, 58 so we may assume that for him too the

two words were unassociated. He does mention, in the commen-
tary to SS 21, immediately after three verses quoted from the

VP, which begin with VP 1.85 which we have just translated, "a

fixed contamination of knowledge by error (yiparydsa) by the

imitation of the form of a non-existent {asat), object of appre-

hension." 59 Although this does confirm, by the use of viparydsa

for "error" 60
, that Mandana held a theory of viparita-khydtivthtTL

he wrote the SS, it does not commit him to any theory of the

inexpressibility of error, or even to any theory of what it means

to be 'non-existent'.

Thus, although M. Biardeau likens the term anupdkhyeya

to anirvacanlya and says that for Bhartrhari it had a "valeur

ontologique,"61
it is not clear that it has similar implications in

the SS, the VP** or the VPv. As Biardeau herself says, "Pour

Mandana anupdkhyeya pourrait see referer plus simplement a

Tindistinction d'une forme."63 What K.A Subrahmania Iyer says

of Bhartrhari's use of it seems valid for Mandana also
:
"The

cognition produced by each sound, taken by itself, is unname-

able (anupdkhyeya), because it is not enough to identify the

sphotar" Beyond that it does not appear that it applied to a

special ontological status belonging to errors. In Verse 19 and

commentary, Mandana supports the idea that each of the sounds

gives us an indistinct knowledge of the sphota, and together

Produce the final clear knowledge, by the examples of the false

1.36
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cognition of a rope in a dark place as a snake, or of an elephant

seen afar off as a tree. The previous erroneous cognitions lead to

the final correct cognition, and at no time is anything other than

the rope or the tree in contact with the sight. This is based on

VP 1.89-90, which he quotes, and the VrttU which gives the two

examples mentioned—another confirmation of Mandana's

acquaintance with it and use of the Vrtti. Biardeau comments

:

"On s'attendrait a ce qu'il appliquat aussi le terme anupakhyeya

aux perceptions erronees du type de serpent ou de l'elephant

dans sa theorie de l'erreur, tout comme les disciples de Sankara

diront de la perception erronee qu'elle est anirvacaniya"** It may

indeed be that he would apply the term anupakhyeya to these false

perceptions, since he gives them as a parallel to the perceptions

of the dhvanis, which are so-called, and since they are similarly

opposed to the 'clear' (vyakta) final perception. 66 But neither

Mandana nor his authority, the VPv on these two texts, actually

uses the word. In any case, it does not seem that here in the SS
he wishes to call either sort of false perception "neither existent

nor non-existent", since as we have shown anupakhyeya means
rather 'indescribable', indistinct'. To be sure, the idea of

error leading to truth is an important one in the BS*7 which

uses the same analogy of the tree and the elephant to illustrate

it,
68 and the BS defends the anirvacanfyatva of avidya. However,

the term and concept of anirvacanfyatva do not come in where
the BS uses the analogy. Finally, the VPv uses different terms
when it deals with the indescribability' of avidya or the other

saktis: instead of anupakhyeya, it used the word anirukta*9 or
the (admittedly similar70

) andkhyeya 71 So we are not entitled to
say that Mandana used the term in the same sense as anirvacaniya
and its relatives. Nor does his use of it give further evidence of
his indebtedness to the Sabda-brahma-vada in his developing his
theory of anirvacanfyatva.

NlRUPAKHYA
1.37

For Mandana this term is quite different from anirvacaniya
or anupakhyeya. Although, like them, its etymological meaning
is indescribable', it means 'void of all positive qualities', 72

'utterly non-existent': For instance, BS 93.21-94.2, where he is
discussing the question of what is the object of the cognition of
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non-existence, he says, "If 'the absence of a means of valid

knowledge' is thus called the object of the cognition and verbal

expression
c
is not', then what is wrong with 'the absence of an

object of valid knowledge', that it should be abandoned and 'the

absence of a means of right knowledge' be called the object? For

there is no difference whatever between them in their non-exis-

tence (nirupdkhyatva)." 1* The word is used to gloss abhava in the

verse glossed (III.47b, 93.17). Compare 97.18-19: 'The fact

appears that existent things have a like form insofar as they

differ from the non-existent {nirupdkhya). If not, they would be

as different from each other as they are from the non-existent

{nirupakhya)." 14t Biardeau interprets the word in the first of these

passages to mean 'non-existent', in the second to mean 'in-

expressible'. 75 Either is in a sense correct, in that it means a

degree of non-being going beyond even what is the 'absolutely

non-existent' (atyantdsat) as exemplified by the traditional

examples of a hare's horn or a flower in the sky. It refers to that

which is so plunged in the blackness of non-being that it cannot

even be talked about.

1.38

This is confirmed by the use of the word in the Vibhrama-

viveka, which can be discussed more conveniently here than in

the section on its handling of the concept of anirvacaniyatva.

Verses 133c-136d, which employ the term, are part of the refuta-

tion of the asat-khydti (i.e. the Sunyavadaof the Madhyamika

Buddhists), from the standpoint of the anyathd-khydti of the

Bhatta Mimarrisa. They say:

"The cognition that grasps non-existence {abhava), depends on

another entity as being different from that which is other than it.

There is nothing utterly indescribable (nirupdkhya). Therefore,

except for another entity, there is no voidness of entities (bhava-

iimyatvam) for the intellect, since a non-existence cannot be dis-

cerned (or: described

—

anirupandt), nor any error, say the wise.

Indeed, even that which is cognised in a hare's horn is not utterly

non-existent (nirupdkhya); for a horn is apprehended there in

connection with a hare. Now that is not a non-entity (avastu),

since it has already been seen on a hooved animal." 76

Nirupdkhya is clearly the equivalent of §unya, at least in the

Hindu's understanding of sunya. Cf. 141a-c: "There is no cons-
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ciousncss void (iiinya) of an object of knowledge, since that

would involve the destruction of its essence, and since it would

be totally indescribable {nirupdkhya)" 11 This is still part of the

refutation of the Sunyavada. Sarpkara uses the word in a similar

sense—'utterly non-existent'—when refuting Buddhist theo-

ries.
78 The VPv uses it, and anupdkhya, in the same sense, twice

when citing Buddhist doctrines. 79 But Mar^dana seems to give

the word a special twist by keeping some of its etymological

meaning. For him the real is describable (which is not to say that

all that is describable is fully real). Although he says that verbal

knowledge of Brahman must be supplemented by (or perhaps

transformed into) direct knowledge (sdksdtkara), he nowhere

says that Brahman is beyond words,80 while even the hare's horn

has a certain reality. At BS 18.17-20, in a passage defending the

doctrine that Brahman is sabda, 'word', he includes the hare's

horn in a list of vyavahdrika objects (vyavahdrika here meaning

rather 'pertaining to verbal usage* than 'pertaining to practical

activity'), which have no being beyond being vivartas of sabda. 61

The Evidence of the Vibhrama-viveka

139

In the Purvapaksa section of the Vibhrama-viveka, at the

end of the section setting forth asat-khydti 'the cognition of the

non-existent', i.e. the Sunyavada), occurs this statement of the

theory of error known as anirvacaniyakhydtU "the cognition of
the indescribable'

:

"28: Therefore (referring to the previous arguments for asat-
khydti) the knowers of Brahman know that it is better that (error)
is indescribable; otherwise avidyd would cease to be avidyd.

29: If it is existent, it is not false (mithyd) ; if it were void
(sunya) its appearance would be inconceivable. They call that
avidyd inexpressible as existent or non-existent.

30: It is illogical to look for something real (vastu) whether
internal or external, in it, since it would cease to be if there were
a real object of knowledge (vedya-vastu).

31: Moreover, this diversity (prapanca) of name and form is
described as just avidyd. But if one thing is cognised as another
there can be no denial of diversity.

32: If (error) were merely the absence of cognition, there
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would be nothing but void; what would diversity be based on?

What it is logical to say is that that in which there is no diversity

appears as possessed of diversity.

33: Granted, if (error) were apprehension that is not clear,

(Brahman) would not by itself appear clearly. But if the substrate

of superimposition does not exist, it would be impossible for

(Brahman) to possess all forms. 82

34: For if the consciousness has various forms, so that diver-

sity belongs to its nature, there can be no liberation, or else it

will be impermanent.

35: It is obvious that in an error in which there are many
forms, such as mirages, several false (asatya) forms appear in a

single cognition.

36: The form of the consciousness is not real (bhuta), nor is

(error) superimposition or an apprehension that is not clear.

Therefore the knowers of Brahman think that error is an appea-

rance (yivarta)"*3

1.40

This passage shows clearly that the theory that error is a

cognition that can be expressed neither as existent nor non-

existent (anirvacaniya-khydti) was already known as a Vedanta

doctrine in Mandana's time (see the reference to 'the knowers

of Brahman', i.e. Vedantins, in 28b and 36d).M Since he rejects

it here, in a work which he apparently wrote before the BS in

which he accepts it (see below §§1.70-75), he was not its inventor.

These verses likewise show that the doctrine was in existence

before Sainkara's activity.

1.41

Certain of the expressions recall the VPv. Compare V. 28

with the Vrtti on VP LI, already quoted (§1.5):

"For this is what makes avidyd avidyd." V. 35cd uses the word
-ascttya, 'false', for the forms appearing in a single erroneous

cognition, while VPvl.l makes mention of 'other false divided

forms', (asatya-vibhaktdnya-riipa), and VPv 1.4 mentions 'the

one Brahman being differentiated into unreal forms' (ekasya

brahmanas-asatya-rupa-pravibhagasya—21.3-4). Finally, V. 36c
uses the word vivarta, characteristic of the VPv. The passage
thus confirms what was said above (§1.1 6)^ that the doctrine of
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inexpressibility must have arisen in a grammatical tradition and

been taken over before Mandana's time by the Vedanta, 86 or

have arisen in the Vedanta and been taken over into the Sabda-

brahmavada by the author of the VPv or a predecessor.

1.42

It is clear that this theory was put forward as an explana-

tion for both empirical and transcendental errors, for the errors

of the everyday world and for the basic error by which we see

the manifold world instead of the one Brahman, although the

primary emphasis is on the latter.
86 The word avidyd, which tends

to be applied to transcendental error, is used more often than

vibhrama, which tends to be applied to empirical error. 87 The

problems of the existence of diversity and the possibility of

liberation are raised. On the other hand, V. 35 discusses the

mirage, an empirical error, and the arguments of V. 28-30

apply to either sort.

1.43

As in the BS, the object of error and the error itself are on
the same leveL 88 In V. 29ab, it is impossible to tell whether it is.

a question of the error or the object of error being real or void.

In V. 3 lab, 4the diversity of name and form' is not said to be
'formed' or 'based' on avidya (avidyd-kalpita or -nibandhana\
but simply to be 'avidya?**

1.44

From the fact that Mandana includes this theory under
asat-khyati™ it appears that his rejection of it was based at least

in part on the belief that it was too close to the Buddhist doctrine
of Sunyata. This is true even though its proponent attempts to
differentiate it from that position by his rejection of the 'void*
in V. 29 and 32. For the opponent does not clearly say that
error must have a substratum, something objective to which it

refers (alambana)*1 He says (V. 30) that it is illogical to look for
an object either external or internal in error. V. 32ab does not say
that diversity must have a basis in Brahman, but rather that if error
is just the absence of knowledge, there will be a universal void,
because there will not even be any positive error, any avidya]
just pure absence of consciousness.*2 V. 32cd might seem ta
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imply a substrate, if the (understood) 'Brahman' is not defined

positively, but purely negatively, as 'that in which there is no
diversity', or 'that in which the universe does not exist' (aprapa-

ncd). Besides, V. 35 and 36a, by talking of 'the forms of cons-

ciousness', imply a model of avidya in which the one conscious-

ness of Brahman has many unreal forms, rather than the model

of the BS, in which the transmigrant soul imagines diversity and
superimposes it on the one Brahman, which is the objective sup-

port of that error. The crucial word of V. 33, adhyasya, which

I have translated, following Lambert Schmithausen, as 'substrate

of superimposition', 93
is a conjectural reconstruction. 94 With

this possible exception, the discussion concerns itself not with

the objective substrate of error (i.e. the mother-of-pearl), but

with the status of the 'object' of error, that is, of the forms that

appear in the erroneous cognition (i.e. the silver). This parti-

cular Vedanta, with its seeming nearness to Sunyavada, its concern

for the unreal forms of the one consciousness, and its apparent

extreme apophaticism and denial of the universe of diversity,

may have approached that of Gaudapada. However, it apparently

diverged from Gaudapada' s doctrine by its willingness to give

error and its objects a slightly higher status that the ajdti-vdda

does, and its relations to speculations amongst the Grammarians.

1.45

In any case, it is clear that Mandana thought that the

partisans of the theory of the inexpressibility of error did not

take account of the necessity for error to have a substrate. In

V. 27, concluding the presentation of the 'Buddhist asat-

khyatV** he lets the Madhyamika say, ^'Therefore it is logical

to conclude that it is simply an error. (What is) in accordance

with the consciousness (we actually have is) that no cause

(nimitta, i.e. no object) for it is possible." 96 Mandana introduces

the next verse, the 'Vedantic asat-khyati,
9*1 with the word

'therefore'. This indicates that he thought that the anirvacanfya-

khyati-vddin held error to have no object, which to his mind

would verge on Buddhist 'nihilism'.
98 In V. 37, the first verse

after the presentation of anirvacaniya-khydti, he has another

Purvapaksin, a Prabhakara, object, "It would be illogical for

something non-existent to appear",99 confirming that he sees no

real difference between the Vedantin and the Madhyamika. V.
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38 strengthens this conclusion: "This seems rather contradictory,

to say that there is nothing and that it appears. If it appears, it

has positive form (rupa) and is not non-existent, since that con-

tradicts the consciousness (we actually have)." 100 Whether

Mandana wrote the VV as a Mimarnsaka or a Vedantin (see

below §§1.70-1.75), he maintained the necessity of a positive sub-

strate or support for all knowledge both in the VV and in the

£S.™1 If this section is a fairly accurate presentation of the teach-

ing of an actual work or school (and I see no reason to believe

it is not), its failure to guard that substrate would be for him a

sufficient reason to reject it.

1.46

It also appears that Mandana rejected the theory of the

inexpressibility of error for the additional reason that he was

unwilling when writing the VV to accept any 'third truth-value*

besides existence and non-existence. Although the introductory

verse to his Siddhanta, V. 47, closely approximates the phraseo-

logy of V. 29 defending the inexpressibility of error ("If it exists

unequivocally, what error is there ; if it does not exist, what appears ?

In accordance with both [facts], the elder [Kumarila102
]
accepts

|error as] cognition [of the thing] as other [than it is]"103), this

verse does not show sympathy for the anirvaccmiya-kliyati-vdda,

but rejects it by giving anyatha-khyati as a better solution for the

same problems. It pre-supposes that the content of our erroneous

consciousness exists, but not at the present place and time. This

is demonstrated by V. 133cd: "The cognition that grasps a non-
existence depends on another existence."104 Compare the follow-

ing verses and Vs. 130 and 148. 106 So far from accepting a three-

levelled ontology, Mandana only accepts a one-levelled one, in

that non-existence is simply the existence of another thing.100

This theory that non-existence is but relative, although deriving
from the realistic Purva-Mimarnsa of Kumarila Bhatta, 107 pre-
pares the way for Mariana's later attempt in the BS to prove
Advaita by showing that all things have the common form of
existence, and that difference (bheda), defined as mutual non-
existence (anyonyabhava), is a purely relative and therefore
mental concept, a thought-construct.108
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J.47

Mandana seems to reject consciously the distinction of
empirical and final reality. In Vs. 122c-123a he says: "If you
think that the non-existent appears with the form of existence
(bhava-rupena), then you have accepted anyathd-khydti" 109 The
opponent replies (V. 123b), "That also (the thing that appears
as existent, e.g., the silver), is void." 110 That is to say, we do not
say that a real thing appears at a place and time where it does
not exist; for the silver itself is only provisionally real. Mandana
replies (Vs. 123cd) that having the form of existence (bhava-

rupatd) and being non-existent ('void sunya) are contradic-

tory. 111 If the thing is in the final analysis non-existent, it must
be so from the start, unequivocally. Mandana may have regard-

ed the position that avidyd or vyavahdra is neither non-existent

;nor existent as a weak attempt to get out of the absurdity of
calling it both: if the law of the excluded middle is not thrown
out, to deny both is to affirm both.

1.48

It is interesting that the Buddhist terms that appear in

Mariana's own presentation of inexpressibility in the BS9

yikalpa and kalpand, do not occur here. This may indicate that

Mariana himself reworked the theory using these terms, and
that he changed his views on error after writing the VV. The

proponent of anirvacaniyatva seems concerned to distinguish his

position from the Sunyavada (see the word sunya in Vs. 29a and

32a), and a Yogacara position (see Vs. 34-35 and also the refer-

ence in V. 30ab to 'something real, whether internal or exter-

nal'). The lack of technical terms and the fact that the argument

against the Yogacara presupposes that the Buddhist thinks that

the many forms of the citi are real112 may indicate that either the

Avork or school that Mandana followed in this Purvapaksa direc-

ted its attack upon an earlier and less sophisticated form of

Yogacara than that of Dignaga or Dharmakirti, or, as Schmitha-

usen suggests,113 the Vedantin misunderstood it (or, for that

matter, distorted it for the sake of his polemic).

1.49

Unfortunately, the text of the section of the VV in which

•Maridana refutes the aniryacaniya-khydti-mda is extremely cor-
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rupt. Verse 150 is clearly directed against the theory. The MS at

least has no gaps, and the manner in which its readings should be

emended is fairly clear. However, the state of the next two verses

does not allow us to be sure whether the section ends with V. 151

orV. 152.
114 We will first translate and examine V. 150, and

afterwards do the same with the next two verses in Kuppuswami

Sastri's reconstruction, whose evidence will be much less weighty.

1.50

V. 150: "Thus avidya, even though (ca) it is expressible

(nirvacaniya). will not cease to be avidya, since it makes the form

of one thing appear as belonging to another."115

1.51

I do not think that Mandana's use of avidya here implies

that he held any theory of avidya as a sort of universal deluding

power when he wrote the VV. It is merely a synonym for vibhra-

ma; 116 his use of it is due to his opponent's using it. He rejects

the idea that error is inexpressible. If everything, including that

which appears in an error, is existent, a bhava, everything is

expressible, including that. As we saw in the section on nirupa-

khya?yt to be inexpressible is to be unreal. Mandana defends the

reality of both the object (the silver) and the substrate (the

mother-of-pearl) of error against a theory which denies the full

reality of the former and ignores the reality of the latter.

1.52

Although Vs. 151 and 152 are each deficient by a.pada>

Kuppuswami Sastri's reconstruction of them seems to me to be
reasonable, and the discussion is so brief that all the information
we can get is valuable. I will mark the parts in the translation
which correspond to the gaps in the text by broken underlining.

V. 151: "This (avidya119) is the consciousness of it other
than it is: if it did not exist there would be no consciousness.
What error could there be with respect to something like a sky-
flower, what avidya where (avidya) is not known?" 119

Padas b and c clearly affirm that error must have a real substrate,
which Mandana holds both here in the VV (e.g., V. 141 : "There
is no knowledge void of an object of knowledge, because that
would involve the destruction of it essence, ... and because the
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mind is not independent."-) and in the BS (eg. 19 2- "There
is no knowledge void of an object."™). Luckilv tL > I r\u

and one correction which 1S clear « I am unable to get any fully
satisfying sense out ofpacta d. but it may be objecting to the idea
that the consciousness which cognizes the objects presented by
avidyd is unreal. This is not impossible, since we have already
seen that Mandana seems to consider the anirvacanfya-khyati-
vdda perilously close to the Sunyavada. If ma/a in the MS which
Kuppuswami Sastri leaves unchanged, were amended to matih,
this interpretation would be supported; for it could then be
translated, "What avidyd can there be where there is no cogni-
tion?"

124 However that may be, Mandana seems to have kept in

the BS the opinion that the consciousness which appears in error,

of which error is the distortion, is real. Avidyd is dependent on
vidyd.

125 Compare the next verse of the VV:

1.53

V. 152: "Since by its very nature avidyd is not separated

from vidyd, in it there is the apprehension (of something) as it is

not; vidyd is called avidyd."125fl

Unfortunately, the lacuna in pdda b breaks up the argument

more than in the preceding verse. In addition, 'as it is not'

(atattvend) is a correction for the MS's dtmatvena, which, since

the next verse belongs to a refutation of 'dtma-khydti' (note the

presence of the word in the first half), raises the possibility that

V. 152 also may be against the Vijnanavada. However, I find it

hard to get any sense at all either from the MS or from the

reconstructed reading that would connect V. 152 to V. 153, so I

will proceed on the assumption that it is against the anirvacaniya-

khydti-vdda. The emendation of the MS's prabhijhota to prabhi-

dyeta in pdda a seems reasonable. The MS reading dtmatvena in

pdda c can be easily explained by the assumption that the copyist

was confused by the occurrence of dtma—in the next verse.

Kuppuswami Sastri's reconstruction of the first half seems to be

based on pdda d. It is supported by BS 13.1 If.

:

t(Avidyd is not

without vidyd It is thus: even the vision of difference is not

devoid of illumination, for if that were absent not even difference

would appear
" Aa5 Mandana thus may have thought that the

inexpressibility formula (or his opponent's version of it) not
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only disconnected error from an object, but also set up aviciyd as

something separate from consciousness (notice the opponent in

the VV does not use the tattranyatva formula), having an inde-

pendent though deficient and ambiguous reality. This problem

does not occur in the anyatha-khyati-vada, because the conscious-

ness does have a real contact with the substrate of error, and

part of the cognition it has of it is real knowledge (the shell in

fact is bright and shiny). Later, writing the BS from a purely

Vedantic standpoint, he could avoid this problem by considering

not only the existence or non-existence of avidya, but also its

identity or difference to Brahman. By saying it is neither identi-

cal with nor different from, he could avoid giving it an indepen-

dent reality.

1.54

Inexpressibility is mentioned once more in the VV, in Vs.

155-1 56b: "The externality of the object of error is not denied

by the sublating (cognitions); (by them) one does not arrive at

(its) internality, nor does one think of it as being indescribable.

Rather one arrives at the fact that the external object does not

belong to that place and time."1255

Mandana argues from the nature of the cognition that removes

the error to the nature of the error. When one realizes, "It is not

silver, but mother-of-pearl", one does not think that what one
saw previously is indescribable, or utterly non-existent, or

existing only in the mind, but that it does not exist here and now.
This passage adds nothing requiring further content to our
knowledge of the theory of anirxacaniya-khyati that he was
opposing.

The Possible Influence of Samkara's Use of
AnirvacanIya on Mandana'

s

1.55

It is possible that Manama was influenced in his use of
4tnirvacanfya by a misreading of the places where Sarnkara uses
the tattvanyatvabhyam anirxacaniya formula. 126

If one did not
notice that Sarpkara in his bha?ya on BSu 1.4.3 uses it as a
£loss on av*2/rra--«undeveloped or unmanifested', as Thibaut
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translates--and that the formula here is too far from the word
fSvara for tat in tattva to refer to it, and that the bhasya on 2 I U
says unequivocally that the Lord is other than name and form
which are described as anirvacaniya

t Sarpkara could easily have
been taken to say that nama-rupa, also called mdya-sakti and the
like, is neither identical with nor different from fsvara.

1.56

In BSuBlA.U (462.9-16) the opponent asks how one can
say that the origin, etc. of the world are from Brahman, when it

is supposed to have no second thing besides it. Samkara answers
that the Lord has name and form, his power of illusion (maya-
sakti), which is tattvanyatvabhyam anirvacaniya. The context

might lead one to think that he meant it was neither identical

with nor different from Brahman. In addition, he calls this

power 'the self, as it were, of the omniscient Lord*, which might

suggest or seem equivalent to the notion that it is neither the

Lord nor other than He.

1.57

In BSuB 2.1.27 (476.26-477.4) the opponent says that the

Advaitin cannot consistently maintain that Brahman is without

parts, because if it is, it either changes as a whole, which would

mean its destruction, or does not change at all, and so there will

be no universe. But if part changes and part does not, the scrip-

tures will be contradicted, and there will be a division of forms

(rupa-bheda) in Brahman. Sanikara counters this by saying that

the division of forms is "made by avidya, defined as name and

form, both evolved and non-evolved, indescribable as this or

that" (avidya-kalpitena. .
.nama-rupa-laksanena vyakftavyakftat-

makena tattvanyatvabhyam anirvacaniyena). Again, the context,

the problem of getting from the one Brahman to the multiple

world, might suggest that tat- in tattva refers to Brahman, even

though the word Brahman does not appear before it (though it

does immediately afterwards).

1.58

Although Sarpkara, in his use of the terms maya

avidya, tends to distinguish them,
128 Mandana identifies them

This would have facilitated Mandana's applying to avidya what
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he might have understood Sarpkara to have said about maya.

This would be made even easier by BSuB 1.4.3 (378.1), where

Samkara calls the 'seminal power' (bija-sakti) avidyatmika,

'avidya by nature' or 'consisting of avidya (which parallels an-

other term in the series of epithets, maya-mayi, 'made of maya'),

rather than avidya-kalpita, 'formed by avidya' or 'imagined

through avidya, as at 2.1.14 (462.15) and 2 1.27 (477.1), thus

seeming to identify the two concepts. He might also have been

influenced in identifying the two by the FiVs calling avidya a

Sakti of Brahman, just as Samkara calls maya a Sakti. All

this is, however, very speculative and uncertain.

1.59

As has been observed already, 130 Samkara may have

refrained from calling either maya or avidya sadasadanirvacaniya

on the grounds that this would have been giving it too much

reality. Since we know from the VV that at least avidya, if not

maya, was described thus in his time, his failure to do so cannot

have been chance; it must have been a deliberate refusal. 131 His

approach, as Paul Hacker has noted, 132
is more cosmological

and theistic than that of later Vedantins of his school. The word
maya, introduced to explain how the Lord can produce the

manifold world, is at once his power and a sort of material cause

of the world. 133
It would have seemed as substantializing a power

of this sort to say that it was not non-existent. On the other
hand, since his doctrine of maya belongs to a 'propaedeutic'
level,134 it would be unnecessary to deny the real existence of
maya in the same breath in which it was taught. That would be
implicit in the rest of his teaching. However, Samkara does deny
mayors reality in the three passages we have just discussed, by
calling it avidyatmika or avidyakalpita. Making a similar dis-
tinction of levels, he accepts provisionally the doctrine of bheda-
bheda in parts of the BSuB and rejects it in others. 135 On the
final level of instruction, he does not want to admit that the
world as different from Brahman exists at all. He says "As the
space (enclosed by) jars, water-pots, or the like is not different
(ananyatvam) from universal space, and as such things as the^cSm^wj^^^t^^^

desert flats
the like.

.
.so all this diversity of objects and agents of enjoyment
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and so on is non-existent as different from Brahman {Brahma
yyatirekenabhdvay (^^2.1.14,455.1-456.1).^

(

1.60

Mandana, on the other hand, pays relatively little attention
to Brahman as the personal Lord of the universe, producing it

and ruling it by his power and will. He is less concerned with
cosmology, more with epistemology. While Sarpkara gives a
practical religious teaching and worries little about total consis-

tency in the details, 136 Mandana gives a relatively more consistent
scholastic system. He therefore almost totally lacks the propae-
deutic level of instruction, and is obliged to give a more precise

statement on avidya-maya within a tightly organized, more or

less 'one-levelled' system. Therefore he must be sure from the

beginning to say that avidya is not existent.

1.61

Moreover, his epistemological approach lets him see the

idea of inexpressibility in a different light. Because he does not

call maya or avidya a sakti of Brahman, or say that it is the

material cause of the world, he does not have to avoid substan-

tializing it by refraining from saying it is not non-existent. He
works in a different manner from Samkara, less by separating

the Self from avidya and the world,137 than by examining the

world and finding Brahman in it, showing that difference (bheda)

is not given even in our ordinary direct experience. For him,

'the universe is non-dual',138
it 'has positive being through

Brahman's positive being.'139 It is possible that this helped to

make him feel that it was not giving avidya too high a status to

call it neither existent nor non-existent.

Matnjdana's Development of the Theory

The Theory in the Brahma-siddhi

1.62

In some places in the Bralxma-siddhu Mandana defends the

myatha-khyati-vdda, whereas he defends the anirvacamya-khyati-

vada in others. Should we conclude from this that he held that

«nyatha-khyati is the best explanation for empirical errc, and
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anirvacwiya-khyati for transcendental error? If we do, we could

say that it is possible that at the time of writing the Vibhrama-

v/vdfc*Mandana already accepted the Advaita Vedanta, along

with the theory of the inexpressibly of error, but considered

that theory inadequate or merely unnecessary for everyday error

He wrote three books on the Purva-mimaipsa, at least two of

them before the Brahma-siddhi, and it appears that at least when

writing the Vidhi-viveka he was already a Vedantin. 140 His

continuing interest in the Purva-mimaipsa is obvious in his

extended discussion of Vedic injunction in the BSt

1A1 and is

doubtless connected with his advocacy there of the jndna-karma-

samuccaya-vada}*1 It is not impossible that he could have

written a book on empirical error from the view of the Bhatta

Mimanisa while adhering to Advaita and to the inexpressibility

of transcendental error. Before attempting to determine whether

this is the case, however, we must see whether or not he divides

the two sorts of error in the BS.

1.63

Schmithausen148 maintains that anirvacaniya-khydti is

Mandana's own theory as a Vedantin in the BS9 and that his

prolonged defense of anyathd-khydti in the Niyoga-kdricla (BS,

pp. 136-50) is brought in purely to refute a specific argument

of the Prabhakara. This opponent says that the Veda teaches

Brahman by enjoining meditation upon it, because what is an
authority for an activity (meditation) qualified by something is

an authority for the existence of what qualifies it (the Brahman).

Mantfana says this is not so, because meditation is a sort of
cognition, and there is the possibility of cognizing things as

other than they are. Man<Jana, Schmithausen says, could refute

the Prabhakara on this point without departing from the Bhatta
Mimarnsa. Therefore, he concludes, Mandana's theory of error
as a Vedantin should be sought in such passages as BS 9.18-10.2.

1.64

But it seems more likely that Mantfana held to the theory
of anyathd-khydti even as a Vedantin. In the pwrvapakfa to the
passage Schmithausen gives as an example, where it is clearly a
question of transcendental error (see our discussion of the passage
above, §§1.1-1.3), two possible definitions of avidyd are given
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(9.2-10). The first is agrahana or tattvagrahana, <non-appre-
hension (of the truth)'. The second is viparyaya-grahana,
'wrong apprehension', which is another name for anvatha-
IchyatL Since Mandana, when he gives alternatives, usually puts
the one he prefers last,144 this may indicate that this is the alter-

native he prefers. This instance is, however, inconclusive,
because it is in the purva-paksa, and is not repeated in the
siddhanta. On the other hand, it should be observed that
Mandana's conclusion does not clearly reject either of the two
theories mentioned by his opponent.

1.65

In the next place in which he gives the two alternative

theories (20.15-21), he again gives the final place to the theory of
wrong cognition. The context is clearly a metaphysical one,

because he is refuting the theory of Sunyata. In addition, he

uses the word avidya to the exclusion of others that, although

they can be used for metaphysical error, tend to be used for

ordinary error only. He says that if error is 'non-apprehension*

(agrahana), transmigration cannot be caused by it, because non-

apprehension exists equally in liberation (since according to the

Buddhist emptiness is the highest reality), and nothing will

appear in this world, because avidya is a pure absence of cogni-

tion. 145 Then he says that if there is a wrong cognition (ayathdr-

tha-grahana, 'apprehension not in accordance with the object*),

this theory of universal emptiness is impossible, "for a positive

thing, not appearing as it is, can appear with a superimposed

form which is not really there, but if (all things are) void, on

what can there be a superimposition?" Mandana's placing

anyatha-khyati as the last theory mentioned indicates that it was

the theory he preferred. In addition, his discussion of 'super-

imposition' (adhydsa) here links up with his theory of the

causality of avidya, because he several times says that works or

suffering and delusion are 'superimposed by avidya' (avidya-

dhyasta). 1**

1.66

At 32.8 there begins a long discussion between a purva-

Pak$in who maintains that there is no connection at all between

works and knowledge and an opponent to him who is not
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necessarily the siddhantin™ but who may represent his ideas in

part. 148 This opponent to the opponent states that although the

arising of knowledge is by itself the cessation of nescience defined

as non-apprehension, this is not true of 'false knowledge'

(viparyasa-jnana, i.e. anyathd-kliyati), which is not an absence

(abhdva), but a positive entity (bhdva) that must actively be put

down by knowledge (cf. the bhava-rupd avidya of later Vedanta).

The destruction of avidya is something 'to be accomplished'

(sddhya) by vidya (32.18-33.8). In the final Siddhanta (35. Iff.)

this notion is implicitly adopted to the extent that repetition

(abhydsa) of knowledge is needed to end the influence (sarpskara)

of avidya. Also, the word viparydsa is used in 35.2 as equivalent

to mithyavabhasa, 'false appearance' of 35.1,4 and mithyd-

darsana, 'false vision' of 35.4, indicating that he accepts it as a

proper word for the error that makes us see duality.

1.67

To turn to the defense of anyatha-khydti in the Niyoga-

kanda (136.18-150.24), it appears that even there Mandana is

not solely concerned with refuting the Prabhakara's argument,

but is also interested in the implications of this theory for trans-

cendental error. At the end of his defense (148.22-150.24) he uses

a problem connected with transcendental error in a proof of

anyathd-khydtu He says that the aim of the injunction of

knowledge of the Self supposed by his opponent would have to

be the dissolution of the form of that which is not the Self. But
if the Self does not appear with the form of something other

than it, what is there to be dissolved? The opponent replies that

avidya is twofold, that which covers (acchddika), and that which
projects (viksepika). Of these, the dissolution of covering ne-

science is the fruit of the injunction. Mandana replies that this is

not so, since it is more the cessation of the projective nescience,

of the apprehension of difference, which is productive of many
and various sufferings, that we desire, than the cessation of the
mere non-apprehension of non-difference, and the existence of
projective nescience implies anyatha-khydti.

1.68

It therefore seems clear that Mandana in the Brahma-siddhi
accepts the theory of wrong cognition even as a Vedantin. 149

It
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would be strange for him to spend so much effort to defend it in

^fA^^,^'^^ SCparate treatise on it, if
he did not think it directly relevant to the totality of his system.
Similarly, his critique of the Prabhakara theory of nivoga after
having wntten the Vldhi-viveka on the same topic, is part of his
proof that the Upanisadic texts need not be injunctive for them
to convey a meaning, a point essential to the Vedanta.

1.69

How then are we to reconcile the two theories of anyatha-
khyati and anirvacanlya-khyatil Mandana does not tell us him-
self, but I think we can say that the theory of wrong cognition

accounts for the process of error, how it comes about, and its

relation to the object before us (shell, rope, abheda, Brahman),
and the theory of inexpressibility, the status of being of the

false cognition along with its content (silver, snake, bheda, the

world). Error, avidyd, misrepresents reality, shows it other than

it is. Therefore it cannot be reaL But it appears, and has some

connection with reality, so it cannot be unreal. Therefore it can

be described as neither real nor unreal. Anyathd-khydti describes

the process of superimposition of the unreal on the real. Anirva-

canlya-khydti explains what it is that is superimposed. Mandana

probably, after writing the Vibhrama-viveka, decided that the two

theories must be reconciled. To have upheld Kumarila's theory

unadulterated he would have had to accept the full existence,

though at another place and time, of the thing falsely presented,

which would have destroyed Advaita. To have dropped it in

favour of the even more radically realistic akhydti of Prabhakara

would have destroyed Advaita even more completely. To have

upheld the Vedanta theory of inexpressibility without the other

would have been to forget the need for a real, positive substrate-

one cause of his objection in the VV, as we have noted.160

Therefore he embraced both theories.

The State of Ma^dana's Thinking in

Writing the Vibhrama-vivbka

1.70

What were Mandana's opinions when writing the
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I

vivekal Was he at all inclined to accept anirvacaniya-khyatL or

to divide error into empirical and transcendental? There are

several possibilities. He might have been a pure Munanisaka,

rejecting Advaita totally, and with it the theory of the inexpres-

sibly of error. He might have accepted Advaita along with

inexpressibility, but have written the Whom a purely Mimani-

saka point of view, without attempting to reconcile the argu-

ments with the exigencies of defending Vedanta, or else he

might have written the VV as part of his total system. Finally*

he could have accepted Advaita, but rejected inexpressibility.

1.71

If he were a convinced anti-Vedanta Mimarnsaka when he-

wrote the V\\ he would presumably have given the most up-to-

date form of the opponent's theory available. Otherwise he

would be failing in his duty as a defender of the Mimarpsa

theory. Since he does not mention the best form of the theory

of anirvacanfyatva, the one which he later defends in the BS, in

which it is united with anyatha-khyati, I think we can say that at

the time of the composition of the VV it did not exist—presum-

ably because he himself was yet to invent it. I do not think we
can rule out the possibility that Mandana did not accept Advaita

at all at this time. Although the thought of the VV has many
similarities to the BS and to the rest of his corpus, 161 there is

nothing in it to indicate any inclination to the Vedanta, nor as

we shall see below, to anirvacanfya-khydti-vada.

1.72

If in fact he were already a Vedantin, he could have written

his treatise on error from the purest Mimaipsa point of view,

setting an example for his illustrious commentator Vacaspatt

Misra of defending a system not his own with the best arguments
he could give. But again, if this was what he was doing he was
lacking in his duty as a defender of Kumarila's views, or else was
not yet aware of the improved version of the theory he refutes.

But I do not think it likely that he was writing without regard to
his own views. His obvious piety for Kumarila, whom he refers

to in the honorific plural, 162 does not keep him from major in-

novation—though not, to be sure, opposition—in the VV
itself.

163 Besides, I have not been able to find in the rest of his
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work a place where he clearly refutes a doctrine put forward in

seems to be merely a commentary on a system he does
not accept. Always he shows self-confidence and innovative
intellectual energy.

1.73

If he were neither a thoroughgoing Mimarnsaka nor an
Advaitm totally disregarding his own views in writing a work of
Purva-mimamsa, he could have intended the book to fit into his
own system. In so far as he refutes in the VV the theory of in-

expressibility of error which he accepts in the BS, this could
only be done by dividing error into transcendental and empirical,

and examining only the latter in the VV. But this is unlikely. In
his presentation of the anirvacaniya theory, both sorts of error

are included and no distinction is drawn between them.155 Also,

as observed above (§1.47), the VV seems to reject deliberately

the idea of a provisional, vydvahdrika, truth. Finally, if he

accepted the combination of anirvacaniya and anyathd-khydti as

he later did, we would expect him at least to show some sympathy

for the theory of inexpressibility, but he shows none. As we

noted before, (§1.46) the similarity in phraseology between V.

29 defending anirvacaniya-khydti and V. 47 introducing his own

siddhdnta does not show that he considers them akin, but that he

considers anyatha-khydti a better answer to the same problems.

The brevity of its refutation might show that he at least thought

it relatively inoffensive and near to his own theory, were it not

that the refutation, in the siddhdnta section of the book, of the

atma-khydt'u which he clearly rejects, is even briefer (V. 153, if

it is indeed against the dtma-khydtiy
which Schmithausen

doubts156); and that, as the refutation of dtma-khydti has already

been achieved in the Purvapaksa section by the asat-khyati-vddin

(Vs. 5-8), so the refutation of anirvacaniya-khydti has already

been taken care of by the arguments against the asat-khyati-vdda,

by the akhydtivddin in the purvapaksa (V. 38), and by the

siddhdntin (Vs. 120c- 149d).

1.74

Could he, being an Advaitin as well as a Mimarnsaka, have

wished to refute the theory of inexpressibility oferrorma book
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written in the tradition of Mimamsa when he had already re-

jected it as an Advaitin? It is hard to tell. Nothing in the VV

supports such a conclusion; nothing opposes it. As an Advaitin

he might have rejected the anirvacaniya theory uncombined with

^a/^-^r/asbeingasbadas^unyavada, 157 but a Mimam-

saka would have been just as eager to refute it for that and other

reasons.

1.75

Therefore it seems to me the most probable conclusion that

when he wrote the Vibhrama-viveka Mandana totally rejected

the doctrine of the inexpressibility of error.158 We cannot tell

whether he was at the time of the earlier book a doctrinaire

adherent of the Karma-mimamsa or whether he already held to

some form of Advaita. Because he ignores in the VV the deve-

loped form of the theory that appears in the BSt we may assume

that the BS is the later book, which is confirmed by an apparent

quote of the VV in the BS. 15* It would be strange indeed if he

should ignore the combined theory if it existed, or treat a simpler

form after having expounded the more complex. He must have
had a change of mind after writing the VV. If the former, his

'conversion' was from Mimanisa to Advaita (which might find

some small confirmation in the tradition of his conversion to

Vedanta by Samkara, though he could not have got the idea
of anirvacaniyatva from him). If the latter, it was merely to
unirvacaniyatva.



CHAPTER II

VIVARTA

2.1

Mandana Misra's use of the term vivarta—a term closely

related to anirvacaniya—is both philosophically interesting and

historically important, and so demands careful examination. We
will begin by quoting and translating the passages of the Brahma-

siddhi in which he employs it, giving some comments after each

passage when most convenient, and then we will see what pecu-

liarities can be observed in his usage, and what are his sources

and innovations. Vivarta (or vivartana) and vivartate will be trans-

lated throughout by 'appearance* and 'appear', respectively.

2.2 7.23-8.10

An opponent has said that since the power of vision cannot

operate on itself, and since one can infer from the object seen

(i.e. from the fact that it is seen) a seer (different from the seen),

the srutis that state the oneness of all things with the Self cannot

betaken literally (6.7-11). Mandana gives several counterargu-

ments to these objections (7.20ff.), and then says:

api ca ekatva evayarn drastrdrsyabhavo 'vakalpate, drastur

eva cidatmanas tatha tatha viparinamad vivartanad va; nanatve

tu viviktasvabhavayor asanisrstaparasparasvarupayor asaipbad-

dhayoh kidrso drastrdrsyabhavah; na hi cityasamsrstam cetitam

iti yujyate. (P) ekantahkaransarnkrantav asty eva sambandha

iti cet, (S) na, citeh suddhatvat aparinamat apratisarpkramac

ca. (P) drsya buddhis citisarnnidhes tacchayaya vivartata iti

cet, (S) atha keyam tacchayata? (P) atadatmanas tadavabhasah;

(S) na tarhi paramarthato drsyani drsyate; paramarthatas

cadr^yamanani drastrvyatiriktam astiti durbhanam. (P) yo 'pi

manyate—drsyatayaiva drsyani vyavasthapyate, na samban-

dhena; darknarp ca fcidam' iti paragrupavisayam. (S) sa

vaktavyah—satyam paragrupavisayam; tat tv ekasyaivatmanas

tatha tatha viparinamad vivartanad va darpanatala ivatmanah;

tatha hi darpanatalastham atmanaro vibhaktam ivatmanah
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pratyeti; cites tuvibhaktam asamsrstam taya cetyata iti dura-

vagamam.

-Moreover, the relation of seer and seen is possible only if

they are one, by the seer—the Self which is consciousness—modi-

fying or appearing in this or that way. But if there is multipli-

city, what sort of relation of seer and seen is possible between

two'things whose natures are different, whose forms are mutually

unconjoined, which are unconnected? For it is illogical to say

that something is cognized which is not conjoined with conscious-

ness. (P) But there is connection by their both entering into the

same mental organ (antahkarana). (S) No, because consciousness

is pure, does not change, and does not enter into (anything else).

(P) If you say that the intellect {buddhi=antahkarana) which is

(really) an object of sight (not a seer) appears (yivartate) with the

image of consciousness by proximity to it. (S) Then what is this

'having its image'? (P) Something which is not a thing appearing

{avabhasa) as that thing. (S) Then the thing seen is not really seen,

and it cannot be said that something which is not really seen is

different from the seer. (P) The thing seen is established as

different by the very fact that it is something seen, not by its

connection (with the intellect or the Self), and the object of sight

is something of an exterior aspect—'this'. (S) He who thinks

this should be answered as follows: it is true its object is some-
thing of an exterior aspect, but that (exterior aspect) could be of
the one Self, by its modifying or appearing in this or that way, as

of oneself (seen) in the surface of a mirror. For in a similar way
one perceives oneself in the surface of a mirror as if different

from oneself; whereas it is hard to understand how something
different from consciousness and unconjoined with it can be
cognized by it."

2J

Several observations should be made about this passage
before proceeding to the next. First, vivarta and parinama are dis-
tinguished. Twice Mandana gives both terms as options : vipari-
namad vivartanad va} The fact that he gives them as options
indicates not that they are interchangeable, 2 but that they are
different.* Furthermore, after Mandana points out that the cons-
ciousness (the Self) does not change (aparinamat), and so cannot
enter into the buddhi, the opponent suggests that the buddhi
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appears (vivartate) with the image of the consciousness. Since the
possibility of a parinama of the consciousness has already been
rejected, vivartate must differ from parinama in meaning. It

should be noticed that Mandana does not reject the second pro-
posal of the opponent, that there is an appearance, a vivarta or
avabhdsa, (note that these terms seem to be approximately syno-

nymous, and cf. §2.9 below) of the Self in the buddhi. This shows
that though he allows the option he prefers the hypothesis of a

yivarta. It should also be remarked that vivarta here involves the

idea of reflection. It is used in the development of the Samkhya
epistemology which the opponent proposes and Mandana accepts,

in which the buddhi, which is by itself something seen (drsya), a

product ofprakrti, unintelligent and unluminous, cooperates in

the production of an act of knowledge by reflecting both the

external object and the light of the Self. (Cf. 15.25-16.4, where a

similar epistemology is accepted.) However, as Maridana modi-

fies the teaching, this mirroring is not real, nor is the difference

of the seen from the seer. He also uses the image of reflection in

a mirror explicitly, at the end of the passage. To be sure, he uses

it after giving both terms, not just vivartana, but he goes on to say

that "one perceives oneself in the surface of a mirror as //diffe-

rent from oneself." The use of kas if (iva) shows that he rejects

the possibility of a real parinama. Finally, note that the word

-vivarta involves the idea that all things are appearances of cons-

ciousness, a sort of Vijnanadvaita unlike the Advaita of Samkara.

2.4 18.1-3

api ca prakrtirupanvita vikdrah; vagrupanvitam ca jagaf, ato

vaco viparindmo vivarto vavasiyate.

"Moreover, modifications are accompanied by the form of

their material cause, and the universe is accompanied by the form

of speech. Therefore it is ascertained to be a modification or an

appearance of speech."

2.5

This, like the quotes to follow, is part of a passage proving

that everything is identical with the word (sabda) (16.23-19.13).

Note again that the option is given of viparinama or vivarta. The

passage as a whole is directly inspired by the Vdkyapadiya znd

thevrtti thereon, to which it shows many close similarities both
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of thought and of wording. 4 What we have just quoted seems to

be inspired in particular by VPv L 1 (6. 1 -7. 1
) : tat tu bhinnarupd-^

bhimatdndm api vikaranam prakftyanvayitvdc chabdopagrdhyatayd

sabdopagrdhitayd ca sabdatattvam ity abhidhiyate. For further

comments on the place of the grammatical tradition in the deve-

lopment of the concept of vivarta. see below.

2.6 18.17-19

tatha ca tadrupopagraliyarjt jagat tadvivarta iti pratimah. api

ca santy arthd \ydvahdrikdh, yesatn na sabdayiva) tad anyat tat-

tram: tatsamdnydd itare 'pi tathdvasdtavydh; yathd 'kurydt na

kurydt' iti vidhinisedhau, vdkydrthah, samuhah, asantaS cala-

tacakrasasavisdnadayah.

"And so we understand that the universe which is grasped

under the form of it (speech) is an appearance of it. Besides,

there are things which form part of ordinary linguistic usage,

which have no other reality than an appearance of the word.

Other things also must be considered to be the same, since they

belong to the same category. For instance, injunction and prohi-

bition—'One should do; one should not do'—the meaning of

the sentence, a collection, and non-existent things such as a
circle made by a torch or a hare's horn."

2.7

Mandanagoes on to prove that these things are unreal,

having no reality but that of a vivarta of speech. The use of vivar-

ta here without the alternative viparindma shows that it is

Mandana's choice.

2.8 19.1-4

evantvdkydrthafi; samsargo na samsargivyatirekena kascit>
na sawsargi asawsargirupdtiriktati, najneyasunyamjndnam; na
vikalpapratyayo vdgrupoparagarahita iti vdktattvam eva tatha
tatha vivartata iti nydyyam.

"The same is the case of the meaning of the sentence : Conjunc-
tion (which is the meaning of a sentence) is nothing over and
above the things conjoined. The thing when conjoined is not
distinct from its form when unconjoined. (But) knowledge (such
as that conveyed by a sentence) cannot be void of an object
(and) a constructive cognition (vikalpapratyaya=savilpakd jndna)>
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cannot be lacking in the form of speech. Therefore, it is logical

to say that the essence which is speech alone appears in this way
or that."

2.9

Again Mandana' s use of vivarta without viparindma shows
his preference. This passage also helps to justify our translation

of vivarta by appearance. At 18.25-19.1, at the end of the argu-

ment on prohibition and injunction, which, like this passage,

aims at showing that certain things in verbal usage are but vivartas

of the word, Mandana says: tasmat pravrttinivrttydnugunyena

Sabdatattvam eva tathd tathdvabhdsata iti sdrnpratarru "Therefore

it is proper to say that the essence which is the word alone

appears in this way or that, favouring activity or abstention from

activity." The parallel in thought and expression between this

and the last sentence of the passage under discussion here is per-

fect; some of the words are different, but they are replaced by

synonyms. We must therefore conclude that vivarta and avabhasa

are synonyms. Cf. the remark on vivarta and avabhasa on §2.3

above, and also §2.12 below.

2.10 19.11-14

sarvathd vdgrupddhino jneyabodha iti sarvam jneyarn vdgru-

panvitarn. gamyata iti tadvikaras tadvivarto vd; mrda iva ghata-

dayahi, candramasa iva jalatarahgacandramasa iti. anye tu—
mrdadidrstantadarsandt parindmitdrnbrahmano manyante; tad

apdkriyate—aksaram itu

"In any case the knowledge of the object depends on the form

of speech. Therefore every object is known as accompanied by

the form of speech, and so it is a modification or an appearance

of speech, as pots and the like are of clay, as the moons in the

waves of water are of the moon. But others, because we see (in

sruti) examples like that of clay, think that Brahman undergoes

modification. This is rejected by the word 'Imperishable' (m BS

1.1)."

2.11

Again Mandana gives the option (replacing viparindma with

its synonym vikdra). But it is clear that for him vivarta and vikara

are not synonymous, because he gives separate examples for the
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two terms . pots are modifications of clay, but the reflections of

the moon in the waves are not modifications of it, but appear-

ances of it. Mandana does not make it absolutely obvious by his

phrasing that the first example goes with vikdra and the second

with vivarta. but both Sankhapani and Anandapurna agree that

such is the case. 5 Besides, he goes on to reject both the idea

that Brahman undergoes modification and the example of pots

and clay which illustrates it. (Arguments against them are given

in 19.15-22.) Mandana prefers the idea of reflection, which

allows for the appearance of many things which are based on
one thing (which is therefore their prakfti or updddna6

) without

subjecting that thing to change.

2.12

There is additional justification for the translation of vivarta

by 'appearance', supplementing the remarks in §2.3 and §2.9

above. Compare the following:

7.24: drastur eva ciddtmanas tathd tathd

viparindmdd vivartandd vd

13. 12
: para evaprakdSas tathd tathdprakdsatc

1 8.25-26: sabdatattvam eva tathd tathdvabhdsate

19.3
: vdktattvam eva tathd tathd vivartate.

From these sentences it is obvious that Mandana uses vivartate
as equivalent to avabhdsate or prakdSate, 'appears'. Vasubandhu,
in verse 1 8 of the Trirpsikd, has a similar construction

:

sarvabijani hi vijndnarn parirtdmas tathd tathd
/

ydty anyonyavasdd yena vikalpafi sa sajdyatelj 1

-Consciousness is the seed of everything. Modification in this
way or that proceeds through mutual influence; by it this or
that determination is produced."
The possibility cannot be excluded that Mandana knew this

kanka of Vasubandhu. Vasubandhu talks about parindma rather

n ™™Z
ZZZT^l^ f°

nrtrurtion with ^d tathd I have notbeen able to find anywhere else with either parindma or vivartam Mandana's other predecessors.
'

2.13

One of the peculiarities of the concept of vivarta in Man.
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dana is that, as we have seen, it involves the idea of reflection; as

an 'appearance' it is specifically appearance in a reflecting sur-

face. This is not paralleled in the development of the concept

prior to Mandana. The VP and VPv both use (on one occasion

in each) the verb vivartate in such a way that it clearly means 'to

appear', 'to shine'. 8 However, neither connects vivarta with the

idea of reflection. 9 Probably Mandana came to make the connec-

tion by specifying the notion of 'appearance' which was already

associated with vivarta. He does not, like some later Advaitins,10

say that the Atman is mirrored in maya-prakrti. In the passage

reproduced in §2.2 he does say that it may be mirrored in the

buddhi. But this mirroring, he adds, is not real (paramartha) and

in any case he does not answer the natural question in what is

the first mirroring, the buddhi being but a product of prakft'u

This can be explained by his usual unwillingness to substantialize

maya or avidya, to make it a real power of Brahman or causa

materialise Besides, if everything is interior to the one conscious-

ness, there is no separate medium in which the Self can be mir-

rored.11 The analogy of the mirror-image is therefore not perhaps

wholly consistent logically with the rest of Mandana's system,

but it does have certain advantages. It disassociates the concept

of vivarta from Bhartrhari's, which emphasizes not so much the

unreality of the phenomenon as the unreality of its difference

from Brahman, in which, as in the bhedabheda-vdda, there is a

certain continuity between Brahman and its manifestations. 12

There is no continuity between the moon and its reflection.

Mandana's conception perhaps has more in common with the

VPv's definition : "Appearance is one thing's assuming other false

divided forms in the likeness of diversity without ceasing to be

itself, like the appearance of objects in dreams", (ekasya tattvad

apracyutasya bhedanukdrenasatvavibhaktanyarupopagrahita vivar-

tah—VPv 1.1, 8.1-9.1). However, Mandana protects himself

against the danger of falling into a 'transformistic' vijndnadvaita

by using the analogy of reflection rather than that of dream-

images. This removes all possibility that the changes and diver-

sity of the phenomena can in any way affect Brahman.

2.14

Nonetheless, it is probable that one of the influences upon

Mandana in his theory of vivarta was the Vijnanavada, and with
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it a variety of Vedanta which taught that aU phenomena are

vivartas or parinamas of the consciousness which is the Atman. In

every case of its use in the BS, vivarta is connected with consci-

ousness. The passage 7.23-8.10, already quoted in §2.2, explicitly

says that the relation of seer and seen is by the vivartana of the

cidatman, although Mandana says that this relation is not ulti-

mately Teal(paramartha).

In the passages which I have quoted from the long passage on

fobdadvaita, the concept of vivarta is still associated with cons-

ciousness, because the arguments which Mandana makes to show

that everything is Sabda, or a vivarta of it, proceed from the fact

that all knowledge is accompanied by language. At 19.10-11, just

before the last passage we quoted (in §2.10), he says, 'The fact

that consciousness is consciousness is dependent on the form of

speech; or else consciousness is just a power of speech (or 'the

power of speech*); some say that even when (speech) is with-

drawn there is a subtle power of speech", (yagrupadhinam eva

citas cititvam. vaksaktir eva va citih; tatpratisarnhdre 'pisuksmd

vak§aktir ity eke). To be sure, Mandana's arguments in the

sabaadvaita passage are preceded by similar ones in the VP and

VPv. Still, the resemblance of his phrasing to verse from Vasu-

bandhu, and the doctrine of 7.23-8.10 (§2.2), which is not found

in the VP and VPv, make it appear likely that the grammatical

tradition was not the sole influence on Mandana's conception of
yivarta. Although, so far as I know, there is no other evidence

that Mandana was directly aware of Vasubandhu, it is clear that

he knew both Dharmakirti and Dignaga, 13 and so it is not im-
possible that he knew the earlier master of the Vijnanavada.

2.15

The existence of a school or schools of Vedanta in which
all things are parinamas or vivartas of vijhana is attested by the
Tattw-samgraha of&ntaiaksit2i and Mandana's own Vtbhrama-
viveka. In the chapter on the doctrine of the Atman held by the
Vedantins (Aupanisadakalpitatmapariksd)^ Santaraksita presents
their doctrine in these words

:

nityajnanavivartto 'yam ksititejojalMkah/
atma tadatmakas ceti sangirante 'pare punahll mil
grahyalaksartasawyuktam na kincid iha vidyatel
vijnamparinamo 'yam tasmdt sarvab samiksyate// 329//
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• 'Others proclaim that (all) this, earth, fire, water, etc., is a

\ivarta of eternal knowledge, and that that (eternal knowledge) is

the nature of the Atman. There is nothing here which has the

marks of an (eternal) object to be apprehended; therefore every-

thing is observed to be a parinama of consciousness."

I have left vivarta and parinama untranslated, because to trans-

late them as heretofore, by 'appearance' and 'modification',

respectively, would make it appear that they might have different

meanings, whereas it is obvious that for Santaraksita, and pre-

sumably for the school of Vedanta he describes, they are syno-

nyms. Either might be translated by 'modification' or 'develop-

ment'. (This fact, as well as the fact that neither Santaraksita's

verses nor Kamalasila's Panjika on the chapter recalls either the

wording or the arguments of the BS, shows that Hacker is wrong

in speculating that Santaraksita has Mandana in mind here.15)

This school of Vedanta is so close to Vijnanavada Buddhism

that Santaraksita himself says that the only thing wrong with it is

that it holds consciousness to be permanent {nitya—V. 330).

Mandana, on the other hand, saw that if consciousness is nitya,

it cannot undergo modification.

2.16

In the Vibhrama-viveka, in the section setting forth as a

purvapaksa the anirvacaniya-khyati-vada (Vs. 28-36. §1.39), the

last verse uses the term vivarta

:

vibhramesu vivartatvam ato brahmavidam matam\\ 36cd//

"Therefore the knowers of Brahman think that error is an

appearance."

2.17

I have already remarked that this passage shows that the

concept of anirvacaniyatva was already current in Maridana's

day in Vedanta circles, as well as in the grammatical tradition

(§§1.40-41). It also shows that vivarta was used in an illusionistic

sense within the Vedanta before him. 16 The Vedanta which

Mandana describes here and rejects later in the VV is a sort of

vijnanadvaita, in which all things are forms of the one conscious-

ness. But it is an illusionistic vijndnddvaita, in which the forms

are unreal (asatya—V. 35, cf. V. 34). (For this reason, and

because it teaches the inexpressibility or error as existent or non-
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existent, Mandana's purvapaksa here probably does not represent

the same school, person, or book of Vedanta as the purvapaksa in

the Tattva-samgraha.) It attempts to disassociate itself from Vijna-

navada Buddhism, in which the unreality of the forms of cons-

ciousness is, if not denied, at least not strongly emphasized17 (cf.

§1.48). The passage as a whole is a discussion of error. The fact

that this passage defending anirvacaniyatva ends by saying that

error is a vivarta shows that for this school the two concepts were

very closely allied, indeed that in its opinion a vivarta is necessa-

rily anirvacaniya. (For the association of the two concepts in the

VPv, see above, §1.5). The BS does not say that a vivarta must be

anirvacanfya, but it cannot be concluded that Mandana did not

think that it did; for, as we have seen (§§2.3, 2.9, 2.12), vivarta

seems to be synonymous with avabhdsa, and in BS 9.1 1-12 (§1.2)

mithyavabhasa or avabhdsa as a synonym for avidya or maya is,

called anirvacanfya.

2.18

The image of a reflection is not used in this passage.

Because it is not used in connection with vivarta anywhere else

before Mandana, as far as I know, it may be that it is Mandana's
own contribution to the theory.

2.19

Because the word parindma is not used here, whereas it is

common as a synonym for vivarta in pre-Mandana works where
vivarta is used, and because, this Vedanta being illusionistic, it

could hardly believe in a parindma of Brahman, it is probable
that for this school the two terms were not synonymous. In
addition, the casual way in which Mandana gives the option of
the two terms in the BS shows that he was not the first to dis-
tinguish them. 18

If he were trying to separate two concepts from
each other by assigning to either of them one of two words which
previously were equivalent in meaning, he would give a definition
for each. There is reason to believe that even as early as the VPv
vivarta and parindma were sometimes distinguished, even though
the VPv for the most part uses them interchangeably. 18 ^ the

TZ 7 SCVend thingS are mentioned which some have
thought to be the cause of the world." Among them is <an
appearance unconnected with birth and modification' (Jama-
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parinamasamsargam v/vartam— 184.1). To be sure, the parinama
mentioned here may not be a parinama of Brahman, but parinama
within the world after it has come into being by vivarta. It may
be parinama as one of the 'six modifications of being' (sad

bhdvavikdrah21
), whence it is mentioned along with birth (janma).

Still, it does seem that the two words are differentiated here. It

would not make much sense to translate as we would have to, if

we took them as synonyms, 'a modification unconnected with

birth and modification'. The sentence is very obscure, and while

parinama may refer to modification within the world after its

production, it gives better sense if we take it as referring to a

modification of Brahman. Then the point would be that the

world is brought about by an illusory appearance of Brahman,
which does not really come into birth (cf. Gaudapada's ajativdda)

or undergo transformation. To the objection that the VPv usually

seems to identify vivarta and parinama. the reply may be given

that it is not stating its own opinion here, but giving that of

others. Besides, the vrtti in at least one other place appears to

deny modification in Brahman. Commenting on VP 1.1, it quotes

this verse (14.1-2):

tathedam amftarti brahma nirvikdram avidyaya\

kalusatvam ivdpannam bhedarupani vivartatejj

"So this immortal Brahman, which does not undergo modifica-

tion, through nescience appears in the form of difference, having,

as it were, come to be soiled." 22

Vikdra is used instead of its synonym parinama. It appears

that it is distinguished from vivarta, even though elsewhere it is

used where we would expect vivarta. But it is hard to pin 'Hari-

vrsabha' down. As Madeleine Biardeau justly says, he continual-

ly shows a 'syncretisme invertebre'. 23

2.20

The following conclusions can now be drawn : In his theory

of vivarta, Mandana was influenced by Vijnanavada Buddhism,

in particular, perhaps, by Vasubandhu, by §abdddvaita as taught

in the VP and particularly in its vrtti, and by Vedanta. The word

vivarta was already used in Vedanta before him, and he was

therefore not the first to borrow it from the §abdddvaita for

Vedanta. Although it was used by a number of writers inter-
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changeably with parinama or its synonyms, there was a school of

Vedanta in existence before Mandana which distinguished the

two, a tendency visible already in the VPv, it seems. Mandana
removed those elements in the earlier theories which would have

allowed the possibility that the forms of the consciousness might

be real modifications of it, while keeping the association of

vivarta with the concept that things are appearances of conscious-

ness, the consciousness of the Self. He also retained the associa-

tion of the term with Sabdadvaita. Taking the fact that the word
already could mean 'appearance' he specified it to imply reflec-

tion, and this seems to be an innovation on his part. 24



CHAPTER III

AVIDYA

The Causality of Avidya

3.1

An examination of the words which Mandana uses in the

BS to signify the causality of avidya and related concepts may
allow us to understand better his idea of avidya 's workings.

Words Used With Avidya

3.2

avidyd-adhyasta

avidyd-dksipta

avidyd-upapradarSita

avidyd-updddna

avidyd-kalusita

avidyd-krldlita

<tvidyd-nibandhana

karmdvidyd-nibandhana

avidydpurvakarma-nibandhana

avidya is the bfja

avidyd-vilasita

avidya is the hetu

an avidyasaipskdra is the hetu

Sokamohadi ( 1 26. 1 6- 1 7)

Sokddayah (127.4)

karmdrti (129.12)

rdga, which is defined as

abhutaguydbhiniveia (3.17-18)

the three arpias in bhdvand

(43.23-34)

bheda (10.13)

karmaphalavibhdga (129.11)

Jtaf (12.3 9 7-8)

prapanca (20.7, 8)

sarga (10.19)

sargavibhdga (10.21-22)

samsdra (20.13, 14; 21.20)

the vibhdga of the individual

souls and Brahman (21.11)

samsdra (21.12)

sarfisdra (21.18)

of vyavahdrika jndna (63.2-3)

bheda (48.14-15)

of bandha (ISA09 129.9)

of vibhramas in pratyaksa

(40.9)
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Words Used with Maya

3.3

maya-nibandhana

mdyd-gamya

Words Used With Vikalpa

3.4

vikalpair upapradariyate

vikalpavdsand-updddna

vikalpa-paridarsita-s'arira

vikalpa-racita

ncuidriipdvagama (6. 1 1)

bheda (125.17)

bheda (4SA1)

vikalpa (48.7-8: bheda is

anddivikalpavdsanopdddna-

vikalpaparidarsitasarira)

bheda (48.7-8; see previous

example).

iarirabheda (48.6)

To this may be added two examples in which buddhi or prat-

yaya is clearly, from the context, equivalent to kalpand or

vikalpa:

That which is buddhi-

upadariita is vyavahdrdnga (62. 1 6, 1 7)

pratyaya-viracita the object (artha) of cognition*

in which qualities, universals,

and the like are attributed to

a substance conceived as

different from them (62.17-18)

Words used with MithyddarSana and Mithydbhimwia

3.5

mithyddarsana-ja

mithyddarsana-nim itta

mithydbhimdna-nimitta

mithyddar§anabhydsa-

parinispanna

a sarnskdra which causes to be

erroneous, even a cognition in

which one is certain (ni^caya}

(35.12)

the characteristics (dhannas)

of a transmigrant (34.16)

sarirasatnbandha (34.21)

a sarnskdra which causes

wrong knowledge to continue

even after the operation of a

pramaria (35.15-16)
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What Avidya Produces

3.6

An examination of these tables shows that in Mandana's
opinion the most characteristic function of avidya (or its equiva-
lents) is to produce difference of one sort or another, or the

apprehension of difference. In eleven instances the description

of what it produces (in the right column) contains some word
directly referring to difference, division, or multiplicity. Next to

this in number are those in which avidya, is said to produce
transmigration or bondage: they total six. Of course, for

Mandana bondage and the apprehension of difference are one
and the same. In most of the remainder avidya is said to produce

some sort of psychic affliction, either passions (soka, moha, rdga),

or a samskara, which produces error, or errors in perception.

Thus the consideration of what avidya produces shows to

Mandana the extreme importance of the concept of difference.

The Operation ofAvidya

3.7

The most common word for the causality of avidya and its

equivalents in the BS is a vague one: nibandhana. This is one of

Mandana' s favourite words; he uses it for the most varied

relations of causality or dependence. 1
It is best to translate it

when used in compounds as vaguely as possible : 'based on' or

'caused by'. Mandana probably acquired his taste for its fre-

quent use from Bhartrhari, who uses it with equal frequency. 2

Mandana uses the equally vague words racita, viracita9
blja and

-ja once each. Perhaps this shows an unwillingness to commit

himself to a particular model for the causality of avidya, or a

disconcern with the problem. He uses words denoting efficient

causality only thrice (hetu once and nimitta twice, the latter in a

passage which seems to be quoting Samkara [see Appendix A,

§§8-12]), too few to commit him to the idea that avidya is the

efficient cause. (In this he is like Sarnkara, who also uses

nimitta, but avoids, by the use of other words, committing him-

self to avidya's being the efficient cause. 3
) Mandana shows a

certain partiality for the use of words meaning 'displayed by'

:

aksipta, paridariita and vilasita, each occurring once, and upa-

darsita and upapradarsita twice each, a total of seven instances
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of the use of words in this category. These no doubt are in-

tended to suggest the unreality of what avidya produces. In

addition, they have a certain similarity to a terra specially

characteristic of Sarnkara in this connection, pratyupasthdpita,

and the like which are probably meant to show that between

avidya and its products there is, as Hacker says, 'ein Kausal-

verhaltnis ganz eigener Art*.4 Twice the word avidydkridita,

'the play of avidyd\ is used. (If one interprets vilasita as 'play*

rather than as 'display', the number of occurrences in this

category may be increased to three.) The word adhyasta, 'super-

imposed', is used three times, indicating that the idea of

superimposition, adhydsa, was not very important in Mariana's-

conception of avidya, although it is most important in Samkara's. 5,

Cf. our discussion of adhydsa in §§3.23-26.

3.8

The word upddana, used thrice, demands separate exami-
nation. In its first use it serves to identify the opinion that avidya
is without beginning or motive as belonging to the avidyopdddna-

bhedavddins, 'those who teach that avidya is the upddana of
difference' (10.13). Mandana does not clearly rank himself
among these, though he does not reject their doctrine of the
beginninglessness and motivelessness of avidya. Because he does-
not clearly include himself in this school, and because, as will be
shown below, he does not restrict the word upddana to the
material cause, we cannot say that he considered avidya the
material cause of the world. In fact, we do not even know that
the school he refers to understood upddana in the sense of
•material cause'. 6

3.9

In the next use of upddana (48.7-8), a Buddhist opponent
suggests that difference (bheda) is anddivikalpavdsanopdddnavikaU
papandarsitaSarira, -having a 'body' that is displayed by mental
construction whose upddana is the influence of beginnings
mental construction". Again, this is not Mariana himself
speaking although he puts the opponent's suggestion in such away that he can take it over, and the phraseology may reflect theopponent sway of speaking more than 11.^^^
73.8-9, where a Buddhist opponent says that the appearaZ^f
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non-difference has for its upddana a beginningless vasana. (I have

left this out of the above tables, because it is without doubt an
opinion which Mandana rejects, unlike the case of 48.7-8 under
discussion.) The opponent in both passages is clearly Dharma-
kirti. I am not aware of any passage where Dharmakirti says

exactly what Mandana's/wrva/rafoa says in 48.7-8, but he does

use the term anddivdsanopdddnaj and Vacaspati Misra, in a

discussion with a Buddhist in the Nydyavdrtikatdtparyatikd, has

the Buddhist say that vikalpas are anddivikalpavdsanopdddna*

(Unfortunately, the possibility cannot be ruled out that Vacaspati

was influenced in his wording here by the very passage in the BS
that we are discussing.) In any case, upddana would not have

implied for Dharmakirti a material cause like the prakfti or

pradhdna of the Samkhya; it would mean rather a basis, a sub-

strate. Therefore, 48.7-8 does not show that Mandana believed

that vikalpas are the material cause of bheda. In fact, when he

restates the Buddhist's suggestion to say that it is the same thing

that he himself teaches, he says: bhedah...vikalpair eva kevalam

upadariyate (48.11), without using the word upddana at all.

3.10

In the final use of upddana with avidyd (129.11), which does

represent Mandana's own opinion, it is obvious that the word

cannot be taken to mean 'material cause'. Mandana says that

avidyd is the upddana of the division of works and fruits {karma-

phalavibhdga\ but in the very next line, he says that works are

•superimposed by avidyd
9

(avidyddhyastdni hi karmdni—129.12).

3.11

It was said above that in the BS upddana does not mean

'material cause'. It is convenient now to examine the uses of

the word in other contexts than that of the causality of avidyd.

In BS 15.10-17, the word is again used by a Buddhist; it is

applied to a svalaksana as the cause of the svalaksana that im-

mediately follows it.
9 In 60.12-18, the Buddhist position is

stated that only the particulars (viiesa-svalaksana) are real, and

that non-difference (abheda) is a mental construct (kalpand)

which has them for its substrate (upddana) and its object (yisaya).

Then Mandana's siddhdnta is stated: only non-difference is real,

and mental constructions of difference have non-difference for
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their substrate and their object. This is illustrated by the simile

of the moon and its reflections in the waves, which is not an

instance of material causality. Upadana seems to be about

equivalent to visaya in meaning, and could best be translated by

something like 'substrate' or fcreal basis'. The passage 70.5-22,

which is part of the discussion on the positions set forth in this

passage, uses upadana in the same way; it appears to be equiva-

lent to a§raya in 70.21. In 72.4-21, part of the same discussion,

the opponent gives as an illustration of his theory that abheda

has bhcda for its upadana the simile of the forest and the trees:

the reality is just the separate trees, they are the upadana of the

notion which collects them into a single whole and erroneously

calls them *a forest', as if they were one thing. Mandana again

uses the counter-example of the moon and the waves, and adds

to it that of a face in a mirror or other surface. He says that the

face is the alambana of its reflections, and abheda the alambana

of bhcda (72.12-13). Therefore upadana should be translated so

as to be synonymous with alambajia, 'basis'. Finally, at

125.18-126.4, bhedavikalpa is again said to have abheda as its

upadana and to be a mere appearance, as reflections are not real

things that are really produced from the original and different

from each other, but mere appearances, of which the original is

the upadana, or as words, sentences, and chapters are nothing
different from the letters, which are their upadana.

3.12

Because upadana does not in general in the BS mean
•material cause', and because in two out of the three places in
which it is used in composition with avidya or a synonym it is

not certain that what is said is Mandana's own opinion, and
because he more often uses other terms to express the causality
of avidya, it can be seen that Mandana did not think of avidya
as being a causa materialis like the prakrti-pradhdna of Sarnkhya.
In this he agrees with Sarnkara and disagrees with most of
Sarnkara 's followers, beginning with Suresvara. 10 Mandana does
not want to substantialize avidya, or to give it an 'existence
separate from Brahman. But to make it a material cause would
inevitably compel him to do so. Therefore he, for the most part
chose words to describe its causality which either were vague or*
suggested the unreality of its products.
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AVAIDYA AS * BeGINNINGLBSS* AND CONNATURAL*

3.13

It is known that Sarnkara almost never calls avidya anadi,

'beginningless'. He uses anadi once in the BSuB with adhyasa,

and once in the BGB with avidya. 11 He reserves the word anadi

for samsara, and calls avidya naisargiki or nisargaja, 'inborn,

connatuaF. 12 Mandana, on the other hand, calls avidya both
anadi and nisargaja. The following tables show his usage of

these two words in the BS.

Anadi

3.14

avidya 8.22, 10.14, 11.17,22.13,

32.18, 28.14-15, 60.16

-avidyasamskdra 40.9

avidydnubandha (ofpratyaksa) 40. 1

8

avidya and jiva 10.12, 14

lamas 159.15

mithyddarsana 35.15

mithyddarSandbhydsa 35.4

vikalpavdsand 48.7

vibhrama 11.15

samsara 21.18

Naisargika and its Synonyms

3.15

av/V/jYi 11.18, 12.9

rdgddinibandhanapravrttayah 27.5, 7, 11

Nisargaja

av/Y/ya 12.7, 43.23-24

pratyaksddinibandhana

vibhaktavastupariccheda 40.

5

Svdbhavika

avidya 11.17,25

3.16

It is clear from these two tables that Mandana frequently

calls avidya (or its equivalents) anadi. In fact, he uses anadi with
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avidya far more often than with sarnsara, with which he uses it

only once. Hacker, if I understand him correctly, says that

Sanikara avoids using anadi with avidya because it is slightly

more emphatic than naisargika y and tends more to erect avidya

into an 'eternal metaphysical entity*.
13 If this is so, one would

expect Mandana to take the same precaution, because he shows

an equal desire to avoid materializing avidya. But a look at the

table in §3.14 may show why he does not think it necessary to

do so. In several cases it is not avidya which is without begin-

ning, but an 'impression' or 'influence' of error: avidydsarns-

kara, mithyadarsanabhyasa, vikalpavdsand. To call such an

impression beginningless is not to substantialize it.

3.17

Naisargika and anadi are not synonyms, in Mandana's-

usage. At BS 1 1. 17 he uses both anadi and a synonym of naisar-

gika in one sentence : svdbhdviky anddir avidya nirhetuh, 'Avidya

is connatural, beginningless, and causeless.' (This is part of the

purvapaksa, but based on what Manclana has just been saying.)-

Sankhapani's comment is illuminating: avidya tv anaditvdt sva-

bhavikiti nirhetuh, 'But avidya is connatural because it is begin*

ningless, and therefore it is without a cause' (34.26). We may
say that the concept of the beginninglessness includes that of'

connaturality, and that this is why, although they are not

synonymous, the two words are used together only once.

Avidya and Its Synonyms

3.18

Avidya has a number of synonyms in the BS. An investi-

gation of them will show that he considers avidya more in epis-

temological terms than as a material cause or a power of
Brahman. It is equivalent to mdyd and to mithydvabhdsa, 'false

appearance'
: evam eveyam avidya mdyd mithydvabhdsa ity ucyate

(9.12). It is also used interchangeably with kalpand, 'imagin-
ation' or 'mental construction':^/ tu kasydvidyetijivdndmiti
brumah. (P) nanu na jivd brahmano bhidyante] evam hy aha—
'anena jivendtmandnupraviSya' (CU 6.3.2) ///. (S) satyarn para-
mdrthatah, kalpanayd tu bhidyante. (P) kasya punah kalpand
bhedikdl (10.3-5). Note that the same question is asked about
both avidya and kalpand, 'Whose is it?' This shows that the
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two terms are equivalents. Another synonym of avidya is vibh-

rama, 'error'. Compare 11.15-16, anddau vibhramc hetvanvesa-

nam asdmpratam eva, and 11.17, nanu svabhaviky anddir avidya

nirhetuh. (Cf. 60.6-7: kirn tarhidaml avidya vibhramah. 11
) It is

clear from this that vibhrama is not restricted to everyday errors,

but can be employed for the basic error that causes bondage.

Bhedadarsana, 'the vision of difference', is another term used
interchangeably with avidya: atha bhedadarsanena brahmaiva

saipsctrati, abhedadarSanena ca mucyate; tatra sarvavibhdgaprat-

yastamaye yugapat sarvamoksaprasangah. tasmdd avidyayd jlvdh

samsdrinah, vidyayd mucyante (12.4-7). Viparydsa, 'error* (but

implying the theory of anyathd-khydti15
is employed as a synonym

of avidya at 33.1-3: (Objector to the purvapaksa:) 'anddir apra-

yojand caxidyS ity uktam (cf. 10.14); tatra ca hetvanuyogo nira-

vakdSah; viparydsatatsarriskarayos ca parasparahetuphalabhdvena

vyavasthdndn na dosah. Mithyddarsana, 'false vision', is also

synonymous with avidya. Compare the following two sentences:

tathd nirvicikitsdd dmnayad avagatdtmatattvasydnddimithyddar-

sandbhydsopacitabalavatsaniskdrasdmarthydn mithydbhdsdnuvrttihr

(35.4-5); and sakyo hi dmndydd evdnddir avidydsaniskdro vibhra-

mahetuiy pratyaksadisu sambhdvayitum niicetum ca dehdtmd-

bhimdna iva. Finally, there are ajndna and mithydjndna, 'Igno-

rance' and *false knowledge*. Verse IV.6cd in the kdrikds

(158.6), api cdjndnatah sukhi duhkhi jivah prakasate, is glossed

thus in the prose : api ca 'soky aharri 'duhkhy aham
y

'dhanadini

mama nas\dnV iti visuddhabrahmdtmano jivasya mithydjndnam.

3.19

The following words have been shown to be synonymous

with avidya in Mandana's usage: mdyd, mithydvabhdsa, kalpand,

vibhrama, bhedadarSana, viparydsa, mithyddarsana, ajndna, and

mithydjndna. With the exception of mdyd, they all refer to false

knowledge, a quality of the knowing subject, rather than to

anything objective. Even mithydvabhasa, 'false appearance*,

which might be thought to suggest what Hacker, in speaking of

vivarta, calls 'an objective illusion',
16 usually in the BS connotes

the subjectivity of the appearance. Mandana says that mithyd-

vabhdsas may continue even after the truth is known from a

pramdna, because of the strength of the accumulated samskdras

of previous mithydvabhasas, as the error of seeing a double moon
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or of confusion about the cardinal points continues even after a

qualified person has told one the truth (35.1-5). The mithyava-

bhasa that molasses is bitter which a sick person may have

continues even though he knows it is sweet (35.23-24). However,

Mandana does use one example of an 'objective illusion':

actors on the stage produce emotions by a mithyavabliasa, even

though the spectator knows the events represented are not real

(35.22-23). But even in this case the reference may be to the

false appearance in the spectator's mind, rather than to that on

the stage. Therefore mithydvabhasa, like the other synonyms of

avidya, is something belonging to the subject (specifically to the

jiva rather than to Brahman). Once again we see Ma^dana's

determination to avoid hypostatizing avidya by making it some-

thing 'external' to the seer, such as a sakti of Brahman or the

material cause of the world.

3.20

This is probably the reason that Mandana does not often

use the term maya. In fact, it is never used in the BS except for

some particular purpose. Twice it is used to gloss RV 6.47.18

(=£U 2.5.19)

—

indro mayabhih pururiipa iyate—when that text is

adduced as a proof of abheda: at 6.10-1 1 and 125.16-17. Once,
in the sentence at 9.12, just quoted in §3.18, it is one of a list of
synonyms: "It just is for this reason (that it is neither entirely

real nor entirely unreal), that (nescience) is called 'nescience',

•illusion', 'false appearance'." At 10.24-11.1, it is used in an
illustration against the objection that Brahman cannot be the
cause of the world, because if it were, the inequalities of enjoy-
ment in the world would show that it had the faults of inequity
and cruelty. Mandana says, among other things, that a magician
(mayakara) shows no partiality or dislike in making various
illusory people appear with their limbs intact or cut off. At 13.22
maya again comes in an illustration. It is not true, Mandana
says

r that something unreal cannot produce an effect, because
magic (maya) can occasion delight or fear. Finally, maya, or
rather mayamatra, is used to solve certain problems concerning
the nature of avidya. In the passage beginning at 9.1 1, Mandana
attempts to show that the adherents of all schools must agree
that avidya is anirvacaniya. In conclusion he argues that it is
only because avidya is neither existent nor non-existent, because
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it has no fixed essence but is merely an illusion (mayamatratvat),

that it can be ended. If it were not so, it would be either existent]

in which case it would be firmly established in its own essence

and could not change or be destroyed, or it would be non-
existent, and would never have been there. It seems that

Mandana employs mayamatra to mean simply 'illusory', but in

the argument here this implies ambiguity (it is neither existent

nor non-existent), and instability (it can be ended). The illusory,

because it is illusory and not real, is free from the necessity of

other things either to exist or not. Mayamatra can be used to

imply these things, whereas none of the other words of this class

(avidya, mithyd and its various compounds, asatya, etc.) can.

None of them is a convenience word meaning simply illusory'.

3.21

The use of mdya and mayamatra in 10.9-11 is somewhat

similar. The opponent has pointed out that if avidya (or kalpana)

belongs to the jivas, there will be mutual dependency—the

division of the jivas from Brahman depends on avidya, and

avidya is based on the jivas (10.5-8). In reply, Mandana says:

atra ke cid dhub—vastusiddhdv esa dosafi—ndsiddham vastu

vastvantaranispattaye 'lam, na mdydmdtre; na hi mdydydrji

kdcid anupapattib; anupapadyamdndrthaiva hi mdya ; upapad-

yamdndrthatve yathdrthabhdvdn na mdya sydt.

(tOn this point some say: This fault applies to establishing a

real thing—a real thing cannot produce another real thing if it

has not already been produced itself—but not to a mere illusion.

For it is not impossible at all in the case of an illusion, because

an illusion is precisely something whose object is impossible. If

its object were possible it would not be an illusion, because it

would be in accord with the object."

Again the illusory is illogical and free from the laws that

govern real things. Avidya, kalpana, and the like cannot suggest

this as well as mdya and mayamatra can. In both these instances

mayamatra is, as in Samkara's use of it, "just a traditional

expression inherited by him, meaning simply *illusory'."
17 But

Mandana uses it where no other expression will do.
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3.22

Wc sec that Mantfana seldom uses maya%
and never with-

out some specific reason, even though he lists it as a synonym of

avidya and we might therefore expect him to use both words

interchangeably. Sanikara uses it much more often than Mariana

does, although much less often than he uses avidya and nama-

rupa. 1 * The difference between the two Vedantins can be ex-

plained in part by Mano'ana's relative disinterest in Brahman as

Hvara. Manama, like Sarnkara,19 identifies Brahman and

Hvara, but is little concerned with Brahman's 'personal* side

and does not often use the word Hvara. At least as early as the

Bhagavadglta and the Svctdivatara Upani$ad mdyd was asso-

ciated with Hvara. For example, see SveU 4.10ab: mdydm tu

prakftim vidyan mdyinam tu maheivaram, "Know that maya is

prakfti. and the Great Lord is the possessor of maya"; and

BG 4.6:

ajo 'pi sann avyaydtmd bhutdndm isvaro 'pi sanj

prakftim svam adhisthdya sambhavdmy dtmamdyayd//

"Even though I am unborn and my being is eternal, even

though I am Lord of beings, resorting to my own prakfti I take

"birth by my own maya."

It should also be observed that mdyd is identified with prakfti

in the quote from the SveU, and, if not identified, at least closely

associated with it in that from the BG. Mandana therefore had

two reasons to avoid the word mdyd. First, its connection with

Hvara. Not only was Mandana uninterested in Brahman as

Hvara, and therefore in concepts and problems related to

Brahman in its personal aspect, but the theistic overtones of the

concept of mdyd (clearly visible in Sarnkara's use of the word20
)

tended to convey the idea that it isaitffc/zof Brahman (as it is

in BSuB 2. 1.14, 462.16). Mandana saw no reason to let one or

more powers intervene between Brahman and the phenomenal
world (see §3.28-29), and, in addition, for mdya-avidyd to be a
power ofBrahman would conflict with his doctrine that the locus
(dsraya) of avidyd is the jiva rather than Brahman. Second,
mdyd's association with prakfti (whatever may have been the
precise meaning of either of these words in the SveU and BG)
tended to substantialize it and make it into a material cause of
the world rather than an epistemic defect, into an entity at least
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distinct from Brahman, if not independent of it. Therefore,
Mantfana avoids the use of mdyd as much as possible.

AVIDYA AS 'SUPERIMPOSITION'

3.23

It has already been pointed out (§3.7) that Mandana uses the

word adhyasta, 'superimposed', to denote the causality of avidyd

only three times. Adhyasa itself only appears once in the BS, at

20.18-19. Mandana is arguing against the Sunyavada. He says

that if one accepts anyathakhydti, tunyata is impossible, "for a
positive thing, not appearing as it is, can appear with a super-

imposed form which is not really there, but if it is void, on what
can there be a superimposition?" (bhdvo hiyathdvad aprakdsa-

mano'dhyastdvidyamdnarupahprakds'ate; sunye tu kvddhydsah.)

It appears from this sentence that in Mandana's usage adhyasa,

superimposition, implies the anyathd-khydti theory of error.

3.24

The same conclusion results from an examination of the

passages of the BS in which samdropa, another word meaning

'superimposition', is used. Most of them are part of Mandana's

argument that an injunction of knowledge does not establish the

truth of the content of that knowledge, because knowledge may
be erroneous, and not merely a failure to observe something

about its object, as the Prabhakaras say, but an active misrepre-

sentation of the object, that is, an anyatha-khydti. (See 135.17

IHI.114ab] and gloss 136.14-16, 137.21 [HI.123ab] and gloss

138.19-20, 151.19-20, 152.3-6.) In one of the two remaining cases

of its use in the BS9 it means the metaphorical use of a word

(134.9). In the remaining case it is applied to the 'super-

imposition' of a serpent on a rope (131.2). This use does not

directly involve anyathd-khydtU but it does show, as the passage

using adhyasa just quoted also does21
(cf. §1.44) that the theory

of error as superimposition requires that error must have a

substrate.

3.25

Aropa, another synonym of adhyasa, is likewise used in the

context of anyatha-khydti. In 94.10-22, Mandana says that error
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is not a mere absence of apprehension, because the misappre-

hension of a piece of shell as silver cannot occur unless there is

cognition of both the locus of superiraposition (dropasya visaya—
the shell) and the thing superimposed (aropaniya—the silver).

The concept of superimposition is associated with anyatha-khyati

in the Vibhrama-viveka as well. In verse 25 the Sunyavadin

opposes anyatha-khyati on the grounds that error cannot be a

superimposition (adhydropa\ because 'superimposition' can

mean only a metaphorical use of a word. But in a metaphorical

use of a word, we are conscious of the difference of the thing

identified and that with which it is identified, whereas in error

the two things are not discriminated. (This argument is answered

in 147cd. Cf. also Schmithausen's commentary on 25, VV9 p. 99.)

In 36b the anirvacaniya-khydtUvddin says that error is neither

adhyaropa {anyatha-khyati) nor indistinct apprehension (asphuta-

graha). In 66d-67b Mandana says that if akhydti were true, if

error were merely the absence of discrimination of two things,

there would be no need to have the contact of a sense with an

object, or the perception of the object, to have an error of

perception. On the other hand, the necessity for the contact of
the sense with an object and of the apprehension of the object

is explainable if error is the superimposition (samdropa) on a
perceived object of some other thing.

3.26

It appears from all this that the concept of error as adhydsa
has two uses. It forms part of the defense of anyatha-khyati, and
in doing so also emphasizes that error must have something real

as its object. However, outside of this context, adhydsa and its

synonyms are, as we have seen, little used in the BS. Samkara,
on the other hand, defines avidyd as adhydsa (BSuB 1.1.1

[Introd.], 39.2-40.1). Why did Mandana avoid the concept out-
side of certain contexts? Probably because he saw that to define
avidyd as a superimposition of one thing on another would
require, or at least tend towards, the acceptance of the real
existence of the thing superimposed. This would destroy non-
dualism. Sarnkara's followers later came to the same conclusion,
and rejected the concept of avidyd as adhydsa which Sarnkara,'
perhaps affected by an early period as an adherent of the Yoga-
dariana, had put forward 81
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Sakti

3.27

As has been noted many times in these pages, Mandana
Misra does not accept that maya-avidya is a sakti, a 'power', of
Brahman. He avoids using the word sakti in the sense of a power
in some sense distinct from, but residing in, Brahman. He does
not call Brahman or Isvara sarvasakti or the like, whereas Sarnkara
does so frequently. He does use sakti (or samarthya) more or less

as an equivalent of the Buddhist arthakriya, or the capacity to

produce an arthakriya (see, for instance, 53.3-54.14), but sakti in

this sense is nothing distinct from the object which possesses it, it is

no separate thing, but merely an aspect of its possessor. Similarly

he talks of dfksakti as the Atman's capacity for vision or isana-

iakti as Brahman's capacity to rule, but not as anything different

from Atman or Brahman.

3.28

Mandana seems aware of schools of Vedanta which attri-

bute several saktis to Brahman, although when he refutes them

he does not indicate that they are Vedanta schools. He inserts his

refutation of them (BS 55.23-56.19) in the midst of a long argu-

ment against the Buddhist attempt to prove difference (bheda) by

the fact that things produce different arthakriyds. He has said, in

54.15-55.22, that just as a single fire has various effects, such as

heating and cooking, so the one Brahman can produce all effects.

(He attributes Brahman's ability to do this not to its sakti or

saktis, but to its 'greatness' [mahiman—54.16] or 'extra capa-

city' \samarthyatisaya—54.24, 55.21]. It is probably deliberate

that he does not use the word sakti.) The purvapaksin replies that

the difference of effects is dependent on the difference of the fire's

powers, and so it is not so that multiple effects proceed from a

single cause. Mandana says that if it is indeed the fire that is the

cause, then in fact there are several effects from one cause. If the

opponent should say that it is only the powers that are the cause,

how is it that it is contradictory for one thing to be linked with

several effects, but not contradictory for it to be linked with

several powers? Moreover, if you say that the are not

different from their possessor, then you have said that one thing

can be many. It is absurd to say that the oneness of the cause is
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not contradicted by the multiplicity of powers, which is in the

same substrate as the oneness, but that it is contradicted by the

multiplicity of effects, a multiplicity which resides in other things

than the cause. If you say that the powers are different from their

substrate, illogicalities follow, no matter how you define 'subs-

trate' (dsraya).

3.29

For Mandana, then, there is no need to make iaktis inter-

vene between Brahman and the multiplicity of the world.

Samkara's answer to this is more complex; he compromises with

the bhedabheda tradition which ascribes a number of powers to

Brahman. He often calls Brahman sarvasakti or sarvasaktisaman-

yitam (e.g., BSuB 79.2-80.1, 86.2, 102.2). In some places he says

that Brahman can produce various effects because it is joined

with various powers (BSuB 2. 1 .29, 478.8-9; and 2. 1.24, 474.9-12).

In the dissolution between world-cycles the universe exists in

Brahman as a 'seminal power' (bijaSakti—BSuB 1.3.30,336.6;

1.4.2, 377.8-9). But this seminal power is 'made of midyff

iavidydtmika) and is burnt up by vidyd {BSuB 1.4.3, 377.17-

378.2). In BSuB 2,1.30 Samkara says that Brahman has different

powers, and in 2.1.31 he adds that this division of powers is

formed by avidya. A iakti of a cause is identical with the cause,

and the effect is identical with the sakti {BSuB 2.1.18,468.1).

This is typical of Samkara's accommodation of bheddbhedavdda:

he first admits a variety of powers to explain the diversity of

Brahman's effects, and then denies that the powers, or their

•diversity, or their distinction from Brahman, is real. Marjdana,
here as elsewhere, has a more 'one-levelled' system: Brah-
man, the one cause of all things, can produce all multiplicity

directly, without the intervention of saktis** Of course, elsewhere
the real existence of these effects is denied. The 'special capacity'

(sdmarthyavisesa=sdmarthydtisaya) of Brahman is not to produce
many real things, but to appear as many {ekasyaiva vastunahi
sdmarthyavisesdn ndndvabhdso 'bhyupeyatdm—BS 61 13-14 cf
73.12-14).

"
'

'

3.30

Mandana also speaks of dfkSaktl, 'power of seeing',
vdkiaktU 'power of speech', and JianaSakti, 'power of ruling'!
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In each case sakti denotes a capacity of a thing, an aspect of it,

rather than something distinct from it but resident in it, as for

instance a quality is. In BS 6.7-8 the purvapaksin denies Advaita
on these grounds:

"The seer and the seen cannot be identical, because the power
of seeing must have external objects, because it cannot operate

.upon itself" (drkchaktes carthavattvat svatmani vfttivirodhat). At
7.22-23 Mandana replies: 'The power of seeing has an object,

because it itself serves (that purpose); and there is no contradic-

tion in its operating upon itself. It is like a lamp, or, as has

already been said, like the fruit of a means of valid knowledge."

idrkchakteS cdrthavattvam svatmopayogat, na ca svatmani vrttivi-

rodhali pradipavat pramanaphalavac cety uktam.) The last sentence

refers us back to 3.26-4. 15.
24 There the objection was raised that

if the bliss that is in Brahman can be known, there will be duality,

because knowledge requires an object and an agent. But if it is

•not the object of knowledge, it is as good as non-existent, and

not an aim of man. Mandana replies that it is not true that the

fruit of a means of valid knowledge (i.e., valid knowledge) is not

the object of knowledge, because if it is unknowable everything

else will be unknowable (since it is by valid knowledge that we
know things). On the other hand, it is not the object of know-

ledge, because, if it were, there would have to be another means

of valid knowledge to know it, which would have its own fruit But

this would result in a regressus ad infinitum, and in any case we do

not see any second fruit. Therefore it is the object of knowledge

in so far as it is self-luminous, but is not the object of knowledge,

in so far as it is not like an external object. Similarly, the agent of

knowledge is known, because if it were not known one would not

have the idea, 'I know this'. But it is not the object of know-

ledge, in so far as it is not an external object distinct from the

knower. Its being known consists in its self-luminosity. Similarly

Brahman and its bliss are the object of knowledge in that they

are self-luminous.

3.31

The word sakti, then, when it occurs in dfksaktU does not

imply any duality, any operation of the agent of knowledge on

an object of knowledge different from it. The seer, the power of

seeing, knows itself by being self-luminous. To the dfksakti of
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the Brahma-siddhi we may compare the drksakti and citisakti of

Patanjali's Yoga-sutras and the Yoga-sutra-bhdsya of Vyasa. For

Patanjali and Vyasa, drktakti or citisakti is identical mthpurusa,

cit, caitanya, or drastr.
25 In kaivalya the citisakti stands by itself,

2*

and the purusa is self-luminous. 27 In this context sakti does not

imply anything distinct from consciousness itself. Nor does it

suggest that consciousness is ever merely potential. Conscious-

ness is eternally actual; it is only potential in so far as particular

determinations of it arise or cease by adventitious conjunction

with external prakrtic phenomena. 28 To say citisakti rather than

citi indicates that there is an unchanging subject and source of

all particular cognitions which can exist without them or their

objects. The purusa has the 'power' to lend its light to the

knowledge of the evolutes ofprakrti, but in kaivalya it no longer

does so, it is merely the 'power of consciousness*. Similarly, in

the BS drksakti means the immutable agent of knowledge, which

is self-luminous and needs no external object.

3.32

Sakti seems to have similar connotations at 19.10-11:

vdgrupddhinam eva citas cititvam. vaksaktir eva va citifi, tatpratU

samharc 'pi suksmd vaksaktir ity eke, 4The fact that conscious-

ness is consciousness depends upon the form of speech. Or else

consciousness is the power of speech, even when it is withdrawn
there is a subtle power of speech, some say." This is inspired by
the Vdkyapadiyavrtti. Although the VPv in places says that
Brahman has several powers, I do not think that sakti here
means a power of vac as Sabda-brahman, because the passages
which Mandana follows here do not employ sakti in this sense-
See, to begin with VPv 1.123 (189.4-5): 'Thus, according to
some teachers, the activity of knowledge continues in a sleeping
person like the activity in waking, except that the seeds of the
impressions of language assume a subtle activity." (tathaikesam
acaryandm suptasydpi jagradvfttya sadrso jndnavTttiprabandhah.
kevalam tu tadd suksmam vrttim pratilabhante .) Also, 1.124
(

J 90.6): "Even in the state of unconsciousness, (knowledge) con-
tinues to be accompanied by the qualities of speech, in a subtle
way. (yapy asancetitdvasthd tasydm apt suksmo vdgdharmdnu-
gamo bhyavartate.) Finally, 1.126 (193.9-10): "Therefore there
no actmty of consciousness which is not joined with the power
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of speech. Others say that the form of the activity of conscious-

ness is the form of the principal word." (tasmdc citikriydrupam

alabdhavaksaktiparigraharti na vidyate. vdktattvarupam eva citikri-

ydtupam ity eke.) Vdksakti is used only once in these three

passages. I think Mandana's employment of it is in part due to

the influence of its use in the Yoga-sutra-bhdsya. Vdksakti is the

power of speech—and therefore of consciousness—which is per-

manently present and actual, self-luminous, but does not always

manifest itself in particular cognitions.

3.33

Sakti is used on one other occasion for an eternally possess-

ed capacity which does not require any external object. Mandana
has said (126.12-127.5) that when one's true form as Brahman
has become manifest in liberation, one obtains all the bliss,

knowledge, and lordship that are in Brahman. An opponent

objects (127.5-7) that in Brahman, in which there is no duality or

diversity, there is nothing to be known or ruled, and so it is

impossible for it to have knowledge or lordship. Scriptural

expressions such as 'omniscient' (MuntfU 1.1.9) and k Lord of

all' (MdndU 6) must be reconciled with this fact. Mandana
replies: 'Its being a lord is not brought about by that which is to

be ruled, nor its being a knower brought about by that which is

to be known. Rather by its already existent form of knowledge

and its already existent power of ruling it attains the object to be

known and assigns tasks and gives commands to that which is to

be ruled. It is like light or burning. For the sun illumines that

which is to be illuminated by its already existent form of light,

but its form of light is not dependent on the thing to be illumina-

ted, nor is fire's power of burning dependent on the thing to be

burnt.' (nesitavyakrtam isvaratvam, jneyakrtam vd jnatrtvam\

kirn tu siddhena jndnarupena siddhayd cesanasaktyd jneyam avd-

pnoti, isitavyarrx ca viniyunktt prasdsti ca, prakdsaddhavat; siddh-

ena hi prakdsarupena prakdsyam prakdsayati vivasvdn; na tu

prakasyddhinam tasya prakdsarupam, ddhyddhina vd agner ddha-

suktih— 127.7-11.) Sakti again signifies not a power to some

degree distinct from its possessor, but an aspect of its possessor,

a capacity that it always has, irrespective of the presence or ab-

sence of an external object upon which to exert it. Brahman's

power of ruling and fire's power of burning are permanent and
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independent of objects of their activity. So, although Mandana

does not actually use the word jiidnas'akti, is the power of know-

ledge. 29 This brings us back to the dfteakti or citisakti discussed

in §§3.30-31. It seems highly probable that it is the Yoga-sutra-,

bhasya of Vyasa that influenced Mandana in this use of the term

sakti in the terms drksakti\ vdteakti, and isanafakti to imply a

capacity permanently possessed by the Self or Brahman whether

particular manifestations or objects of it are present or not.

3.34

From all this it may be seen that Mandana Misra does not

admit the existence of one or more powers of Brahman. He
specifically rejects the existence of several powers of Brahman as-

being superfluous and illogical. He avoids using the word sarva*

sakti, 'having all powers', because it might suggest the bheda-

bheda doctrine of the multiplicity of Brahman's saktis. On several

occasions when he does use the term sakti, he gives it a peculiar

shade of meaning, so that it signifies a permanent capacity of a
thing which it may or may not exercise on external objects, but
not anything distinct from the thing itself.

Avarana and Viksepa

3.35

The doctrine of two saktis, powers', of avidyd, the avara~
na-sakti, 'power of concealing (Brahman)*, and the viksepa*
sakti, 'power of projecting (the appearance of the multiple
universe)', is a commonplace of later Advaita Vedanta. It is

missing in Samkara. 80
It is present, however, in Mandana Misra,

and is closely connected with his adherence to anyathd-khydti
—a good example of the tight coherence with which the different
elements of his system fit together.

3.36

In BS 21.8-22.7 a number of arguments are given to show
that there may be a fear of a released person's coming back into
transmigration. Amongst these is the argument that Brahman ia
reached in deep dreamless sleep, but we observe that one comes.
back from that state (21.21-22). No sruti is quoted, but the
doctrine that Brahman is reached in deep sleep may be found in
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CU6.8A, 8,3.2-5, and 8.11.1, and PrasnaU 4.4. To this argument
Mandana replies at 22.16-17: "But in deep sleep only (avidyd's)

projection ceases; its influence and the non-apprehension do not

cease. Otherwise (deep sleep) would not differ from the fourth

(state, above waking, dreaming, and deep sleep, as described in

the MandU and Chapter 1 of the Gaudapdda-Karikds thereon). It

is called 'attaining Brahman* only because projection is absent

(susupte tu viksepamdtrarn nivfttam, tatsarnskdro 'grahanam ca

naiva nivrtte; anyathd na turiydd bhidyeta; viksepamdtrdbhdvdt tu

brahmapraptyabhidhanam,) Brahman is not really attained in

deep sleep, because it is not known in that state, since deep sleep

is pure unconsciousness, the non-apprehension of Brahman or

of anything else.
31 Mandana, apparently following his policy of

using the word sakti as little as possible, talks of viksepa rather

than viksepa-sakti. He does not use the word dvarana or a syno-

nym, but the opposition of viksepa to agrahana shows that an

idea conveyed by the latter is equivalent to that conveyed by

avarana, the absence of knowledge of Brahman.

3.37

This passage seems to show the influence of the Gaudapada-

Karikas. GK 1.12 and 13 state the difference between deep sleep

and the fourth state {turiya, turya), in which there is no avidya

and Brahman is experienced.

natmanarri na pardrns caiva na satyanx napi cdnrtamj

prdjnah kincana saviivetti turiyah sarvadrk sadd\\\2]\

dvaitasyagrahanarrx tulyam ubhayoh prdjnaturyayohl

bijanidrdyutah prdjnah sd ca turye na vidyate/11311

"Prdjna (the Self in the state of deep sleep) knows nothing,

neither itself nor others, neither the true nor the false, but Turiya

is always all-seeing.

Non-apprehension of duality is common to both Prdjna and

Turya. Prdjna is joined with seminal sleep, but this does not exist

in Turyar

Deep sleep differs from the fourth state by being a total un-

consciousness. Gaudapada does not talk about dvarana-sakti,

but about the absence of cognition, as Mandana talks about

agrahana. Cf. GK 1.15:
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anyathd grhtatah svapno nidra tattvam ajdnatahl

viparydse tayoh ksinc turiyam padam asnuteljXSH

"Dream belongs to him who apprehends reality other than it

is; sleep belongs to him who does not know reality. When the

error in both of these is destroyed one attains the fourth state."

Gaudapada recognizes two sorts of error or ignorance—non-

apprehension of the truth and wrong apprehension. Non-

apprehension corresponds to the avarana-iakti of later Advaita,

and wrong apprehension to viksepa-sakti. Thus a natural link is

set up between the two different theories of error akhyati and

anyathd-khyati and the two forms of avidyd.

3.38

To return to the BS passage under discussion before pro-

ceeding, it should be observed that Man.tfana says that both non-

apprehension and the samskara of avidyd persist in deep dream-

less sleep. Presumably it is the function of the samskara to bring

a sleeper back to the diverse consciousness of the waking or

dreaming states. Gaudapada, in GK 1.13, quoted just above, says

that in deep sleep the Self is joined with 'seminal sleep' (bfja-

nidrd). From GK 1.15 we know that nidra refers to non-apprehen-

sion of the truth. (Cf. GAT 1.11, quoted in the next BS passage

discussed.) It is the cause of returning to particular cognitions,

as Samkara says in his commentary on 1.13.38 Mariana's saying

that not only non-apprehension, but also a samskara, persists in

deep sleep is perhaps due to his thinking that if nothing but non-
apprehension persists, there can be no explanation why only
certain cognitions and not others should arise upon returning to

the waking or dreaming states.

3.39

The connection of the doctrine of the twofold avidyd with
the doctrine of error, and Mandana's dependence on Gaudapada
in this doctrine are noticeable in another passage where he uses
it, BS 149.16-150.24. This forms part of Mandana's refutation of
those who would maintain that there is an injunction for the
knowledge of Brahman. Among other reasons for rejecting such
an injunction, Mandana argues that there is no necessity that the
cognition prescribed by an injunction be a true one. It could be
false, because error is not merely the absence of apprehension
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<{agrahar)d)9 but an apprehension actively wrong [yiparyaya-
grahana, i.e. anyathd-khydti). In 149.10-16, Mandana argues that

there can be no purpose in an injunction of knowledge unless

error is wrong cognition, not mere non-cognition. For the injunc-

tion must have as its end the dissolution (pravilaya) of that which
is not the Self, because it is by dissolving what is not a thing itself

that we arrive at the knowledge of the thing. But if the Self does
not appear with the form of that which it is not, what is there to

be dissolved? In 149.16-19, the opponent suggests that avidyd is

of two sorts, that which covers over the light {dcchddika^

-avarana), and that which projects (viksepikd). Projective nescience

is found in the waking and the dreaming states, where we have

-cognitions of various objects. Covering nescience is found in deep,

sleep, where we do not know anything. It is defined as dissolution

(laya). The fruit of the injunction of knowledge is the cessation

of the covering nescience. The opponent does not say so explicit-

ly, but the point of making the distinction and saying that the

fruit of the injunction is the cessation merely of one sort of

avidyd is to avoid Mandana's argument that knowledge may be

actively erroneous, substituting something else for the external

object it refers to. If the nescience that is to cease by the know-

ledge enjoined by the Veda is merely non-apprehension, as

covering nescience is, the cognition which removes it must be

apprehension of the object, and must therefore be true. The

knowledge given by the injunction, and the cognition produced

by following the injunction, cannot be false. So, at least, the

opponent thinks. Manclana replies, beginning at 149.19, that it is

not dcchddika avidyd whose termination is desired so much as

viksepika. In dreamless sleep we no longer experience the various

sufferings that we endure in waking and dreaming, and therefore

iruti often praises this state as blissful (cf. fasti's calling deep

sleep the attainment of Brahman, mentioned in the BS passage

in §3.36). It is the cessation of that avidyd that projects manifold

sufferings that we want. Besides, you cannot have a division of

sorts of avidyd unless you accept that error is actively wrong

knowledge (viparydsa). If error is merely non-apprehension, it

will be the same in all three states, waking, dreaming, and sleep-

ing. Therefore there are two avidyds, related as cause and effect.

Both the cause, non-apprehension of Brahman, and the effect,

•apprehension of the world, are present in dreaming and waking,
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-but in deep sleep only the effect is present. As Gautfapada says:

(CAT 1.11):

"Visva (the Self in the waking state) and Taijasa (the Selfm
the dreaming state) are held to be bound with both the cause and

the effect. But Prajna (the Self in deep sleep) is bound with the

cause, while neither is present in the fourth state."

kdryakaranabaddhau tav isycte visvataijasauj

prdjnah kdratiabaddhas tu dvau tau turye na sidhyatahjl

3.40

The quotation of Gaudapada, the connection of the doct^

rineof twofold avidya with the four states of the Self, and the

connection of the doctrine with the theory of error all show

Gaudapada's influence. Although Gaudapada does not use the

words xiksepa, avarana, or dcchadika avidya in the passage front

GK from which we have quoted several verses (GK 1.11-16), it

appears that Mandana's terminology is influenced by his. Laya,

•dissolution', mentioned by Mandana's opponent as the mark
of covering avidya, is ascribed to deep sleep in GK 3.35, 42, 44

and 46.3S Forms cognate to viksepa appear in contrast with laya

in all of these but 3.35. One must restrain the mind when it is.

distracted (yiksipta), and awaken it when it is in laya y in deep-

sleep. When it is neither, then the mind is Brahman. The root

vi-ksip here means 'to distract*, not 'to project', but the con-

nection between Gaudapada's use of it and Mandana's is stilF

close. Gaudapada's use approaches the phenomenon of being,

conscious of the manifold objects of the universe from the side

of the mind, which is distracted from its repose in itself to pay
attention to various objects. Mandana's use approaches the same
phenomenon from the side of the objects, whose multiplicity is.

projected by avidya even though it does not really exist.

3.41

A comparison with two other passages in the BS will fur-

ther illustrate how Mariana's doctrine of twofold avidya fits in.

with the rest of his theory of error. As Mandana follows Gauda-
pada in saying that covering nescience is the cause of projective
nescience, so at BS 143.23-144.3 he says that an erroneous cogiuV
tion (viparita-khyati) is occasioned by ignorance of the truth.

(tattvajnana-nimitta). In BS III. 152-54 (145.15-20), and gloss.
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146.4-5, he says that the presence or absence of faults that cause

error can just as easily be the means for discriminating non-ap-

prehension and apprehension on the theory of error as wrong

cognition {yiparlta-khyati) as on theory of non-cognition

(akhydti). In fact, if error is wrong cognition {yiparyaya), the

faults will be even more effective in producing error, and there-

fore their presence or absence will be better as a criterion of true

knowledge or error. For on the theory of wrong cognition they

not only obstruct the effect that is desired, i.e. knowledge of the

truth, but produce the opposite, i.e. a false cognition. 34 The

examples do not, of course, explicitly mention the two forms

of avidyd, but they give a fine illustration of the parallelism of

Mandana's thinking on error in general to his theory of the

nature of avidyd, transcendental error.





CHAPTER IV

NIRVIKALPA JfiANA

Object of Nirvikalpa Jnana

4.1

One of the most important and distinctive elements in

Mandana Misra's system is his analysis ofperception {pratyaksa).

He attempts to show that bheda, difference, is not given in per-

ception, but is a mental construction, a vikalpa, a relative concept

that follows the direct apprehension of the bare object (artha-

mdtra). It is the form of being (sad-riipa), which is perceived

everywhere, that is the true nature of objects, not their difference.

Mandana is the first Vedantin whose works have survived to

incorporate such an analysis of perception into his system,

showing part of his importance in the history of Vedanta. 1
It is

therefore important to know whether the sat or sattd, 'being',

and the abheda, 'non-difference', presented in pratyaksa are

identical with Brahman, or whether Mandana merely wishes to

show that because perception does not apprehend difference, it

cannot be summoned to testify against Advaita.

4.2

It might seem that the abheda discussed at great length in

the Tarka-kanda of the Brahma-siddhi is not identical with

Brahman, because it is never explicitly identified with Brahman

in that kapda. Therefore it might be thought that Mandana'

s

aim is solely that which he states in the introduction to his study

of perception (44.4-9), to demonstrate to him who refuses to

believe that scripture supercedes perception in authoritativeness

when the two are in conflict, who believes that perception is the

stronger of the two means of knowledge, that we do not know

difference from perception any more than from scripture. His

intent would be merely to remove an objection, accepting for

the time being the opponent's opinions, rather than to teach a

doctrine of his own, to deny that perception apprehends bheda

rather than to show that it apprehends the abheda that is
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Brahman. Howewr, if we take into account not only what he

says in the Tarka-kdnfa but also what he says in the rest of the

BS. it can be seen that Mantfana holds that Brahman is in fact

given in every perception. 1

4.3

First, it should be observed that Mandana identifies

samanya, 'universal', with abheda, and visesa, 'particular',

withMftfc. For instance, in BS 60.10-19, he gives four alter-

native analyses of the fact that our cognition sees in the object

Jyastu) both an aspect that is common to other objects and an

aspect that is peculiar to itself. The universal (samanya) and the

individual (yyakti) may be two separate things, as those who
teach samsarga (=samavaya) say. Or the object may be one, but

made of universal (samanya) and particular (visesa), as the

Jainas and Bhattas say. Or the particulars (visesa) may be the

object, and non-difference (abheda) a vikalpa based on it, as the

Buddhists say. Or finally (Mandana's own opinion), non-

-difference (abheda) is true, and mental constructions of difference

Abheda) are based upon it Here samanya is more or less equiva-

lent to abheda, and visesa to bheda and vyakti. Similarly, at 63.8,

it is said, "The universal runs through various particulars"

(samanyam bhedantaranuyayi). Here bheda is better translated

•particular' than 'difference', and it is clearly opposed to

samanya. Finally, at 64.8-10 Mandana says: The particulars

are different, on account of their contradiction in form, which is

synonymous with mutual non-existence. Even though they

differ, the universal is not different, because it is the opposite."

(rupavirodhad dhy anyonyabhdvaparydyad visesa bhidyante; bhid-

yamanesv api tesu samanyam abhinnam, viparyayat.)

4.4

The particular universal which is everywhere present, and
which Mandana calls upon to establish universal abheda, is

satta, being. At 58.20-22, he says: 'Moreover, because the form
of mere being is cognized everywhere, it is not true, in the case
of objects that have being as their nature, that true knowledge
of that which is wrongly thought of as different does not arise in
respect to that which it is thought to be different from; for both
lave being as their nature, and the existence of a means of valid
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knowledge always (has the form) '(It is) existent', and it is the
absence of a means of valid knowledge that is the cause of the
knowledge of reciprocal non-existence (i.e. of difference).' (api

ca sanmdtrarupe sarvatra pratiyamdne tatsvabhdvesu vastusu
netarabhimata itardbhimatapramdndnutpddah, satsvabhdvatvdt

tayoh; 'sat' iti ca sarvatra pramdriasadbhdvdt; pramdndbhdvdc
cetaretardbhdvajndnam iti\ Everywhere, he goes on to explain
'(58.22-59.19), we see this one undivided form of being. We
recognize it as one and the same thing in all cases, not as a
number of different things which resemble each other. Note that

sat is the 'nature' (svabhdva) of everything, that which in the

final analysis it is. It also seems to be identical with 'the bare

object', 'the thing in itself' (arthamdtra). The opponent objects

-(58.22-24): 'But there is no non-different form whatever of

objects, because it would be known from recognition, and one
Tvho sees merely an object (artha-mdtra) does not have, with

respect to another object, a recognition, 'this is that', as one who
sees one cow has with regard to another cow.' (nanu ndrthdndm

kimcid abhinnam rupam; pratyabhijndndd dhi tad gamyeta; na

cdrthamdtram dfstavato 'rthantare sa evdyam iti pratyabhijndstU

yathd ekdm gdrjt dfstavato gavdntare-) The bare thing (artha-

mdtra), shorn of any further description or relations, which are

nothing but mental constructions, is identified with being#
Similarly, at 72.17-19, Mandana says: 'The difference of the

universe is false, because it is pervaded by non-difference, like

the moons in waves. For each of them is accompanied by non-

•difference, (because we call it) 'the moon'. So also in the case of

the difference of the universe, in each case it is accompanied by

non-difference—'this', that', 'object', 'thing'." {abheddnuviddha-

tvdt pratyekam visvasya bhedo mrsd; yathdjalatarangesu candra-

masahi\ tatra hi pratyekam candramd ity abheddnvayah, tathd

visvasya bhede
9
pi pratyekam 'idarn

9
'tat

9
'arthafi

9

'vastu
9

ity

•abheddnvayah') The most rudimentary and vaguest word that

can be attached to a thing, which does not signify any compari-

sons or relations, denotes what is basic and real in it, that which

is found in all things. In 71.8-15, Mandana says that he has

shown that the universal and the particular cannot be two

different things (vastudvaya), nor can they together compose the

thing. Therefore we must suppose that one of them is unreal.

But in error, such as that of mother-of-pearl mistaken for silver,
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we never see that the appearance of the bare thing (vastu-matra)

is absent, whereas the appearances of the particulars, such as

silver, may be absent. The bare thing' is contrasted to the

particulars (vifesa); it is therefore, presumably, a sort of uni-

versal Paradoxically, the pursuit of the final reality in the highest

abstraction, the most inclusive concept, the mahasamanya, satta,

and in the greatest concreteness, the bare object without any

determinations, coincide. They are two ways of approaching

what is common to all things. This may in part reflect the in-

fluence of Bhartrhari, who, in accommodating both sides in the

debate over whether words refer to the universal or to the

substance (dravya), says that Brahman as the ultimate reality

and the ultimate reference of all words is both the mahdsamanya

and the paramarthika dravya* Mandana, however, prefers to

use vastu or artha rather than dravya, which he only uses to

mean •substance' in the sense of a substrate in which other

things reside.4 Still, vastu is given by Bhartrhari as a synonym

of dravya. 5

4.5

At 71.1-2, Mandana says: "Perception is first, without

mental construction, and has for its object the bare thing. The
constructive cognitions which follow it plunge into particulars."

{yastumdtravisayarfi prathamam avikalpakam pratyaksam; tat-

purvas tu vikalpabuddhayo visesdn avagdhante). I have not

translated, 'The first perception is without mental construction,

and has for its object the bare thing', because Mandana does

not, as far as I can see, distinguish two sorts of pratyaksa, savi-

kalpa and nirvikalpa. In fact, he seems deliberately to choose

another term for the second cognition than savikalpa pratyaksa,

viz., vikalpa-buddhi, Constructive cognition'. In the next two
lines, 71.3-4, pratyaksa-buddhi is opposed to vikalpa-buddhi* I

have not been able to find any place where he uses the term
savikalpa pratyaksa or an equivalent in stating his own position.

He does use it once in the context of an opponent's opinion. See
below, §4.10.

4.6

By this he shows his dependence on the doctrine of per-
ception and mental construction of Dignaga and Dharmakirti,
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and his rejection of Kumarila's contention that a cognition may
be savikalpa, may take into account an object's similarities to

and differences from other things, without ceasing to be percep-

tion. For Magdana, as for the Buddhists, pratyaksa is always

nirvikalpa. As he says at 60.1, The knowledge of difference

(which is, of course, a vikilpa1
) is not perception' (pratyaksataiva

bhedajnanasyana...). However, for him it is the universal, the

non-difference, that is directly given, the object ofpratyaksa,

rather than the particular, the svalaksana, the difference.

Mandana is quite aware of the similarity of his conception to

those of the Buddhists;8 a number of times he phrases his

presentation of his opinion and theirs so as to bring out the

symmetry of the two opposing views.9 Although he makes his

Buddhist opponents say that difference is given in perception, he

is dependent on them even in refuting this doctrine; for his

theory that difference, being a relative concept, is not given in

perception, but is rather a mental construct subsequent to per-

ception, and therefore unreal,10 is but a modification of the

Buddhist theory that perception apprehends the svalaksana

without any relations. 11 Likewise, his doctrine that perception

grasps only something existent (sat) (see 58.20-22, translated

above, §4.4), and that perception always posits and never

negates,12 resembles the Yogacara Buddhist doctrine that per-

ception is pure affirmation, and negation an inference and a

mental construct. 13

4.7

Mandana was not, however, the first Vedantin to hold this

doctrine. In the Sloka-varttika, Pratyaksa, 114-16, Kumarila

describes a similar doctrine of perception, which the two com-

mentators Umbeka and Parthasarathi Misra agree in attributing

to the Vedanta. 14 They are as follows:

mahasamanyam anyais tu dravyarn sad iti cocyatej

samdnyavisayatvam ca pratyaksasyaivam asritam\\\\b\\

visesds tu pratiyante savikalpabuddhibhihj

te ca kecit pratidravyam ke cid bahusu sarnsritdbl1115//

tan akalpayad utpannam vydvfttdnugatdtmand\

gavy asve copajdtarn tu pratyaksatfi na visisyate//l 16//

"114: Others say there is a highest universal, which is called
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substance' and • being', and so they hold the object of perception

to be the universal.

115: The particulars, on the other hand, are cognised by the

constructive cognitions. Some of these are peculiar to each indi-

vidual, and some reside in many.

116: Perception, which arises without taking into account

those (particulars) as peculiar or common, does not differ as it

arises in regard to a cow or a horse."

4.8

The point of the second half of 115 is that below the

mahasamanya, the summum genus, sattd, there are some parti-

culars which are common to many, such as cowness or horseness

(these are samanya-visesas, 'particular universals') and some

which are peculiar to one individual (yisesa as 'ultimate parti-

cularity'
15 in the Nyaya-Vaisesika sense). A hierarchy of

universals under being as the highest universal is accepted by the

Nyaya-Vaisesika, Bhartrhari, and Kumarila,18 as well as by

"Mandana himself. 17

4.9

The purvapaksa of the SV shows the same preference for

vikalpa-buddhi over savikalpa pratyaksa that Mandana does.

Rumania's reply (Vs. 117ff.) makes it additionally clear that

his opponent does not accept the apprehension of particularity

to be pratyaksa ™ he directs his efforts to showing that this

subsequent cognition is also perception, because the sense

remains in contact with the object. 19

4.10

Mandana enrolls himself in the ranks of those who pro-

claim the universal to be the object of nirvikalpa pratyaksa by
quoting as the opinion of an opponent the first half-verse of
Kumarila's reply. He says: "As for those who say that the
difference of entities is established precisely by our sight of them;
for it has been said by (Kumarila), denying that the object of
nirvikalpa pratyaksa is the universal, That is not right, because
in each individual a different form is apprehended*... they have
already been refuted."** (ye tv ahub-^iar§andii eva bhavanam
bhedah sidhyati; tathahi—nirvikalpasyapratyaksasya samanya-
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yisayatvam apdkurvatoktam—"tad ayuktam pratidravyam bhin-
narupopalambhanar (5>, Pratyaksa, 117ab) iti;...te prdg eva
pratyuktdh.—BS 58.6-9). Although Mandana here uses the term
nirvikalpa pratyaksa, I do not think this shows that either he or
the school represented by Rumania's purvapaksa believed that

pratyaksa could ever be savikalpa. He is merely using Kumarila's
own terminology. Kumarila says that pratyaksa may be divided

into nirvikalpa and savikalpa, and that difference is perceived in

both. See the second half of the verse quoted by Mandana: 'It

does not follow from the fact that it cannot be described (in

nirvikalpa pratyaksa) that difference is not there' (na hy dkhydtum
asakyatvdd bhedo nastiti gamyate—SV, Pratyaksa, 117cd).

4.11

It has been shown that for Mandana perception is always

nirvikalpa, that it apprehends the object by itself, without any

relation to other objects, as 'this' or 'an object* or 'being', and

that its object is the sdmdnya, or abheda. As already observed, he

does not say anywhere in the Tarka-kanda that this abheda is

Brahman. However, it seems likely from what is said in the other

kdndas that he does think so. For instance, at BS 37. 19-24 he says

:

"V. 1.3: Because all differences are absorbed in it, it is des-

cribed as a universal, as gold is indicated by the absorption of

its differences, such as bracelets, etc.

"Commentary: And because it is described by means of the

cessation of particulars, therefore Brahman is described by other

men well-versed in the knowledge of Brahman as having the

form of a universal: 'This is the great, unborn Atman, defined

as Being'; likewise: 'Being alone is the womb of all difference,

the highest material cause.' Similarly, the essence of gold, which

is described by the absorption of its particulars, such as bracelets,

rings, etc., is called a universal'*

sarnhrtdkhilabhedo 'tab samdnyatma sa varnitah/

hemeva pdrihdryddibhedasamhdrasucitam\\\. 3//

vatas ca visesapratyastamayamukhena tannirupanam, ato 'nyair

brahmavidvabhrniktaihscVnany^ brahtna nirupitam—'sa

esa mahanajadtmdsattdlaksanatf tatha 'sattaiva sarvabheda-

yonih prakrtib para' iti. yatha suvarnatattvam katakahgullycuii-

vis-esopasamhdreiia nirupyamdpam tatsdmdnyam itu
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4.12

This passage shows the influence of Bhartrhari and the

Vdkvapadiva-vrtti. Of the two quotes within it, the first is based

on BU 4.4.24-25: sa vd csa mahan aja atmdnnddo vasuddnafi.

vindatc vasu ya cvam veda. (24) sa vd esa mahan aja dtmdjaro

'rnaro "mrto "bhayo brahma. abhayam vai brahma. abhayam hi

vai brahma bhavati ya cvam veda. (25) "Truly, this is the great,

unborn Atman, the eater of food, the giver of wealth. He who

knows this gets wealth- Truly, this great unborn Atman, with-

out old age, without death, immortal, fearless, is Brahman.

Truly, Brahman is fearless. Truly, he who knows this becomes

the fearless Brahman." The adjective sattd-laksana, 'defined as

being\ however, is not found in the BU; it comes from the VPv
1.145: ...rsayah kecit pratibhdtmani viva)'tante sattdlaksanam

mahantam dtmdnam avidydyonim pasyantah pratibodhenabhisam-

bhavanti (226.4-5). "Some seers appear in pratibhd itself; seeing

the great Atman defined as being, the womb of avidya, they unite

themselves with it by direct knowledge." 21 Cf., in the kdrikas,

VP 3, jdti (1), 34cd: sa (jdtir) nityd sa mahan atma tarn dhus

tvatalddayah. "That (universal, being) is eternal; it is the great

Atman; (the abstract suffixes) -tva and -tal, etc., express it." The
second quote may be inspired by VP 3, Dravya (2), 15: vikdrd-

pagame satyam suvarnam kundale yathdl vikdrdpagame satyant

tathdhuh prakrtim pardmj'/, "As, in an ear-ring, it is the gold that

is true when the modifications have disappeared, so, they say, it

is the highest material cause that is true when the modifications
have disappeared." The simile in this verse, it might be added,
is the same as in Mandana's argument, although, to be sure, it

is a commonplace in the Vedanta tradition. It is not possible to
know with certainty whether the two quotes in the BS are loose
quotes of the KPand VPv or distillations of their meaning, or
whether they are direct quotes from some lost text. (If the
former, sarvabhedayoni in the second BS quote might be inspired
by avidydyoni in the quote from VPv 1.145.) In any case, it is
probable that the sabdddvaita tradition was one of the influences
on Mandana in the formation of his doctrine in this area.

4.13

It is noteworthy that 'universal', in this passage, does not
carry so much the meaning of an abstraction, a concept, as that
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of an ultimate material cause. Although Mandana, or rather

the 'quotations' he gives, talk of satta, employing the abstract

suffix, the example he gives is of a material cause, gold. Just as,

as observed above (§4.4), the search for the ultimate concreteness

and that for the most inclusive universal coincide, so here the

most inclusive universal is discussed as if it were the final subs-

tance. 22 Mandana shows a certain freedom in the use of the term
samanya, 'universal'. Immediately after the passage in the BS
that we are discussing, in 38.1-5 the objection is raised that no
true universal can be without particulars (i.e. without instances).

But in Brahman there are no particulars, and so, if you say it is a

universal, it cannot exist. Mandana replies that in that case we
are using the term 'universal' metaphorically; all we mean is

that it is described by the denial of particulars. But the cursory

way in which he deals with the objection suggests that he is not

much troubled by it, and does not admit the opponent's defi-

nition of 'universal'. The fact that he continues to use the

word, and does not again say that it is applied to Brahman only

metaphorically, points toward the same conclusion. For him,

a samanya is whatever is common to several things, whether one

considers it abstractly, as in the case of satta, or concretely, as in

the case of gold.

4.14

In any event, it is clear that Brahman, as a samanya, is

identical with satta. Therefore it must be given in perception.

This is confirmed by the evidence of the final chapter of the BS,

the Siddhi-kanda. At 156.4-20, an opponent contends that the

Upanisads cannot teach us about Brahman. For a word cannot

convey information unless its connection with its reference is

known, and the connection cannot be known unless the reference

itself is known. But Brahman is not known. Therefore we can-

not know its connection with the word that denotes it. Neither

can a sentence about it convey information, because the under-

standing of a sentence is preceded by the understanding of the

individual words. Mandana's first reply (157.1-9) is that a

sentence can convey information about some object not already

known by combining a universal already known with a particular

set of characteristics. Now, we already know the universals of a

cause and being. Scripture can tell us about Brahman as a
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particular sort of cause, or a particular being, by adding certain

other characteristics to these. Then he gives a second suggestion

(157.14-21):

"Or else, say that Brahman is not totally unknown in ordinary

experience, because it is knowable in every cognition, because

no object of cognition except Brahman exists, and cognitions of

particulars are always accompanied by the form of the universal,

and it has been explained that Brahman is the true thing that is

left over when particulars have been absorbed, and because of

the example, The modification is a name that has its basis in

speech; the truth is just "clay" ' (CU 6. 1.4). What then is taught

by the (scriptural) word? The non-existence of phenomenal

diversity (prapanca). Here both the meaning of the term 'pheno-

menal diversity' and negation are already known ; by their con-

junction the non-existence of phenomenal diversity is taught.

But this is said to be based upon Tradition alone, because per-

ception etc. are associated with avidya. For, because they do
not take (Brahman) as their object under the form where all

difference has disappeared, the disappearance of difference is.

knowable from Tradition (alone)."13

4.15

IfBrahman is given in all cognitions whatsoever, it is clear

that it must be given in perception. What constructive cognitions

do, presumably, is to add other things to Brahman as it appears,

in perception. Compare the definitions of the transmigration
and release in ViV 277.3-4: "Transmigration is the appearance
of the Self as associated with phenomenal diversity. Release is

the appearance of the Self as without phenomenal diversity, its

abiding in itself" (saprapancdtmatattvavabhaso hi samsdrab.
nisprapancdtmavabhaso hi moksaft svdtmani sthitib). Brahman,
as that which remains when all particulars are absorbed
(Mandana refers back in this passage of the ViV to BS 1.3 and
its commentary, just quoted, §4.11), is both the most basic thing
and that which exists everywhere; therefore it is that which is
known everywhere. Here he states the situation according to
the order of being; elsewhere, in the passages from the Tarka-
ka$4a we have discussed, he states it in the reverse order the
order of knowledge: 'being' {sat), or 'the bare object' (vastu-
matra) is known everywhere; therefore it is the most basic thing
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that exists everywhere. A similar sort of argument is used in

the passage proving that Brahman is 'word' (sabda), BS 18. 1-

19-13: &abila must be the praktfi of everything, because nothing

can be known except by knowledge which has a verbal form.

4.16

It is hardly surprising that Mantfana should teach that

Brahman is known in ordinary perception, even though it is, as

he says, "associated with avidyd" (avidyd'Satfibhinna); for this is

implied by his doctrine of anyathd-khydti, according to which the

object to which an erroneous cognition refers, e.g., a piece of

mother-of-pearl, is from the beginning in contact with the

observer's sense, and is cognised wrongly. See, for instance VV
81cd: dbhdsate kathantcic ca tan, natyantam na bhdsate, "And

that (piece of mother-of-pearl) appears in some way; it is not so

that it does not appear at all." It is also implied by the doctrine

that avidyd is not without vidyd, which I have discussed else-

where (§§5.1, 5.6).

Verbality of Nirvikalpa

4.17

In most theories of savikalpa and nirvikalpa jndna, nirvi-

kalpa jndna is non-verbal. However, it is not clear that it is not

verbal in Mandana's theory. He has not, unfortunately, set

forth his theory of savikalpa and nirvikalpa cognition in one

place in a clear and systematic way; we are obliged to gather

what we can from the various places where the two sorts of

knowledge are touched upon. Still, this effort is worthwhile,

because his ideas on the verbality of nirvikalpajndna are, as we

shall see, highly unusual, and throw light on his concept of the

ontological status and the function of the Vedic revelation.

4.18

In the passage of the Brahmasiddhi attempting to prove

that Brahman is sabda, word, Mandana Misra first offers argu-

ments from scripture (BS 16.23-17.1). Then (18.1-19.13), he

offers an argument from reason: modifications are accompanied

by the form of their material cause (prakrti), and the world is

accompanied by the form of the word, and we know that the
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world is accompanied by the form of the word by the fact that it

is cognized by knowledge having a verbal form. Mandana

offers several arguments to prove that all knowledge is verbal;

we need not set forth all of them here. But some of what he says

is relevant to our investigation. For instance, he says that

-knowledge from a word is not like that from (a sense-organ)

such as the eye, because if one is not aware of it (the word),

there is no knowledge of the object (whereas one is not ordinarily

aware of the eye while seeing through it)" (na sabddc caksurddivat

pratipattih, tadasamvedane "rthe pratipattyabhdvdt—BS 18.3-4).

If all knowledge is verbal, and there is no consciousness of any

other object without the consciousness of the word, then we must

assume that nirvikalpa also is verbal.

4.19

This seems to be confirmed by what is said a few lines

further down (BS 18.13-1 7). Mandana says

:

"Even the movement towards, for instance, their mother's

breast, disregarding other things, that babies show could not be

if they did not determine it as 'this'; unless it has been deter-

mined whether something is a post or a man there is no activity

based on (its being) one or the other. Now, there is no deter-

mination without the coloration of words. Therefore even they

(children), possessing the influences of words from previous

births, have knowledge that is determined by being coloured by

the form of speech/

'

bdldndm api ca yeyam anyapariharena standdau pravrttih, sd na
"idam" iti anisein vatdm bhavitum ar/iati; ndni§cite sthdnau

puruse vdnyataranibandhandpravrttih; na ca niscayah sabdd-

nurdgasunya iti tesdm api purvajanmasabdabhdvandbhdjdrfl

vdgrupoparaktameva jiidnant niSciyate.

4.20

Although niscaya, here translated as 'determination', in
Buddhist usage is sometimes equivalent to vikalpa, 24

it is probable
that Mandana considers the knowledge, present in a baby, which
he describes here to be nirvikalpa. This appears first of all from
a consideration of his sources in writing the passage on sabd-
advaita, the Vdkyapadiya and the Vdkyapadiya-vrttL In VP
1.121-26, Bhartrhari says that all knowledge is verbal. In the
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first of these three verses, 1.121, he says: "All knowledge of how
to do things in the world depends upon the word; even a baby
has such (knowledge), by having the impressions (of words)
deposited in previous (births)." {itikartavyatd loke sarxa sabda-
yyapaSrayal yam punahitasamskaro bah y

pi pratipadyate// ) The
Vrtti comments: "Even in babies there arises knowledge, based
on vague words, in regard to these or those purposeful activities,

because speech is present in them even at their birth, because
there have been deposited the impressions of the previous habit-

ual exercise of words."25 (samdvistavdcdm ca svajatisu balanam
cpi purvaSabddvesabhdvandsamskdrddhdndt tasu tdsv arthakriyasv

anakhyeyaSabdanibandhana pratipattir utpadyate— VPv 186.5-

187.2). I have translated andkhyeya, literally 'indescribable' or

'inexpressible' by *vague\ following Iyer's translation26 and
the analogy of anupdkhyeya (see above, §1.33-35), so that it

refers to the indistinction and inarticulateness of the words in

the baby's mind. It could be translated with equal justification

as Biardeau does, 28 by 'unutterable' ('non proferable'), so that

it refers to the fact that the words cannot be communicated to

others. Of course, these two interpretations are not mutually

exclusive; what is vague within the baby's mind also cannot be

uttered so as to communicate it to others.

4,21

The Vrtti on VP 1.124 tells us what form these andkhyeya

tabdas take. It says: "Even the first light that falls upon external

objects illuminates merely the individual form of the thing by a

vague operation (of speech), as 'this' or 'that', because it does

not grasp the special causes." (yo *pi prathamopanipdti bahyesv

arthesu prakdSah sa nimittdnam aparigrahena vastusvarupamdtram

idani tad ity avyapadesyayd vrttya pratyavabhdsayati—VPv

190.4-5). As we saw above (§4.4), in BS 72.17-19, 'this', 'that',

or 'thing' is a name for the bare thing, which equals the sat or

vbheda which is present everywhere and which forms the object

of nirvikalpa pratyaksa. The vastusvarupamatra of this passage

in the VPv is very like Mandana's vastu-mdtra. Nimitta. which I

have translated rather freely by 'special causes', seems to refer

to such things as universal, particularity, relations, and the like,

which figure in a saxikalpa cognition. So, at least Vrsabhadeva

thinks. 27 Finally, the fact that this knowledge ('light') is said to
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be first might indicate that it is nirvikalpa. As in the passage

under discussion, BS 18.13-17, there is mentioned a subtle verbal

knowledge in the form of >this\ This knowledge while verbal is.

not complex or relational, and is therefore not a vikalpa.

422

The \ jtti is perhaps justified in attributing to Bhartrhari

the idea that such anakhyeya sabdas as 'this' and 'that' are the

cause of a rudimentary sort of knowledge which leads to activity-

by a passage in the second kdrtaa of the VP. First, Bhartrhari

says that a pratibha ('intuition') is the meaning of the sentence

(2.143). Then he adds:

"144: Others say that this (pratibha) is totally inexpressible,,

just 'this' or 'that'; established as existing within each individual,

it is not explicable even by its maker."

idarn tad iti sanyesdm anakhyeya kathanicana/

pratyatmaxftti siddhd sd kartrdpi na nirupyate\l\44\\

After a few words more on pratibha as the sentence-meanings

he says

:

"146cd: No one transgresses it in regard to how things are to-

be done.

147: All men look to it as a means of valid cognition; even,

animals understand their undertakings by means qf it.

149: Who changes the song of the male koel in spring? By
whom are bugs and other animals taught to form nests and the.

like?"

itikartavyatayant tarn na kaScid ativartate//146//

pramanatvena tarn lokah sarvaht samanupaSyatij

samdrambhdfi pratiyante tira§cdm api tadvasdt//'147//
svaravrttint vikurute madhau pwnskokilasya kahj
jantvddayah kulayddikaran? kena siksitab// 149//

If this rudimentary knowledge is present in animals, it is.

presumably present in babies as well. In fact, in VP 2. 117, the
word is said to be the cause of the intuition of both babies and
animals (abhydsdt pratibhdhetuh sabdah sarvo 'paraih smrtahj
bdldndm ca tirascdm ca yathdrthapratipadane//). It must be
admitted, however, that 2. 144ab might be translated in another
manner, thus: "This (pratibha) is not in any way expressible to.
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others as 'this' or 'that' "; or, "This is not in any way expressible

to others, so that one could say, 'This is what it isV Both
Biardeau and Iyer take it more or less in this way. 28 On the

other hand, it does not contradict our interpretation significantly

if anyesam is taken to mean 'to others' rather than 'according

to others', as we took it. The half-verse could then be translated,

"This (pratibha) is inexpressible to others; it is simply 'this' or
'that'."

4.23

The tentative conclusion reached in paragraph 4.21, that

for Harivrsabha the object of nirvikalpajnana is the bare object,

which is designated by vague words merely as 'this' or 'that*,

may be contradicted by VPv 1.123:
<£As the influence of words exists in a state of reabsorption,.

nothing can be done with regard to objects of knowledge by (the

use of) the avikalpa knowledge, even if it has been produced. It

is like the case of a man hurrying along: even if there is know-

ledge from the contact (of the senses) with the grass, clods of

earth, etc., still that is only a certain state of knowledge. (But)

in that (state) in which the seeds of the influence of words come

forward and the powers of the expressible (akhyeyarupd) and of

the vague {anakhyeyarupd) words, which communicate the objects

and are limited to particular objects, become manifest, the thing,

being given form and taken up by knowledge, penetrated by

words and in accordance with (their) powers, is accompanied by

knowledge and appears with a clear form, and is then said to be

(truly) 'known'." 2*

4.24

This is the only place where the VPv distinguishes savikalpa

jnana and nirvikalpa jnana by using either of those terms or a

synonym (the VP karikas never do so).
30 But it seems here that

the 'vague' or 'inexpressible' (andkhyeya) words belong to the

second state, which we must suppose, from its opposition to-

avikalpa jnana, to be savikalpa, just as much as do the 'ex-

pressible' words. The syntax of these sentences is exceedingly

contorted, and the meaning of certain locutions rather obscure.

The Vrttrs apparent division of knowledge into non-verbal

nirvikalpa and verbal savikalpa contradicts the very verse it is
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glossing, which says that all knowledge is penetrated and accom-

panied by words. 31 The contradiction could be resolved if we

could somehow read the text so that it would say that savikalpa

and nirvikalpa are both verbal, but savikalpa involves 'expressi-

ble' words, while nirvikalpa involves 'inexpressible' words.

But I do not see how this can be done, and there are not even

any variant readings for this passage in the critical text. Perhaps

the key to Harivrsabha's ideas lies in the fact that he says, "even

if avikalpa knowledge is produced" and "even if a man hurrying

along has knowledge (although he is not paying attention)".

Perhaps for Harivrsabha the primary meaning of avikalpa jndna

is non-verbal knowledge rather than determinate, complex,

relational knowledge, whether verbal or not. But he does not

believe that non-verbal knowledge exists, nor that someone

hurrying along a path, paying no attention to what he sees, and

using no words whether expressible or not, has any knowledge

at all. He merely grants the possibility of avikalpajndna for the

same argument, and then goes on to show its inferiority : nothing

can be done by the use of it. For his own part, he accepts the

fact that there are two sorts of knowledge, a prior non-relational

one and a subsequent relational one. But for the opposition of

non-verbal/non-relational to verbal/relational, he tacitly sub-

stitutes an opposition of verbal/non-relational to verbal/rela-

tional. The first knowledge uses 4vague\ 'inexpressible' words,

such as this' or 'that', and the second 'expressible' words. But
he does not call the two knowledges avikalpa and savikalpa

(which helps to explain why neither of these words, or a synonym,
appears anywhere else in the VPv to designate one of the two
opposed sorts of knowledge). Thus we could harmonize what he
says here in VPv 1.123 with what he says in VPv 1.124 (§4.21).

4.25

In any case, for our purposes it is less important what
Harivrsabha meant by his passage than what Mandana did with
it. He was manifestly inspired by VPv 1. 123, for further on in the
sabdadvaita passage of the BS, he mentions the example of a
man walking along and looking at grass etc. (BS 19.8-10). But
for the reasons given above (§4. 18), I think that Mandana con'
sidered a baby's knowledge of his mother's breast as 'this' to be
nirvikalpa. This is rendered more probable by the fact that
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another of his masters, Kumarila, explicitly compares nirvikalpa

jnana to the knowledge that a baby has. Sv, Pratyaksa, 112 says:

"There is a first, nirvikalpa knowledge, which is (mere) obser-

vation, like the knowledge of babies, the dumb, etc., produced
from the bare thing." (asti hy alocana jndnam prathamam nirvi-

kalpakamj bdlamukddivijndnasadrsam suddhavastujamjj). In

Kumarila, this knowledge is non-verbal, but Mandana, following

Bhartrhari and Harivrsabha, would think that there is verbal

knowledge in the form of 'this', even in babies or the dumb.
Therefore Mandana probably regarded nirvikalpajnana as verbal

4.26

The next place in the sabdddvaita passage of the BS that

is relevant to the problem of the object of nirvikalpa jnana is

19.1-4:

"The same is the case of the meaning of the sentence: Con-

junction (which is the meaning of a sentence) is nothing over and

above the things conjoined. The thing when conjoined is not

distinct from its form when unconjoined. (But) knowledge (such

as that conveyed by a sentence) cannot be void of an object,

(and) a constructive cognition (yikalpapratyaya) cannot be lacking

in the form of speech. Therefore, it is logical to say that the

essence which is speech alone appears in this way or that."

evam vdkydrthah; samsargo na samsatgivyatirekena kascit, na

samsargi asamsargirupdtiriktah\ na jheyasunyam jndnam', na

vikalpapratyayo vdgrupopardgarahita iti vdktattvam eva tathd

tathd vivartata iti.

The cognition of the meaning of a sentence is necessarily a

complex cognition, and therefore savikalpa and verbal. The point

of this argument is to show that the sentence-meaning is some-

thing which has no existence besides being a vivarta of speech,

like injunction and prohibition and the like, and thereby to lead

to the generalization that all whatever things are but vivartas of

speech (cf. §2.4-1 1). Since in saying that constructive cognitions

must be verbal, the passage is merely basing itself on what is

more or less generally accepted, it does not imply anything fur-

ther about Mandana's own doctrine, in particular that he thought

that nirvikalpa was non-verbal.
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4.27

Mandana goes on to say that "even if there is knowledge of

the notes of the scale or of cows and the like before the word,

stilJ, it is not the same as after the advent of the word; for

the apprehension is indistinct before, but afterwards clearer

and distinct. And so cowherds, shepherds, etc. assign (each

animal) a name so as to be able to distinguish them."32 (yady api

sadjddisu gavddisu ca prdk sabddt jnanam asti, tathdpi na tddrk,

yddrk sabdanivesad uttarasmin kale; aviviktd hiprdk pratipattih,

sphutatard vivekavatipascdt. tathd ca gopdldvipdlddayo vivekajnd-

nasiddhaye samjndin nivesayanti—BS 19.4-8.) This however, is

according to Sankhapani merely a concession to those who hold

that nirvikalpa is non-verbal, the concessive nature of the state-

ment being indicated by the words 'even if (yady api).
33 That

Sankhapani is right is shown by the conclusion of this passage

:

"The fact that consciousness is consciousness depends upon the

form of speech. Or else consciousness is the power of speech;

even when it is withdrawn there is a subtle power of speech, some

say. In any case, the knowledge of the object depends upon the

form of speech." (vdgrupddhinam eva citas cititvam. vdksaktir

eva vd citih; tatpratisanihdre
9

pi suksmd vdksaktir ity eke\ sarva-

thd vdgrupddhino jneyabodhab . .
.

—

BS 19.10-12.) The fact that

Mandana adds to the statement that consciousness is the power

of speech, and that that power remains in a subtle state even

ivhen it is withdrawn, the words 'some say' (ity eke) do not

indicate that he is putting a distance between his own opinion

and that of the grammarians on this point.34 For the ity eke is

derived from his source, the VPv, which attributes the idea that

the seeds of the impressions of language assume a subtle activity

in sleeping to 'some teachers' (ekesdm dcdrydndm), and the idea

that the form of the activity of consciousness is the form of the

principal word to 'some' (ity eke). (See §3.32 for Skt., transla-

tion, and discussion of these texts.) (Therefore, since the VPv
attributes both these ideas to 'some', and both are mentioned
in the BS, I take ity eke in the BS to include within its scope

everything beginning with the word vdUaktir, not just with

tatpratisaiphdre.) The attribution of a doctrine to 'some* or to

'others' is not a necessary sign in either the VP, the VPv, or the

BS that the author doubts the opinion. In the present connection,
the VPv, although in the place just mentioned it attributes the
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doctrine that in sleep the impressions of language assume a subtle
activity to eke, elsewhere states as its own the almost identical
opinion that in unconsciousness verbal knowledge continues in a
subtle way (see §3.32 again). If it is Mandana's own opinion that
consciousness is the power of speech, and that it persists in a
subtle state even when it is withdrawn, his attributing it to
'some', and his going on to say "in any case, the knowledge of
the object depends upon the form of speech", indicate merely
that he does not want to get away from the main point, that all

knowledge is verbal. But if all knowledge is verbal, nirvikalpa

jnana must be verbal also. Although, as we have seen, the VPv is

somewhat ambiguous on this topic, there were some Sabdadvai-

tins, according to Jayanta Bhatta, who made the principial word
{vagriipam tattvam) the object of nirvikalpajnana*5 so Martdana,

if he does teach that nirvikalpa jnana is verbal, is not a totally

isolated figure.

4.28

BS 71.2-5 seems to imply the association of nirvikalpa with

non-verbality and savikalpa with verbality:

"P: Perception grasps a qualified form, but that difference,

because it is not touched by words, is not noticed as it is in a

constructive cognition.

S : That is illogical, because it is contradictory. It is a contra-

diction to say that particularity appears in a perceptual cognition

but is not noticed."

syad etat—visistarupopagrahy eva pratyaksam; sa tu bhedah

sabdenasawsparsan na tathopalaksyate; yatha vikalpabuddhau.

tadayuktam, vipratisedhat; na copalaksyate pratyaksabuddhau

visesah prakasate ceti vipratisiddham.

The opponent is probably Kumarila. The mention of the

absence of words in pratyaksa reflects his beliefs rather than

Mariana's, and Mandana does not take up the point in answer-

ing him. (On the other hand, as has been mentioned above [§4.5]

the terminology in this message conforms to Mandana's opposi-

tion of pratyaksa to vikalpa-buddhi rather than to Rumania's

opposition of nirvikalpa pratyaksa to savikalpa pratyaksa.)
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4.29

In BS 33.15-18, in the midst of an argument between a

purvapaksin who represents a current within Samkara's school

which considered the knowledge of Brahman gained from the

reading of the Veda to be sufficient for liberation, and an oppo-

nent to the purvapaksin who does not entirely represent

Mandana'sown opinions (see Appendix A. 8), the opponent to

the purvapaksin suggests

:

"Another knowledge than verbal knowledge is required (for

liberation), a direct (pratyaksa) knowledge in which the grasping

of division is swallowed up, beyond all vikalpas ; for it is of this

knowledge that Brahman is the object, not of verbal (knowledge)

which grasps the conjunction of the meanings of different words.

Deeds, meditation, and so forth are needed to produce this

(knowledge)."

athamatam—sdbdajndndd anyad api pratyaksamjndnam isyate

vigalitavibhdgodgrdham sarvavikalpdtitam; tasya hi brahma

gocarah, na sabdasya vibhaktapaddrthasamsargodgrdhinah ;

tadutpattau karnwpdsanddyapekseti.

Here it is quite clear that verbal knowledge involves complexi-

ty, relation, and therefore vikalpa. However, as we said, this is

the opponent to the opponent speaking, not Mandana himself.

When Mandana closes the argument by stating his own position

(BS 35.1-36.3), he does not use the same terminology. Instead,

he says that even when one has ascertained the truth from a
means of valid knowledge such as sruti, false appearances may
continue because of the samskdra of error that is still there, and
this must be countered by producing an opposite samskdra, by
repeating the knowledge of the truth already acquired. Mandana
does not say verbal knowledge involves vikalpas or division. He
says several times in BS 35.1-36.3 that iabda gives real knowledge
of Brahman directly by itself, and it is this same knowledge that

must be repeated to remove all traces of false cognition. He
does approach close enough to the other's doctrine to talk of "a
knowledge to which the (Vedic) word is a means'* (sabdasddha-
najndna—BS 36.2), but he does not define this knowledge in the
terms which the opponent to the purvapaksin uses. In fact, he
does not define it at all Therefore we cannot say that he opposes
this knowledge to verbal knowledge as nirvikalpa to savikalpa.
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4.30

At the beginning of the Niyoga-kdnda, Mandana announces
the intention of the kdnda—to show that the Veda teaches

Brahman as an already existent truth and not as the object of an
injunction of knowledge. He then lists the three sorts of know-
ledge that might be the object of an injunction, each of which he
takes up in the course of the kanda. He says

:

'There are three knowledges of Brahman : the first from the

word; another, after having gained knowledge from the word,

having a continuous stream of that (verbal knowledge), called

dhydna, bhdvand, updsand, etc.
; another, which gains its perfec-

tion from the second one, in the form of direct apprehension, in

which all vikalpas have been swallowed up."

tisras ca pratipattayo brahmani; prathamd tdvac chabddt, anya

sabddt pratipadya tatsantdnavati dhydnabhdvanopasanddisabda-

vdcyd, anyd tato labdhanispatiir vigalitanikhilavikalpd sdksdu

karanarupd—BS 74. 1 0- 1 3.

Mandana does not actually say here that the final knowledge is

utterly non-verbal, he merely says that it is without any vikalpas.

4.31

At the beginning of the prolonged discussion of the possi-

bility that a cognition of the third sort could be the object of a

Vedic injunction, the opponent says:

"We do not say that it is an awareness of the truth that arises

from language that is enjoined, but one in which the apprehen-

sion of the difference between the intellect and its object has

disappeared. Therefore it is without duality, either because there

is no second awareness of the same sort or because it lacks the

duality of agent and object of valid cognition, and so it is different

from that (verbal awareness) For the essence of the Self is

not the object of verbal knowledge, because it is in the form of

sentences that language is a means of valid cognition. And the

object of (the sentence) is the conjunction of the meanings of

various words, because it is understood in accompaniment with

them. How can the knowledge produced from (the sentence), in

which appears the connection of diverse separate objects (aftha-

matra\ take for its object the essence of the Self, in which there
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is no multiplicity of phenomena, which is unsoiled by the slight-

est bit of duality?

S: This also is worthless, because this non-dual awareness of

the essence of the Self, free from the slightest touch of duality, is

(the self's) abiding in its own form on account of the absence of

the error of limitation." (BS 1 15.1 3-2 1)
36

432

The opponent clearly says that verbal knowledge involves

duality and relation. It must therefore, although he does not here

use the word xikclpa, involve vikalpas. Mandana's reply, how-

ever, does not take up the question of the verbality of the nirvi-

kalpajnana (or, to use the terminology of later Advaita, nirvikal-

j>a samadhi) of Brahman. The possibility is left open that to

Mandana's mind even the final, non-dual knowledge of Brahman
is still verbal, because its object is Brahman, which is also sabda.

Just as Brahman as 'being' and 'the bare thing' is the object of

j>ratyaksa, which is nirvikalpa, so Brahman as the highest sabda is

the object of a nirvikalpa verbal knowledge. Verbal knowledge is

not necessarily relational : a baby's knowledge of its mother's

breast apprehends it merely as 'this'. (Of course, we are not to

assume that the word 'this' is actually uttered by the baby in its

mind in the form of articulate syllables; the word takes a more
subtle form.) So the highest knowledge of Brahman, in which
there is no duality, no relation, no vikalpas, may still be verbal.

4.33

To say that Mandana holds or assumes this is consistent
with the picture he gives of the process of advancement towards
liberation. He does not envisage a sudden break with the previous
stage anywhere along the route, between the initial verbal know-
ledge and its habitual repetition or the repetition and the final
liberating knowledge. Rather he envisages a gradual deepening
of the original verbal knowledge until it is transformed into direct
awareness. As he says BS 154.5-8:

"Thinking over the same thing results in a direct awareness of
it...and it is observed in ordinary life that repetition of knowledge
causes clarity of right cognition. For by especially intense con-
centration even a non-existent thing comes to be experienced,
now much more so something that exists."
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saksatkaranaphalam hi tattadanucintanam . . . drsta ca jnana-
bhyasasya sawyagjnanaprasadahetuta loke. bhavanavisesad dhi
abhutam apy anubhavam apadyate, kirn punar bhutam.

4.34

In Mandana's theory of error, previous erroneous cogni-

tions, as for instance the erroneous perception of distant trees as

elephants, may be a means towards the final, correct cognition.

Yet it is the same external object of error, the trees, that is in

contact with the senses throughout the process. 37 If the process

of advancement towards moksa is put into the same frame-

work, it is Brahman as sabda-tattva that is known at the begin-

ning, when instruction about it is received from the Upani-

§ads, and at the end, when direct awareness is reached. The
example of the trees and the elephants is introduced by

Mandana to show that the fact that perception precedes sabda as

a means of valid cognition does not imply that sabda, being

dependent on it, is weaker than it. A correct cognition may
follow an erroneous one and depend on it, yet it is obviously

stronger. Mandana applies this example to the opposition of

perception, which is false, to Sabda, which is true ; he does not, it

is worth noting, apply it to an opposition of verbal knowledge as

false to direct awareness as true. Knowledge of Brahman is

present from the time that it is first obtained from the Veda until

the final direct awareness, and it is always knowledge of the same

object, the Brahman which is also sabda.

4.35

It should, finally, be noticed that Mandana never says that the

Vedas are unreal or in the realm of avidya. Samkara, on the other

hand, does say so. He says: "Perception and the other means of

valid knowledge (which depend on it, such as inference), and the

sacred texts are in the realm of avidya'* (avidydvadvisaydny eva

pratyaksadinipramanani Sastrani ca—BSiiB 1.1.1, Introd., 42.1).

He also makes an opponent say, "How is the apprehension of the

real identity of Brahman and the Self by a false sentence of the

Upanisads possible?" (katham tv asatyena vedantavakyena satya-

sya brahmatmatvasya pfatipattir upapadyetal—BSuB 2.1.14,

458.11-12.) In his reply, he does not deny that the Veda is un-

real, but merely attempts to answer the opponent's question by
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examples. But for Mandana the Veda is not in the realm of

avidyd, whereas pratyaksa and the other pramanas are : "(The non-

existence of phenomenal diversity) is said to be based on Tradi-

tion alone, because perception etc. are associated with avidyd.

For, because they do not take (Brahman) as their object under

the form where all difference has disappeared, the disappearance

is knowable from Tradition (alone)." {dmndyaikanibandhanatvant

tu tasyocyatc, pratyaksddindm avidydsambhinnatvdt; pratyastamU

tamkhihbhcdcua rupcndvisayikarandd bhedapratyastamayasydm-

ndydvagamyatvdd iti—BS 157.19-21.) If perception etc. are

opposed to sabda as being associated with avidyd, presumably

sabda is not associated with avidyd. It seems that the Veda has a

higher ontological status, as well as a higher authority as a

means of knowledge, than perception and the remaining prama-
nas. This must be because it is identical with Brahman.

4.36

I have tried to show that Mandana implies that nirvikalpa

jhdna involves a rudimentary sort of verbal knowledge, that the

highest knowledge of Brahman, in which all differences and
vikalpas have disappeared, is still a verbal knowledge, and that
the Vedic word has a higher ontological status than the other
pramanas. There are many points in the argument where these
conclusions might be attacked. But I can see no other way than
by accepting them to fit the defense of Sabdddvaita in the first

kdnda into the rest of Mariana's doctrine, so that it will not be
an isolated fragment, having no organic relation to his otherwise
closely-knit system.



CHAPTER V

ERROR LEADS TO TRUTH

5.1

One of the themes most characteristic of Mandana Misra is

that of the ability of error to lead to truth. This theme is closely

bound up with the rest of his theory of error. The place where
he expatiates upon it at the greatest length occurs in the first

kanaa of the Brahma-siddhi, where he glosses the Sruti IsaU 1 1

:

"He who knows both vidya and avidya together, by avidya having

crossed over death, reaches immortality by vidya" (vidyaryi

cavidyarp ca yas tad veda ubhayam saha/ avidyaya mftyum tirtva

vidyaydmrtamaSnutelf). He says:

"Another meaning (of the verse) is that avidya is not devoid

of vidya. It is like this: Even the vision of difference is not void

of light—if it were absent difference would not appear. Therefore

the highest light alone appears in this way or that. As it is said,

'Everything shines after it as it shines, by its light all this shines'

(Ka(haU 2.2.15). However, (it shines) as bound up with avidya;

as has been said, 'All vision is undeficient and without divisions

of mental construction (avikalpam), but this interior person

conceives it as if it were divided up by mental construction

(yikalpitam iva)* Therefore, vidya, defined as hearing etc. about

the oneness of the Self, cannot be without avidya, because it is

bound up with the divisions of hearer, hearing, etc. So, having

by avidya, (an avidya which is) near to vidya, crossed over avidya,

(namely) the vision of separation, one abides in one's own

eternal form, defined as vidya, like water soiled by a reflection

upon the cessation of (the reflection).

P : But if (everything) is the one Self, division is unreal (asatya) ;

how can hearing etc. based on that (division), which are also

unreal, lead to any effect? Besides, the arriving at something

real from something unreal is false, as (the inference of fire)

from steam wrongly grasped as smoke.

S: There is no invariable rule that something unreal cannot

give rise to any effect, because a magic show may be the occasion

of delight and fear, and something unreal (may be the occasion)
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of arriving at something real, as a drawing of a gayal (literally

'a line-gayal') or written syllables.

P: But these things are in their own form (as themselves—

svarupena) real and not void, but for him who teaches that

(everything) is the one Self these means are unreal even in their

own form.

S : Even if they were real in their own form, the form in which

they communicate is unreal—a 'reality in their own form' which

has no utility for an effect is useless. Besides, the means to the

vision of non-difference are not unreal in their own form, because

their own form is nothing but Brahman; so it is just Brahman,

bound up with avidya, that is the means to attain Brahman, as-

lines etc. communicate syllables etc. by a form that does not

exist—This is (the syllable) ka\ This is a gayal'.

P: A drawing of a gayal does not inform one about other

gayals as a gayal, nor do the characters (communicate) as syl-

lables, but rather (in the case of the drawing of a gayal) through

similarity—'A gayal is like this', and in the case of the characters

by a convention—'When one sees such character one should

recall this syllable.'

S: What this person thinks is opposed to ordinary experience.

For children are instructed in the characters as if they were sylla-

bles, and in ordinary life they are referred to as the same, both by
the speaker—This is a gayal', and by the hearer—'I have seen a

gayal'. Similarly, the inference of an unseen cause of a reflection,

possessing a particular location and configuration, from its

reflection, which is unreal, is not incorrect, and the apprehension

of a certain meaning from a word, which is eternal but parti-

cipates in the unreal divisions of long, (short), etc., is not wrong.
Likewise a false snakebite may cause death, and an inference

from it to the death, the swooning, or the like (of the person
who thinks himself bitten) is not false, any more than (the infer-

ence) from a real snakebite in conjunction with particular times
and the like (i.e. with certain positions of the stars)." (BS
13.11-14.16). 1

5.2

Some of the examples here used by Mandana appear also
in Samkara's commentary on BSu 2. 1 . 1 4, where the opponent asks
how the unreal sentences of the Upanisads can convey information
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about the real identity ofBrahman and the Self. He answers that a
man can die from the venom of an imaginary snakebite, that the
consciousness a dreaming person has of unreal objects is real and
is not sublated upon waking, that dreams predict real events, and
that the 'unreal' written characters lead to the knowledge of the
real syllables (BSuB 2.1.14,458.11-450.7). Mandana, although,
since he seems to have known §amkara's works, he must have
been aware of this passage, does not seem to be dependent on it.

His presentation of the example of the written letters is more
elaborate than that of Sarnkara, who merely states it without
defending it against objections. The examples of the conscious-

ness a dreamer has of unreal events and of predictive dreams are

also missing in the BS. The latter example may have been rejected

by Mandana on the ground that dreams do not really predict

future events, for in the ViV, pp. 159-60, he argues against the

opinion that they do. The example of the snakebite is found in

both Sarnkara and Mandana, in an equally simple form in

both.

5.3

It is more probable that Mandana in the passage under

discussion depends on Kumarila's Sloka-vdrttika* if not for the

examples themselves, at least for some of the arguments against

them which he combats. In SV Nirdlambana, 128c- 129b,

Kumarila argues that the Sunyavadin cannot enter into any

arguments because he denies the existence of the means of

argument. 2 From 129c through 157, they argue this point on

logical grounds, Kumarila calling into question the validity of

the distinction between samvrti-sat and paramartha-sat. Then he

brings in some examples:

"158: We do not observe that hares' horns etc. cause right

cognition etc., and the knowledge of, for instance, fire by steam

or something else other than smoke is wrong.

159: Therefore the real knowledge from an unreal hetu which

you uphold is itself unreal; for one cannot arrive at something

real from something that merely appears real.

160: Likewise the characters that are observed to convey

syllables are not lacking in final reality in their own form.

161: Should you reply that they are not real as syllables, (we
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reply that) this is the rule in respect to all things. Nothing is

thought to be real as some other object".

na drsta SaHaSfngadcb samyagjhdnddihetutd\

bdspddindpy adhumena mithyd vahnyddibodhanam//\5%//

tasmdd asatyahctor yd paramdrthe matis tavaj

sapy asalyd na satyam hi satyabhasena gamyate//I 59/

/

vc 'pi rekhddayo drsfd varnanatfl pratipadakahj

na te svenapi rupena paramdrthatvavarjitdhj7 1 60//

varndtmand na satydS cct sarvabhdvesv ayam vidhihj

paddrthdntararupena na satyam kiheid isyate\\\6\\\

5.4

Mandana's examples of a valid inference from something

false—the inference of a face's location and configuration from

its reflection and of death or swoon from an imagined snakebite

—

are brought in to respond to Kumarila's example of the inference

from steam misapprehended as smoke to fire. His insistence that

we identify written characters with the syllables they represent,

and the additional example of a drawing of a gayal (in which it

is perhaps more obvious that we identify the thing communicating

and the object communicated), are brought in to answer

Kumarila's contention that it is not in so far as they are unreal

that written characters communicate, but in so far as they are

real. Since they are not found in Kumarila, who did not live

long before Mandana, and since they seem to be made to respond

to his arguments, it is quite likely that the examples of the infer-

ence from a reflection, the inference from an imagined snakebite,

and of the drawing of a gayal are all three Mandana's inventions.

5.5

Because it is certain, from Kumarila's citation of the

example of the characters representing syllables, that this example
was in use before Sarnkara, there is no reason to assume, on the
ground that Samkara uses it, that Mandana got it from him.
This example, if not the others, was probably in use as a standard
illustration for some time even before Kumarila. I am not aware
of any Buddhist text where the examples in these texts of
Mandana and Kumarila are used. The example of the written
syllables (as also of the imagined snakebite) could be used by
either a Vedantin or a Buddhist, by anyone who held a two-
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truths theory. Therefore it would be risky to attribute it to the
Buddhists as its inventors on the grounds that it is found in a
section of the SV directed against the Buddhists. Interestingly

enough, Umbeka, in his commentary on $V
y Niralambana, 128c-

129b, which, as noted above, introduces this discussion, attributes

this theory that unreal means can lead to a real knowledge to the
Vijnanadvaitins, the 4 non-dualists of knowledge', in spite of
the fact that the verse itself attributes it to the Sunyavadins. 3

Does this merely reflect the fact that this chapter of the SV as a

whole is directed against the Vijnanavada, or does it show that

Umbeka saw that the arguments would be equally appropriate

to any Buddhist school who held a theory of two truths? If the

latter, the examples used may have been common to both the

Vijnanavada and the ^Qnyavada. In glossing the next verse he

attributes the doctrine to 'the Advaitavadin',4 and in glossing

the rest of the passage he refers to Advaita, to 'the Advaita-

vadin' (which he opposes to Kumarila as a Dvaitavadin), and to

vijndnamdtra. 5
It is possible that the use of the word 'Advaita-

vadin' indicates that Umbeka wishes to include in Kumarila's

opponents not only both schools of Mahayana Buddhism, but

also certain Vedantins who adhered to the two-truths theory. If

this is so, the examples occurring in Kumarila may have been

-common to Vijnanavada, Sunyavada, and Advaita Vedanta, so

that we would not be able to tell who used them first.

5.6

To turn from the examples to the theory which they illus-

trate, it can be said that Mandana's great originality lies in the

manner in which he explains how error can lead to truth,

^arnkara, and apparently Kumarila's opponent, do not explain

the phenomenon so much as give examples to show that it is in

fact possible. Maridana, on the other hand, says that the power

of avidyd to lead to vidyd is from the presence in it of vidyd, of

the supreme light that is Brahman. This is consistent with the

rest of his system—for example, with his insistence, as part of

his theory of anyathd-khydti, that error always has an objective

substrate (dlambana), with which the sense is in contact even

when it is perceived incorrectly, and with his doctrine that

Brahman is given in perception. This, however, is approaching

things from the side of the object rather than of the knower. He
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also insists, as we saw above (§1.52-53), that some knowledge,

that is, the presence of consciousness in addition to a substrate,

is necessary even for error. Of course, in the final knowledge

that is identical with Brahman, the consciousness and its substrate

are one and the same, namely Brahman. (Cf. the remarks in the

chapter on vivaruu §2.2-3). Just as he says, in the passage under

discussion that Brahman is the proper form of the means to

obtaining it, so he says elsewhere: "Brahman does not have

everything for its self, but everything has Brahman for its self;

it has positive existence, through the positive existence of

Brahman" (BS 20.11-12, cf. A 'A, 15). Although Mandana does

not link up this doctrine with that of anirvacaniyatva, it harmo-

nizes with iL The difFerent things that appear, because of avidya,

to exist, are not totally different from Brahman. In so far as they

have any existence, it is that of Brahman, and this is what enables

them to be useful in attaining Brahman.

5.7

There is one other important passage on this theme in the

BS, 41.4-16. Mandana has been discussing the objection that

pratyaksa is stronger than sabda as a means of proof because it

precedes it (we hear the words of the Veda before we understand

its meaning, and our original learning of the meanings of words

depends on sensory observation). Marjdana replies

:

"Besides, it is observed that a later apprehension can be

stronger than an earlier one, even if the earlier one is required

by the later one as a cause. For instance, the apprehension of
trees in far-off trees is stronger than the apprehension of
elephants in them. For the clear apprehension of the trees

demands the apprehensions of the elephants as a cause; it is not

produced from the contact of the sense and the object alone,

because it does not exist upon first seeing (the object). Nor is it

because of a particular location, because it arises in a person
continuing to stand in the same place. Therefore (the correct

perception) in regard to the far-off trees must be thought to be
produced, in one whose mind is attentive, by the contact of the
senses etc., accompanied by the mental impressions that follow^

the previous error. Similarly, the ideas of the numbers one etc.,

which are means to the ideas of such (numbers) as twenty, can
be given as examples. And so is discarded what some set forth,
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that the apprehension of the meaning of the Vedanta-texts is

self-contradictory, because it is impossible to find out about non-
difference without difference, since difference is a means to its

apprehension, and thus non-difference, as it is learned about,
presupposes difference, so that there is a contradiction. For the
apprehension presupposes a means, not the final reality of the
means, because the truth may be apprehended even from a false

cognition. And we agree that difference is real as regards

practical life". 6

5.8

The passage confirms some of the points just made about

the grounding of Maridana's doctrine that error leads to truth in

the rest of his epistemology. He explicitly states that, in the

example of the trees mistaken for elephants, the sense is in

contact with the same external object from the first mistaken

cognition to the final clear and correct cognition. He does not

explicitly make the application of the analogy to the case of

Brahman, but it is not unsafe for us to make it. Brahman is

present in every cognition, including perception. Perception,

along with those pramanas which are dependent on it, that is, all

except sabda, apprehends Brahman, but apprehends it incorrectly.

5.9

This passage is largely dependent on the Vakyapadiya and

the Vakyapadiya-vrttL Mafldana himself testifies to this by

using the example of the trees and the elephants in the prose to

Sphota-siddhi 19. This is in reply to the objection that it must be

the phonemes which are the word rather than the sphota, because

it is the syllables that we actually hear, and, since it is impossible

to apprehend one thing as another, it cannot be that we mis-

apprehend the sphota as the phonemes. The fact that the

opponent denies anyatha-khyati gives a clear illustration of the

connection of Ma^dana's theory of the sphota and of errors

leading to truth with his doctrine of error. Ma^dana replies m
the karika of SS 19:

"But things vaguely apprehended do indeed appear as other-

wise than they are, and through the succession of the impressions

of those (errors) the reality appears clearly".
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drupdlocitesv asti hy anyathdprakdSanam]

tatsantskarakramac capi vyaktam tattvam prakaSatej

I

In the prose (SS 90.13-91.2), Mandana insists that it is the

sphota that is from the first in contact with the sense, just as in

the case of trees mistaken for elephants. And just as the mis-

apprehensions finally give rise to a correct cognition, so the

cognitions of the phonemes, misconceived as separate from the

sphota, finally give rise to the cognition of the real word, the

sphota.

5.10

Then he quotes VP 1 .89-90

:

4

4

89: Just as, having changed an object at a distance or in

darkness by the previous perceptions, one determines it as other

than it is.

90: So, when a sentence is being manifested by the causes of

its manifestation, at first a cognition comes into play having the

form of the apprehension of parts (in the sentence that in reality

is without parts)".

yathaiva darianaih purvair durdd santamase 'pi vdj

anyathdkrtya xisayam anyathaivddhyavasyatij/89/

/

ryajyamdne tathd vdkye vdkydbhivyaktihetubhibl

bhdgdaxagraharupena purvani buddhih pravartatej190/1

The example of the elephant and the trees is given by Hari-

vrsabha in his commentary on VP 1.89: "As it is the character-

istic of the senses and their objects that when people of ordinary

vision perceive from afar off merely a form they apprehend, for

instance, trees as elephants, but in due course, from repeated

attention, they perceive (the object) in detail" (yathd visayendri-

yadharma evdyam prakftacaksusarp durdd dkftimdtropalabdhau

vrksddin hastyddivat pratipadyante. taddeSdvasthitd eva prani-

dhdndbhydsdt kramena punar yathdvayavam upalabhante.—VPv
155.5-7). Harivrsabha also adds the example of a rope mistaken
in a dark place for a snake, so as to illustrate both the circum-
stances, distance and darkness, mentioned in the kdrikd.

5.11

The connection with the theory of anyathd-khydti of the
theory that error leads to truth by means of the truth—the
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contact with a real object—that is present even in error, may go
back to Bhartrhari himself. As Biardeau notes, 7 his use in VP
1.89 of the words anyathakftya and anyathddhyavasyati may well

indicate that he adhered to the theory of anyathd-khydti.

5.12

In closing, it should be mentioned that the example of the

ideas of lower numbers leading up to those of higher numbers in

the BS passage is also borrowed from the VPv, from 1.87, where

it says that as the numbers one etc. are understood as parts of the

numbers one hundred or one thousand, so words are understood

(wrongly) as parts of the sentence (which is really a partless

whole). This is based on the Vaisesika that the numbers above

one are cognized by an apeksd-buddhU a 'relative cognition', in

which the lower numbers figure.8 However, the Vaisesikas would

not regard the lower numbers as unreal.





APPENDIX A

MANDANA'S DATE

A-l

There seems to be a consensus among scholars that

Mandana Misra should be placed in the latter half of the seventh

century or very early in the eighth. Various dates within this

period have been suggested. 1 Only a few give a later date. 2 I do

not wish to give much space to fixing Mandana' s date exactly,

which could involve us in long discussions of a number of debated

questions in the dating of other writers. But a relatively brief

discussion can, I think, arrive at a date sufficiently precise for

our purposes. What is more important than fixing a particular

year for his birth or death is determining his relative chronology,

which can help to determine his place in the development of

Indian philosophy. Luckily, this is fairly clear, or so it seems to

me. To put it briefly, he follows Dharmakirti, Kumarila, and

Prabhakara; he is contemporary with Sarnkara and presupposes

him; and he is criticized by Sarnkara's disciple Suresvaia. To
establish each of these points, I will give only the minimum of

proof necessary, without attempting an exhaustive treatment of

every indication that Mandana knows another author. After

establishing his place relative to other philosophers, we will

return to the problem of his calendar date.

A-2

It is clear that Mandana is posterior to Dharmakirti. In

the Sphota-siddhi, he quotes a line from the Pramanavarttika and

closely paraphrases a passage from Dharmakirti's auto-com-

mentary on the work. 3 He does not, so far as I know, quote the

Buddhist in the Brahma-siddhU but he does deal there4 with the

notion that the definition of existence is the fulfilling of a pur-

poseful action (artha-kriyakaritva) y
which seems to be an inven-

tion of Dharmakirti. 5

A-3

He also comes after Kumarila, whose Slokavarttika he
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quotes fifteen times in the BS, and Tantravarttika once. 6 He was

traditionally supposed to be both the pupil and the brother-in-

law of Kumarila. 7 This however, appears doubtful, since his

treatment of the problem of bhavana seems to presuppose a

development of the problem between Kumarila and the Bhavana-

viveka.*

A-4

He must follow Prabhakara as well, because in the BS and

ViV, he quotes the Brhati* and in the same works, he argues at

length against Prabhakara's theory of injunction, 10 and in the

BS and VV against his theory of error. 11 Since certain features

of the Prabhakara theory of error as described in the VV do not

appear in what we have of Prabhakara's works, it is possible

that he implies some development within the Prabhakara school

after Prabhakara himself. However, it is not impossible that

Mandana had access to a lost work of the school's founder. 12

Since Prabhakara and Kumarila must have been roughly con-

temporary, because if there had been any substantial length of

time between them it would be hard to see why they show no

knowledge of each other's positions, 13
it would be reasonable to

expect that some elaboration of his school's arguments would
have occurred between him and Mandana, as between Kumarila
and Mandana.

A-5

Perhaps the thinker whose date in relation to Mandana's
is most important is Sanikara. If the Brahma-siddhi was written

in ignorance of Sanikara's works, and represents a current in

pre-Sanikara Advaita, we must drastically reduce the usual
estimate of SamJcara's originality. We must say that the com-
manding importance he has in the history of Vedanta, so great
that all works before him except the Brahma-sutras themselves,
the Gaudapada-karikas, and possibly the BS, have disappeared',
was due not to any newness in his ideas or his combination of
ideas into a system, but to some other cause—perhaps to his
zealous activity as an 'evangelist' of Advaita Vedanta against
the Buddhists and the adherents of other systems within Hindu-
ism. or to his activity in setting up mafias to carry on the
tradition he followed. Many of SamJcara's themes appear in
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Mandana- e.g., that the universe and its divisions have only
a practical reality, not a final one, but that the practical reality

lasts until liberation; that liberation is the manifestation of the
soul's own form; that something unreal can lead to a real result;

that the Upanisads deny all difference; that to allow any parinama
in Brahman would be to give it parts, and that reality must be
free from all change whatever; that the jiva really is Brahman,
but appears to be divided from it by false knowledge and by
limited adjuncts. These common themes are so numerous that if

Mandana did write before Samkara, Samkara's intellectual

contribution would shrink to the vanishing point. Prima facie,

I do not find this very plausible. To attribute the importance of
Samkara's influence solely to his activities in debate and organi-

zation does not explain how he was able to attract the passionate

devotion of a thinker as acute as Suresvara, 14 nor why he and

other Advaitins, both contemporary and later, considered them-

selves as belonging to Samkara's school, rather than that of

some earlier teacher. Nor does it explain Samkara's curious use

in some places in the BSuB of bhedabheda doctrines which he

rejects elsewhere. The presence of these places has been attributed

to his following an older prestigious commentary by the

'Vrttikara'. 16 But if the Kevalddvaita were a doctrine with a

long history behind it, one would have expected commentaries

on the Brahma-sutras according to it to have been written

already, and for a smoother and more consistent interpretation

to have been worked out, in spite of the intractability of

Badarayana's sentences to a Kevalddvaita interpretation. It

should be remembered that Bhaskara accused Samkara and his

followers of breaking the established tradition in the interpre-

tation of the Sutras. Therefore it is of great importance that we

see if it can be proven that Mandana was influenced by Samkara.

A-6

Some modern scholars who have written on the problem of

Mandana's date, as well as the traditional biographies of

Samkara, 16 have made him a contemporary of Samkara. Some

think he may have been an older contemporary. 17 This would, of

course, be no bar to Mandana Misra being influenced by him,

especially since, if the traditional belief that Samkara had a very

short life is true (I see no reason to doubt it and am not aware
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of anyone who has), he must have begun his literary activity at

an early age. Thus Ma*dana could have become aware of

Saipkara's work in his middle age, and still have had time to

write the Brahma-siddhU which is one of his later books,

incorporating ideas from him. For instance, if he were twenty

years older than Sahara, and the latter wrote the BSuB at the

Ige of twentv-five, and the BSuB took five years to get to

Ma^dana, Ma^ana would still be only fifty. I do not, of course,

say that this schema is necessarily true. I do not think we are

able at present to fix the date of either of the two with such

precision that we could tell the exact difference in age between

them. I merely wish to show that there is no chronological

objection to Maft^ana's being influenced by Saipkara, while

being older than he,

I think the BS shows clear evidence of its dependence on

Saijxkara. Here I wish to bring forward only those passages

which seem to give the clearest indication of Maotfana's know-

ledge of Saijikara.

A-8

The passage which is the most persuasive is BS 32,13-34.23,

a long punapekfa in which all connection between works and

knowledge is denied, on the grounds that knowledge deals with

non-duality and works with duality, and that, Brahman not

being something to be effected (sadhya), it cannot be reached by

works, 19 This passage seems to represent Sahara's position in

BSuB 1.1.4, as Kuppuswami Sastri and Vetter have observed. 20

However, it should at once be observed that the details of the

argument do not follow Saipkara's passage. An opponent
to the purvapaksa, who does not completely represent Mafldana's
ideas,21 raises new objections, based on the distinction between
avidya as non-apprehension and avidya as wrong apprehension,
and offers several possibilities for what one might want to gain
by some further activity after having gotten knowledge of the
unity of Brahman and the Self from scripture. All of this is

missing in the BSuB. These advances in the argument have led
Vetter to speculate that Majtfana is dealing with a lost text
between him and Saipkara. 22 While this is possible, it is equally
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possible that they reflect contemporary verbal debates, or
objections raised by Maridana so as to exhaust all the possibi-

lities of the argument. On the assumption that either of these

possibilities is true, we might possibly, though not by any means
necessarily, say that there was a smaller gap between Samkara's
literary activity and the composition of the BS than if we
assumed an intermediate written text.

A-9

It should also be observed that this passage represents a

more radical position than &upkara's, in that at 32.15 it denies

any usefulness of works in the production of knowledge, in

addition to any usefulness in cooperation with knowledge once

arisen, whereas in BSuB 3.4.26, 27 and 33, §amkara says that

works help to produce knowledge, which he does not in so many
words deny at BSuB 1.1.4. 23 This may reflect post-Saipkara

developments of which we have no literary remains, 24 or it may
be merely that Maijdana pulled out one thread from the fabric

of Saipkara's complex and possibly not totally consistent

doctrine on works and knowledge, and state it in its most radical

form for the sake of argument.

A-10

However this may be, the end of the passage, i.e. 34.13-23,

shows a close verbal similarity to part of BSuB 1.1.4, pp. 150-52,

as Kuppuswami Sastri, S. S. Suryanarayana SastrL and Vetter

have observed. 25
I think the similarity is so close as to prove

that Majjdana had the BSuB before him. Since the passage,

which asserts that sanisdra ceases as soon as one has under-

stood from sruti that the Self is Brahman, does not occur in

Bhaskara's commentary on the BSu, and indeed is irreconcil-

able with his bhedabheda, it cannot be attributed to the Vfttikara,

whom Bhaskara seems to follow. And since, as noted in A-5, it

is unlikely that there was a Kevaladvaita commentary on the

BSu before Saipkara, there is no reason to accept the possibility

of a source—which to account for this close verbal similarity

would have to be a written text—common to Majidana Misra

and &upkara. I give the passages from the BS and the BSuB
below, leaving a blank space where either has material the other

does not, and marking a substantial omission in the BSuB.
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All

BS 34.13-24 BSiW 150.1-1 1 (1.1.4)

nanv avagate >i 'tat ivam asi* nanu srutabrahmatfo *pi yatlui-

(CC 6.8.7) iti sahdAd brahmA- pflrvaqi saipsftritvadarianan na

tmabhftvc pn\g iva saqisarika- rajjusvarflpakathanavad artha-

dharmadarsanAt tannivfltavc vattvam ity uktam

bhavaty anyapck^a

naitat siram: kathaqi khalv atrocyatc -mlvagatabrahmatm-

avagatabrahmatmabhiivo vidi- abhavasya yathapurvaip saqi-

UltmaySthatarhyo mithyadar- saritvaqi sakyaqi dariayitum,

sananimittair dharniair yuj- vcdapri&maQajanitabrahmatma-

yate, bhavavirodhat. na hi sartra-

dyatm&bhimananivfttau tad eva

mithyajnananimittaqiduhkha-

bhayadimattvaqi bhavatiti sak-

yaqi kalpayitum. na hi dhanino

grhasthasya dhanabhimanino

dhanapaharanimittaqi duhkham
drstam iti tasyaiva pravra-

jitasya dhanabhimanarahitasya

tad eva dhanapaharanimittam

duhkhaip bhavati. na ca kurida-

linah kundalitvabhimananimit-

tarn sukhaip drstam iti tasyaiva

kujitfalaviyuktasya kuijdalitva-

bhimanarahitasya tad eva

kujitfalitvabhimananimittaqi su-

kham bhavati.

sruyate ca—'brahma veda
brahmaiva bhavati' (Mun4U
3.2.9) iti. na ca brahmaijy apa-

hatapapmani tesam avakasah;
tatha—atmanaqi ced vijaniyad

ayam asmiti purusah/kim ic-

chan kasya kamaya sariram

anusaipjvaret// (£(74.4.12)
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tatha 'atari ruin vava santaip

na priyapriyc spfsatah*

<C6/ 8.12.1) iti

mithyabhimananimittah suri-

rasaniband hah

tasmiu yathatathyadarsanan

nivfttc 'sariratvam

;

tatra priyiipriyayor asaipban-

dha akhyayate.

tasman navagatabrahmatma-

bhavah prag iva saipsarika-

dharmabhak; yas tu tatha,

nasav avagatabrahmatma-

bhava iti.

A-12

tad uktam s>utya- 'asarirani

vava santaip na priyapriye

spr&itah*

(CU 8. 12.1) iti

kirirc patitc \sariratvarp syat na
jivata iti ccn; na

sakiriratvasya mithyajfianani-

mittatvat

na hy atmanah sariratmabhim-

analaksanani mithyajnanani

muktvanyatafo sasariratvam

sakyaip kalpayitum.

(Omission ofBSuB 1 50. 1 1 -1 52.8)

BSuB 152.8-153.1

tasman navagatabrahmatma-

bhavasya yathapurvaip saipsa-

ritvam. yas tu samsaritvani

nasav avagatabrahmatmabhava

ity anavadyam.

Although Samkara in the passage just quoted talks of

sarpsaritva rather than samsdrika or mithydjnananimitta dharmas

(BS 34.24, 16), compare BSuB 113.7: srutabrahmano "pi sukha-

duhtkhddisanisdridharmadarsQndU In addition, MundU 3.2.9,

brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati, which Mandana's Purvapaksin

(BS 34.16-17) quotes in support of his position that no activity,

nothing but knowledge gained from the scriptures, is necessary

for liberation, though it is not used in the passage of Sanikara

just quoted, is used by him to prove the same point at BSuB
121.6-1 1, in his commentary on the same sutray 1.1.4.

A-13

In the passage BS 19.22-20.21 Mandana attempts to avoid

the opposite dangers of, on the one hand, attributing diversity,

and with it the fault of the phenomenal world, to Brahman, and,

on the other, of making Brahman nothing but the absence of

phenomenal diversity, and thus a mere void. In the crucial
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sentence of the passage (20.11-12), he accomplishes this by saying

that the relation ofBrahman to the universe is a non-reciprocal

one: "Brahman does not have everything for its self, but every-

thing has Brahman for its self ; it has positive existence through

the positive existence of Brahman." This is a doctrine found in

all but identical words at several places in &unkara's works, as.

the following quotes will show:

Texts from the BS

A. BS 20.11-12: brahmano na sarvdtmata; sarvam tu brahmdu

makam; brahmarupena rupavat.

B. BS 20.7': tasmdn na prapancatmakam brahma, avidydvikri-

ditam eva prapanca iti sdntpratam.

Textsfrom Samkara

1. BSuB 2. 1.9 (446.20-22) : ananyatve
9

pi kdryakdranayoh kdr-

yasya kdrandtmatvam na tu kdranasya kdrydtmatvam 'dram-

bhanasabdddibhyah
9

(BSu 2.1.14) iti vaksydmati. 2*

2. BSuB 3.2.21 (712.19): brahmasvabhdvo hi prapanco na

prapancasvabhdvani brahma.27

3. BSuB 4.1.3 (938.15-16): na hisvarasya saijisdrydtmatvam

pratipddyata ity abhyupagacchdmaft. kirn tarhil sanisdrinaft

samsdritvdpohenesvardtmatvanj pratipipddayisitam iti.

4. TUB 2.6 (74.15-16): ato ndmarupe sarvdvasthe brahmanaiva

dtmavati, na brahma taddtmakam.

A-14

Texts 1 and 3 provide particularly close parallels to the BS9

because they are employed to resolve similar difficulties. Sarjikara

uses Text 1, alongside examples drawn from ordinary life, to
show that Brahman is not touched by the qualities ofthe universe
when it dissolves back into it. Text 3 forms part of the reply to
the objection that if the Lord is the Self or the transmigrant soul,
He will participate in His qualities and cease to be Lord.

A-15

The similarity is somewhat less clear in Text 4, and the
second part of the sentence-^ brahma taddtmakam—could be
taken as an obiter dictum. However, Sarnkara does say, imme-
diately before this text: "The differentiation of name and form is
Brahman s becoming many. Otherwise there is no coming to be
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many or limitation of Brahman, it being without parts, as the
limitation and manifoldness of the ether is caused only by other

things (i.e. upadhis)." 2* Therefore it seems that it is again for

the sake of protecting Brahman from the world's imperfections

that Sarnkara denies that Brahman has the world as its self.

A-16

Text 2 demands special discussion, and therefore it has

been kept till last. Unfortunately, it somewhat weakens the

strength of the four texts as evidence that Mandana Misra was
aware of Samkara. The words are put into the mouth of a

purvapaksin, to be precise, a Prapancavilaya-vddin, one who
taught that the Vedas contain injunctions to dissolve, i.e. to see

as unreal, the prapanca, and thereby to come to know the

Atman. 29 Now it seems that the adherents of this doctrine

adhered to the doctrine that the universe is a figment of avidyd

or mdya,30 as did Sanikara and Mandana. Therefore, it may be

that statements of the kind we have quoted were standard with

all illusionistic Vedantins. The purvapaksin obviously expects

that Sarnkara will agree that Brahman does not have for its self

the world, since he concludes his argument by stating that fact,

without giving any argument for it, and says that therefore one

must, to know Brahman, dissolve the world of names and forms.

But this does not allow us to see whether the doctrine we are

discussing was common to them both, or peculiar to Sanikara,

and quoted by the purvapaksin for the sake of the argument.

Failing further evidence, we cannot be certain whether the

doctrine is Sarrikaran or pre-Sarnkaran, and so we cannot claim

it as decisive evidence of Mandana's knowledge of Sarnkara.

However, it is not mentioned by any of the other authors whom
Hiriyanna names as sources for our information on Prapanca-

vilaya-vdda, 31

A-17

As Kuppuswami Sastri notes,32 Sankhapani (264.13-14)

tells us that Mandana's position at BS 132.21-133.3 is directed

against Sarrikara's at BSuB 4.1.19. Sankhapani says: ato bhogena^

tesamksayapratikseti suktam 'bhogena tv itarc ksapayitva (BSu

4.1.19) hi bhagavatpddfyamatam upanyasyati—ye tv iti. Although

Sankhapani seems to have lived after Vacaspati Misra, 33 and
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therefore is too far removed from Mariana to be taken as a

strong authority on his chronological relationship with Samkara,

he may well be right. Mariana's opponent says that it is im-

possible to stop works whose fruits have already begun, just as

it is impossible to stop an arrow or a potter's wheel whose

motion has already begun, (pravrttabhoganam karmanam pra-

xtftdvegasyesor iva cakrasyvva va na Sakyah pratibandhalu oto

bhogena kfayapratlkscti, BS 132.20-21). The two examples given

by the opponent are exactly those used by Samkara, although

under different sutras from that mentioned by Sankhapafli. In

commenting on BSu 313.32 (818.8-10), Samkara says: pravtfta-

phakisya tu karmdsaycsya muktcsor iva vcgaksayan nivrttib

%tas\* rdvad cu* dram* (CU 6. 14.2) iti sarlrapatavadhiksepa-

kara^at. On BSu 4.1.15 (958.10-12): na tavad anairityarabdha-

karyam karmasayam inanotpattir upapadyatc. a&rite ca ta&min

kvlafocakravat pra\jttavegasyantarale pratibandhasambhavdd

vrgakfayapraripalananu The similarity is striking. The order in

which the examples occur in the BS is the same as that in which

they occur in the Bhasya. as if Mariana were leafing through

his copy of the latter while composing this passage. Like

Samkara, Mariana uses pravrtta- in the beginnings of com-
pounds to mean -begun*, in place of arabdha- used by BSu
4wl.l5. Bhaskara, in commenting on BSu 3.3.32, 4.1.15 and
4.1.18, follows the surra in using arabdha-, which lessens the

possibility that the coincidence of Mariana and Samkara in

vocabulary might come from both working from an older com-
mentary on the BSu, the Vrttikara's*1 Mariana replies, quite

reasonably, that it is possible to stop or destroy a flying arrow,
and that therefore his position must be accepted, that all works,
those whose fruition has not yet begun and those whose fruition

has, are destroyed by knowledge, and that after knowledge only
a samskara of works remains (133. 1-3).

A-18

I have been able to find no other places where Maridana
gives an equally distinct impression of being aware of Samkara.
Although Kuppuswami Sastri gives a long list of divergences
between Mandana and Samkara,*5 in his treatment of none of
these does Mandana seem clearly to reflect Sainkara's views or
wording, and not just what might have been part of the Vedanta
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tradition available to both of them. But I think that the paralle-
lism of the passages given in A-13 is by itself sufficient for us
to conclude that Saipkara's work was available to Mandana.

A-19

I do not wish here to reopen the debate on Mandana's
identity with Suresvara, which I consider to have been settled

once for all against their identity by Kuppuswami Sastri in his

introduction to the BS.™ Any further comments on the problem
can be relegated to the notes,37 and their difference taken for

granted in our discussion,

A-20

There is much evidence that Suresvara knew Mandanas
work, In BS% pp. x-xiii, a list is given of places in the Sambandha-

xarttika where Suresvara reproduces material from Mariana
with only slight rewording, including one verse found in identical

form in both (BS III. 81 SV 737). 38 The similarity is so clear

that it is not necessary to discuss the passages or give examples

here. They include no doctrines peculiar to Mandana which

Suresvara or any other Advaita Vedantin could not have accep-

ted;30 they deny the existence of difference and of an injunction

of knowledge of Brahman. A supplementary list is given by

Anantakrishna Sastri, Two Commentaries on Brahma-siddhu

pp. 541-60. Of these latter I consider the examples numbered 1

through 4(1) thoroughly convincing by the similarity ofwording

and sequence of ideas, 4(2-5) slightly less so, and 5 through 8

dubious. The borrowing could not have been the other way, by

Mandana from Suresvara, since as we shall see, Suresvara

attacks Maridana on several occasions, and sometimes seems to

presuppose extension or criticisms of his arguments.

A-21

The SV develops further Majjdana's arguments against

Prabhakara, and it has been suggested that what is new in

Suresvara in this context is directed against Salikanatha's

criticisms of Mandana. 40 If this is so, and Salikanatha intervenes

between Mandana and Suresvara, the interval between them

would have to be slightly larger than if no development of the

debate was noticeable between them. But there is some doubt
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about Salikanatha's date; some would place him later, around

the time of Vacaspati Misra,41 in which case it would be im-

possible for Suresvara to be responding to his attacks. Even if

he does come just after Mandana, we are not required to add an

extra generation between Mandana and Suresvara, to which we

would assign Salikanatha, because his writings come between

theirs, and also Samkara's, because, being Suresvara's teacher,

he precedes him, and thus to make Mandana come not one

generation before Suresvara, but two, thereby making him not

Samkara's approximate contemporary, but his predecessor.

There is no justification for the tendency sometimes visible in

discussing dates in Indian philosophy automatically to put a full

generation of twenty or thirty years between two writers when
one of them quotes the other. Especially when they were active

in the same region, knowledge of one philosopher's works could

spread and reach another philosopher quite rapidly. For instance,

it appears from a fragment of Kumarila Bhatta's lost Brhattikd,

that Kumarila may have modified his theory of logical con-

nection, after waiting the Sloka-varttika, in response to Dharma-
kirti's new theory- 42 Thus Mandana, Salikanatha, and Suresvara

could have been more or less contemporaries, yet this would not
have prevented Suresvara from knowing and criticizing Sali-

kanatha's attacks on Mandana.

A-22

In the Naiskarmya-siddhi Suresvara reproduces as a purva-
paksa Mandana's position on the need of repetition in medi-
tation of the verbal knowledge gained from the Upanisads. He
does not foliow Mandana's words as closely as in the SV

t but
the similarity of ideas is close. He speaks as if there were two
groups of opponents, but it is clear that that is merely a literary
device, unless he is referring to others who held the same
opinions as Mandana. He merely wishes to sort out two ideas
both of which can be found in Mandana. That they are closely
related in his mind is visible from the fact that they are presented
together in the prose introduction to NS I, V. 67, and answered
together in that one verse. In quoting the prose, I will introduce
the two positions by 'A' and 'B' for convenience:
Ni V;.

67, Int
,

r0d * : eVam uPasarnhrte (A) he cit svasaw
pradayabalavastambhad ahuh; yad etad vedantavakyad aham
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brahmeti vijndnam samutpadyate tan nana svotpattimdtrendjndnam
nirasyati. kirn tarhH ahany ahani drdghiyasd kdlenopdsinasya
sato bhdvanopacaydn niMesam ajndnam apagacchati, <devo bhutvd
devdn apyetV (BU 4. 1.12) iti sruteh. (B) apare tu bruvate: veddn-

tavdkyajanitam aham brahmeti vijnanam samsargdtmakatvdd
dtmavastuydthdtmavagdhy eva na bhavati. kirn tarhil etad cva

gangdsrotovat satatam abhyasyato anyad evdvdkydrthdtmakam
vijndndntaram utpadyate tad evdsesdjndnatimirotsdriti, 'vijndya

prajnam kurvita' (BU 4.4.21) iti sruteh. ity asya paksadvayasycr

nivrttaye idam abhidhiyate...

A-23

The first opinion (A), that nescience does not completely

cease upon the arising of verbal knowledge, is paralleled in these

two passages of the BS :

BS 35.11-16: jdte 'pi tattvadarsane, andhite ca patau samskdre,

dradhiyasi ca mithyddarsanaje samskdre niscayd api mithydrthd

bhava?iti; yathd dihmudhasydnanusanihitdptavacasah, prdg iva

pravrttidarsandt ; tathd pramitarajjubhdvdyd api rajjvdh pramdiid-

nanusandhdne sarpabhrdntyd bhayadarsanam. tasmdj jdte 'pi

pramdrtdt tattvadarsane anddimithyMarsandbhydsaparinispannasya

dradhiyasafi saniskdrasydbhibhavdyoccheddya vd tattvadarsand-

bhydsarri manyate,

BS 134.11-13: sdbdam tu pramdnddhinam ksanikam jndnam,

tatra punar api viparyaydvakdSah; drstam hipramdndnusandhdne

punah sarpabhrdntyd rajjor bhayam. P: athdtrdpi samtatam

jndnam anusamdadhita. S : kim anyad updsanam asmdd
f}

.

The verbal similarity is not close. Suresvara does not use

Mandana's example of the return of fear of a snake even after

one has been told that it is a rope. Neither does he use the word

samskdra, a favourite with Mandana. But the thought is similar

enough to justify Kuppuswami Sastri in giving it as an example

of Suresvara quoting Mandana. 43

A-24

On the second position (B), that verbal knowledge is in-

sufficient for knowing Brahman because it is acquired from

sentences, which are the conjunction (samsarga) of several words,

and therefore involves multiplicity, and has to be supplemented
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by continuous meditation which will result in a direct knowledge

without words or multiplicity. Compare the following :

BS 1 15 16-20: na sabdajndnavisaya dtmatattvam. vakyaiaksam

hi sabdah pramanam. tasya ca visayo ndndpaddrthasawsargatma,

tadanugamcnapratiteh. tajjnanasya ca vividhdrthamdtrasarnbheda-

vabhdsasydtmatattvam nisprapancam dvaitalcsendpy anavamrstatn

katham gocarah syad iti.
?

This is in the siddhanta, but is not rejected in Mandana s

purvapaksa. Cf. also these two passages:

BS 74.10-14: tisrai ca pratipattayo brahmani; prathamd tdvac

chabddt, anya sabddt pratipadya tatsantdnavati dhydnabhdvanopd-

sanddisabdavdcyd, anya tato labdhnispattir vigalitanikhilavikalpd

sdksdtkaranarupd.

BS 154.2-5: atha tu vdkydntardt tattvanisthdd adhigatc tad-

visayapratyayapravdhavidhdnam isyate; bhavatu, na ka§cid dosah;

tathd ca 'vijndya prajndm kurvita
9 (BU 4.4.21) ity dtmatattva-

vijndnasya siddhatdrn darsayati. tad api vd vyartham eva, propt-

erthatvdt: sdksatkaranaphalam hi tatadanucintanam drstdrtham\

na tato 'nyat phalam akdhksate.

Although in the last passage the idea that verbal knowledge

involves multiplicity is lacking, note that it quotes the same

irw/zas (B) (BU 4.4.22). Mandana's tatsantanavati pratipatti,

*an apprehension involving a continuous succession of that (of

verbal knowledge)', and his pratyayapravdha, 'a continuous

flow of cognitions', resemble Suresvara's garigdsrotovat, 'like

the (continuous) flow of the Ganges'. Although it could easily

be a coincidence, and has little value as proof, it is worth ob-
serving that the order in which Suresvara reports the two
positions is the same as that in which they occur in the BS : A
first comes up on p. 35, and B afterwards on p. 74. I think that
the weight of the evidence is that Suresvara's opponent here is

Mandana.44

A-25

Suresvara presents a similar Purvapaksa in the Brhaddran-
yakopanisad-bhdsya-vdrttika 4.3.796-810 (pp. 1852-54). Kuppu-
swami Sastri thinks that it is Mandana whose views are presen-
ted as does Anandagiri in his gloss." Again, as in BS 154.2-5
the sruti BU 4.4.21, vijfidya prajndm kurvita, is discussed, and
the conjunction of word-meanings' (paddrthasamsarga) in-
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volved in knowledge arising from a sentence is mentioned
(passim), as at BS 1 15.16-20. By repetition {abhyasa, a favourite

word of Mandana), one obtains direct vision (saksatdarsana,

V. 809, cf. BS 74.10-14). Suresvara shows much animosity to

his opponent or opponents here, sarcastically calling him or them
'thinking themselves learned' (panditammanydh, V. 796) and
'versed in deep reasonings' (gambhiranydyavedinah, V. 810).

(We cannot tell from the plural whether he is referring to one

opponent or many. It could be a sarcastic plural of honor).

This violence of feeling could be attributed to Mandana's refusal

to follow Sarnkara all the way. This gains some confirmation

from what was said in the passage quoted above from the NS9

where Suresvara attributed the opponents' doctrines to 'pride

in the strength of their own tradition', (svasampradayabala-

vastambhat) as here he says the opponents explain BU 4.4.22 'in

accordance with a tradition' (sampraddydnusdratah). It would

appear that Mandana, in his ideas on the interpretation of that

scriptural sentence, and his doctrine that verbal knowledge must

be repeated, belonged to a separate established tradition, that

he was not the first to propound them. This is hardly surprising,

since it would be natural for debate to arise early on this point.

I do not, however, think it likely that Mandana's system goes

back before him. It is composed of ideas from too many dis-

parate sources for that to be possible.

A-26

In BUBV 4.4.876-891, Suresvara presents another opinion

that somewhat resembles Mandana's. Again the topic is BU
4.4.12: vijnaya prajnam kurvita. The opponent says that the

knowledge produced from the sentences of the Upanisads des-

troys all ignorance, but that since ignorance has been in existence

since beginningless time, it may return. We observe that desire

and the like persist even after right knowledge. Therefore, one

must repeat knowledge until all ignorance is destroyed. This is

much the same as what Mandana says in BS 35.11-16 and

134.11-13, already quoted (A-23). As in the passage of the NS
;

Suresvara does not mention Mandana's example of the conti-

nuing fear of a snake after one has ascertained it is a rope, nor

the word sumskara. He does mention abhyasa (V. 885), another

favourite word of Mandana. Mandana neither in the two
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passages mentioned here nor elsewhere says explicitly that

desire (raga) persists in one who has had right knowledge. This

might, however, be implied by his rejection in BS 35.1-36.3 of

Samkara's extreme position, quoted above (A. 11), that "the

qualities of a transmigrant' (samsarikadharmah), which could

easily include raga, cease in one who has realized his identity

with Brahman. However, Suresvara's opponent has a doctrine

not found in Mandana. He divides ajnana or avidyd into two

sorts, innate (naisargika) and accidental (agantuka), and says

that the accidental is destroyed at once by knowledge, but the

innate can be destroyed only by knowledge repeated energetically

(Vs. 881-85). He then goes on to quote two slokas from

Gaudapada and two attributed byAnandagiri to the Mahabharata

which are nowhere quoted by Mandana.47 This might be the

reason to doubt that he was referring to Mandana, were it not

that he refers to his opponents as 'great and wise Mimanasakas',

{mahdmimamsaka dhirah, V. 891), which fits Mandana very

well.48 This, combined with the other similarities, leads me to

suspect that Mandana is here the opponent, or one of the

opponents, and that what is additional to his doctrine is from

followers of his.
49 This again does not make it necessary to push

Mandana back before Samkara. If Mandana were a contempo-

rary or an older contemporary of SamJcara and Suresvara had
an ordinarily long life, there would have been plenty of time for

Mandana's students or others to develop Mandana's ideas

before Suresvara reported them. When introducing this purva-
paksa, Suresvara says: "Others, fault-finding and set in their

own notion of the meaning of the Veda, have explained this

(sruti, BU 4.4.22: vijnaya prajnani kurvita) in a different way
than this explanation, out of malcontent". 50 This leads me to
think that Mandana taught his interpretation of the text even
though he knew about Samkara's, thus contributing to Sures-
vara's indignation at him. I have not been able to find any
additional passages where Suresvara seems to display an aware-
ness of Mandana's writings. 51

A-27

We are now in a position to come to some conclusion on
Mandana's dates. We know that Mandana comes after both
Dharmakirti and Kumarila. Now, Kumarila seems to have
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written the Brhattikd between a.d. 630 and 640, after having read

the Hetuprakarana of the Pramdnavdrttika of Dharmakirti; it

seems to have been written after the Sloka-vdrttika and to have

been a work of his old age. 52 Dharmakirti rose to fame between

the visits to India of Hsiian Tsang and I Tsing, but he complains

that for many years he failed to achieve recognition. Hsiian

Tsang left India in 644, and I Tsing's stay at Nalanda was from

675 to 685. Dharmakirti died, it would seem, before I Tsing's

arrival, for I Tsing does not refer to him as a contemporary.

Taking all this into account, we can, with Frauwallner, assign

him the approximate dates of 600-60. 53 Kumarila was presum-

ably somewhat older. Prabhakara must have been contemporary

to Kumarila, for the two of them seem unaware of each other's

theories, and if they were much separated in time, it would be

hard to see how the knowledge of one did not spread to the

other. 54 It should be noticed that also in setting the early limit

for Sarnkara the most important facts are his quotation of

Dharmakirti and his apparent reference to Kumarila. 55 For

fixing Mandana's later date on the calendar, the crucial fact is

that Umbeka comments upon Mandana's Bhdvand-viveka and

must come some time after him, because he gives variant readings

of the text. 56 Umbeka's date can be fixed fairly precisely. He is

not mentioned in Santaraksita's Tattvasarngraha, but is men-

tioned by name in Kamalasila's Panjikd on it.
57 Now according

to Paul Demieville's studies of the Council of Lhasa, in which

Kamalasila took the leading role, Kamalasila arrived in Tibet in

792 58 jsp must have been written before his leaving India.

Likewise, Santaraksita must have written the TS before he left

for Tibet around 763. 59 Therefore, it is probable that Umbeka's

activity, or at least the publication of the Sloka-vdrttika-vydkhyd,

the work of his which Kamalasila quotes, lies between 760 and

790. Although the argument from Santaraksita's silence may
not be a strong one for his early limit, the later limit is firm. If

we give as an early limit for Mandana's literary activity about

660, we will have left plenty of time for the fact that the theories

of the Bhatta and Prabhakara schools, as they appear in

Mandana, seem to have undergone some development after

Kumarila and Prabhakara. If we give as a later limit 720 or

thereabouts, sufficient time will be left for variant readings to
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have crept into Umbeka's text of the Bhavana-vivcka, especially

in view of the fact that it appears that it was an early work,

written before both the Vidhi-viveka and the Brahmasiddhi, as

said in Appendix B-2 and B-3.



APPENDIX B

THE ORDER OF MANDANA S WORKS

B-l

The fact that an author writing in Sanskrit cites another of

his own books is not an infallible indication that the book

mentioned is earlier than the book in which it is mentioned; for

such a reference could be inserted in a book long after its original

composition. This is demonstrated by the fact that two of

Abhinavagupta's works, the Isvarapratyabhijndvivrtivimarsini

and the Abhinavabhdrati, quote each other. 1 Cross-quoting was

all the easier because Indian books were neither printed nor

bound; to make an insertion all that would be necessary would

be to untie the manuscript, remove one leaf, and rewrite it.

Therefore speculations on the order of a writer's works solely on

the basis of which mention which are inconclusive. In the

following discussion we will therefore try to supplement the

evidence of the citations with other evidence, when possible.

B-2

On the basis of explicit citations we can say that the

Bhdvand-viveka precedes the Vidhi-viveka, which in turn precedes

the Brahma-siddhi. The ViV refers to the BV in two places:

ViV 102.1-103.2 and 368.1-3. The first is worth reproducing

here: (P) nanv istasiddhyupddhau bhdvdrthe niyogdt phalasiddhih

sydtl (S) sydd yadidrso bhdvdrthah. na tv ayam evety uktam

bhdvandviveke. naimittike ca phalaprasangah. yathd cdsmin

darSane na karmaphalasambandhas tathoktam bhdvandviveke.

This is more than a sort of footnote, an incidental reference in

the middle of a long argument referring to a similar argument

elsewhere; instead it dismisses with the need for argument in

the ViV on the point in question by referring to the prolonged

argument in the BV. Therefore, the reference is not a later

insertion, but an integral part of the original version of the ViV-

which must therefore follow the BV.
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B-3

The BS cites the ViV in three places (11.19-20, 117.7-9,

118.13-14), quotes it directly without naming it in one place

(116.9-10, cf. ViV 460.1), and refers to the BV in one place

(111.19-20 again). Of these all but the reference to the ViV at

117.7-9 could be insertions. That passage, however, seems to be

tightly tied into the rest of the BS text. In BS 1 17.3-20 Mandana

gives three alternative explanations of Vs. III. 105ab. In two out of

the three the purvapaksa is refuted with a few words and a refer-

ence to the proof of Mandana's point in the ViV. Therefore it

seems reasonably certain that the BS follows the ViV, as the

latter follows the BV.

B-4

As already mentioned in paragraphs 1.71, 1.72, 1.73 and

1.75 the failure of the Vibhrama-viveka to mention the form of

the anirvacaniya-khydti-vada that the BS defends, in which it is

combined with the anyatha-khydti-vdda, indicates that the BS is

later than the VV. There is additional evidence for this same

conclusion. It appears that the BS refers to a lost prose com-

mentary to the VV. At BS 139.21-23, Mandana says: darhtam
cedam—sdmanyadarsane 'pi kaddcid ekdm kotitri smarato na

sawsayo na viparyayah, dosdndm apusteht. Commenting on this,

Sankhapani says (273.27-274.1):

...yato darsitam idam vibhramaviveke—"yad urdhvatddisdmd-

nyadarsane 'pi sthdnum va purmam va ekdm kotim smaratah
ubhayakotismarandbhdvdt na sam&ayah, dosdndm adrstatvdc ca na
viparyaya" iti.

The words in SP within quotation marks are in prose, and the
point made by them and by Mandana is not found in the
kdrikds of the K^aswe have them, nor elsewhere in the BS.
Therefore, as L. Schmithausen observes, 2 there must originally
have been an autocommentary in prose to the VV which is now
lost. This would hardly be surprising, since all the rest of
Mandana's works are mixed prose and verse (niifraka), except
for the Mimdmsanukramanikd, which would not need a com-
mentary, being a verse summary for mnemonic purposes of the
Sabara-bhasya. The fact that Mandana does not mention theVV by name does not prove that he is not quoting from it be-
cause at BS 1 16.9-10, he concludes a direct quote from the \iV
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with the words ity uktam and no mention of the book he is

quoting.

*B-5

Schmithausen3 argues convincingly that the fact that

Mandana's argumentation is tighter in the section on error in

the BS than in the VV, and that the BS gives a number of new
arguments not in the VV, shows that the BS is later. He gives a

persuasive analysis of two passages from the BS where the order

of the argument can best be explained by saying that the argu-

ment of the VV has been reworked leaving traces of itself in the

BS. The weight of the evidence is sufficient to show that the BS
comes after the VV. A

B-6

Although none of Mandana's other works quote the VV, I

am inclined to regard it as his first book. It is the only one whose

doctrine is clearly radically modified in his other works. It

confines itself to one topic and to defending Kumarila's ideas on

that topic, adding to it certain innovative features, but not

modifying what Kumarila had said. This might indicate that it

was the exploratory first attempt at writing by someone just out

of studentship. However, it is also true that if the book included

a prose commentary, and the ratio of prose to verse was similar

to that in his other works (which seems likely if one considers

that our one citation from it brings up an interesting point

mentioned nowhere in the karikas), it was a fairly sizeable book.

Therefore it cannot be said with confidence that it was his first

book.

B-7

The Sphota-siddhi stands apart from the rest of Mandana's

works, neither mentioning them nor being mentioned by them.

However, the penultimate verse (36) may refer to the BS. Let us

first give the verse and a translation:

nirastabhedam padatattvam etad vyadarsi yuktyagamasam§ra-

yena
/

vidhutabhedagraham etayaiva disaparam sampratiyanty

abhedam //
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"The essence of the word, from which difference is removed,

has been shown on the basis of reason and tradition. Let them

also understand the other non-difference, from which the

apprehension of difference has been removed, in the same

manner".

As M. Biardeau5 remarks, the Gopalika on this verse suggests

that the aparam abhedam may refer to the passage on aksara in

the BS, that is, to §abdadvaita, although it also suggests that it

refers to the vakya-sphota* Mandana's previous arguments

having dealt mainly with the pada-sphota. This verse is not

absolutely necessary to point out that Mandana's arguments

apply equally well to the vakya-sphota, since the vdkyasphota

has already been mentioned several times.6 The use of Advaita

terminology (nirastabheda, vidhutabhedagraham) would be point-

less if Mandana's intent had been merely to say that the argu-

ments should be applied to the sphoia of the sentence. If that

had been his intent, he would have said so clearly, or at least

added a commentary to the verse and explained it there. Also,

putting this verse into a different metre than all the preceding

verses takes it out of the argumentative part of the work and

associates it with the last verse in stating the wider context and

aim of the book. Finally, the first verse of the SS invokes the

Atman. All these considerations point to the conclusion that

the abheda of V. 36 is that of Brahman, and that Mandana
accepted a form of Advaita when he wrote the SS. However,

this does not justify us in taking the verse as a reference to a
particular book, to the BS, and drawing any conclusions about
the chronological relation of the two books. 7 No book is

mentioned, and even if one thinks that the BS is hinted at, the

verse fits loosely into the other verses, and could easily be an
insertion.

B-S

It is interesting that the SS and the BS are the only two of
Mandana's books to have invocations. This fact might lead us to
wonder if when he wrote his other works, which are all on
Purva-mfmarnsa, he were an atheistic Mimarnsaka, though the
Vi

V

t which has no invocation, contains a long defense of the
meaningfulness of the statements of the Upani§ads which differ*
not at all from the doctrine of the BS on the point. 8 So we
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cannot deduce anything from the presence or absence of invo-

cations in his various works.

B-9

The Mimdryisdnukramanika neither mentions any of

Mandana's other works nor is mentioned by them, and we can

say nothing on its place in the order of his works.

B-10

The conclusions we have arrived at, then, are these : The

BV, ViV and BS were written in that order. The VV was written

before the BS, and is possibly Mandana's first book. We do not

know when the SS was written in relation to the BS or the other

books, nor do we know anything about the place of the

Mimamsamikramanikd.
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CHAPTER I

1. See Hacker, "EigentumlichkeiterT, pp. 261-64.

2. navidya brahmanah svabhavah, narthantaram, natyantam asati, napi

sati; evam eveyam avidya maya mithyavabhasa ity ucyate. svabhavas cet

kasyacit, anyo 'nanyo va paramartha eveti navidya; atyantasattve khapuspa-

sadrsi na vyavaharaiigam ; tasmad anirvacaniya. sarvapravadibhis cettham

iyam astheya. tatha hi—sunyavadinam sattve yathadarsanam, navidya; khapu-

spatulyatve na vyavahararigam. vijnanamatravadino 'pi yathivabhasarri

jnanasadbhave narthapahnavah, nilapitader j fieyakarasya bahiravabhasana-

pahnavat, atyantasattve bahiravabhasayogah (With TV, MBS, p. 61, n. 74,

I read -yogah in place of KS's -yogat.), khapuspavat. Bahyarthavadinam api

anityadisu nityadikhyatayo rajatadivibhrantayas cavabhasamanarupasadbha-

ve navidyatvam asnuviran; natyantasattve tannibandhanah kascana vyava-

harah syat. P: syadetat—avabhasamanam rupam ma bhut, avabhasas tu sann

eva, sa cavidyeti giyate. S: naitat saram; avabhasamane *sati tadavabhaso

'pi satyato durnirupah; avabhasamatram tu syat; tadavabhasa ity api bhrantir

eva. tasman navidya satl, napy asati. ata eva casya nivrttir adrdhasvabhavayah,

mayamatratvat; anyatha svabhave (With TV, MBS, p. 62, 1 prefer this reading

to KS's anyathasvabhdve.) drdham vyavasthitayah katham anyathatvam?

svabhavahanat; sunyatve svayam nivtttatvat. evam ca nadvaitahanam, na

nivartaniyasyabhavo va.

3. It is debated whether the Vdkyapadiya-vrtti is by the same writer as the

karikas of the VP. Some MSS attribute it in their colophons to 'Harivrsabha',

which they may or may not intend to be the same man as Bhartrhari. M.

Biardeau, VPBK, pp. 1-20, maintains that the two authors are different.

K. A. S. Iyer, VPBH, Introd., pp. xxvi-xxxvi, and Bhartrhari, pp. 16-36,

decided tentatively that they are the same. A. Aklujkar, "Authorship of the

Vakyapadiya-vrttr, to be published in WZKSO, defends their identity. I do

not wish to enter this involved argument here. However, I do not think that

the two works are by one man. In addition to the apparent differences in

doctrine between the VP and the Vrtti noted by Biardeau, the difference in

style between the VPv and Bhartrhari's Mahabhasyadipika persuades me that

Harivrsabha and Bhartrhari are two men. The style of the Vrtti is obscure

and overloaded, and uses many long compounds (although it does not use

the long compounds ending in abstract suffixes in the instrumental or ablative,

that seem to be a feature that enters philosophical Sanskrit at a later time,

around that of Samkara). The style of the Mahabhasyadipika is limpidly

simple, without long compounds. The similarities between the VPv and the

Mahabhasyadipika noted by Iyer {Bhartrhari, pp. 27-29) can easily be explained

by assuming that the author of the Vrtti knew the Mahabhasyadipika. On the

other hand, it is probable that the Vrtti was written not long after the VP,

for the last two verses of Dignaga's Traikalyapariksd, the rest of which consists

in verses from the Sambandha-samuddesa of the third kanda of the VP, with

a few modifications, are found not in the karikas of the VP, but in the Vrtti
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on VP 1.1 (13.5-14.2). (See Frauwallner, 'Dignaga', pp. 107, 113.) There

is nothing in the Vrtti introducing these verses to indicate that they are

Bhartrhari's; they are introduced by the words tathd hy uktam, whereas in

one place the Vrtti introduces what is apparently a loose quote from the

karikas with evar?i hy aha (see N. 2.8), and the Vrtti on 2.42 introduces a quote,

which may be of Bhartrhari, with the words atas ca tatrabhavan aha (Iyer,

Bhartrhari, pp. 31-32). (However, the Vrtti does at places introduce quotes

for which there is no reason to believe that they are from Bhartrhari, e.g.

on 1.86.) Frauwallner's suggestion that they may be from a lost work of

Bhartrhari, the Sabdadhdtusamiksd ('Dignaga', p. 113, n. 47) is based on the

assumption that the Vrtti is by Bhartrhari himself. There is nothing in M's

use of material from the Vrtti to indicate that he thought that the VPv was by

Bhartrhari. (To the contrary, see Iyer, VPBH, Introd., pp. xix-xx, and Bhar-

trhari, pp. 19-21, and Aklujkar, op. cit.) All his citations prove is that he was

acquainted with the VPv; he nowhere explicitly ascribes quotations from

the Vrtti to Bhartrhari or the VP. On the other hand, there is no evidence

that he thought the VP and the VPv to be by different hands. In any case, if the

VPv was written before Dignaga, there would have been sufficient time between

it and M for its real authorship to have been forgotten, and so whether or

not M thought it was by Bhartrhari has little importance as evidence. Biardeau,

PMM, p. 26n., raises the possibility that it may be the VPv that follows M,
rather than vice versa. This is unlikely, if the VPv was already known to

Dignaga.

4. Cf. Par. 1.35, 2.5, 3.32, 4.12, 4.19-24, 4.27, 5.9-10.

5. Cf. VPv 1.1 (13.1-2): sdntavidydtmako yo "msalji tad u haitad avidyaydj

tayd grastam ivdjasrarji yd nirvaktuijx na sakyate/j

5a. There is at least one place where Samkara seems to display the two
concepts of existence and identity, though without using the concept of
indescribability. At the beginning of his commentary on BSu 2.1.18 (467.14),
he says; "And that the effect before its production exists and is not different

from its cause follows from reasoning" (yuktes ca prdg utpatteh kdryasya
sattvam ananyatvam ca kdrandd avagamyate). But Samkara says that the
effect as anything over and above its cause does not exist (BSuB 2.1.14, 454. 12

:

brahmavyatirekena kdryajdtasydbhdva iti gamyate), not that it is anirvacaniya.
Still, this shows how logically the two pairs tattvdnyatva and sadasat go
together when Brahman is the only real existent.

5b. With the older eds., e.g., MB, VPBK, p. 30, I read abahistattvah
instead of the bahistattvdh of the crit. ed.

6. Cf. VPv 1.120 (184.1): saktisamuham avidydkdranam.
7. Cf. Par. 3.27-34.

8. M argues against the Vedantic bheddbhedavdda at BS 125.13-18 and
against the bheddbheda of particular and universal held by Kumarila and
the Jains in BS 54.12-14 and 59.20-70.5. This last section is also perhaps
implicitly directed against Vedantic bheddbheda.

9. Hacker, Vivarta, pp. 226, 236.

10. lngalls, "Samkara on the question" p 72
11. Cf. Par. 3.29.

"
'

12. Hacker, 4

Eigenttimlichkeiten\ p. 275.
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13. Hacker, Vivarta, p. 213.

14. TS text, I, 74.

15. TS, trans., pp. 130-31. I have modified it by translating avidyd through-

out by 'Ignorance/ Jha occasionally translates it by "Illusion."

16. na capi bhavatarn tadvyatirekiny avidyasti yadvasat tat tatha prati-

bhasata iti syat— TS 75.23-24.

17. athavidya na brahmanah svabhavah, arthantaram brahmana apadyeta.

18. P: athapi syad avidyavasat khyatity anenavidyatmakatvam eva khya-

pyata iti. S: yady evam sutaram moksabhavaprasanga eva khyapito bhavati.

na hi nityaikarupe brahmany avidyatmake sthite sati tadatmikaya vyapagamah
sambhavati yenavidyavyapagaman muktir bhavati—TS 74.25-27.

19. ...tadarthani sastrani tadarthas ca pravrttayo vyarthah syuh...avidya-

svabhavam cet, tasya nityatve purvasvabhavatyagat svabhavantaranapattes ca.

20. ...brahmanah svabhavas cet sa nityah katham nivartyeta?

21. Tattvanyatvdbhydm. I have corrected Jha's translation, "neither real

nor unreal".

22. atha vyatiriktavidyangikriyate, evam api nityatvad anadheyatisayasya

brahmanah sa na tat kimcit karotiti, na yuktam avidyavasat tatha pratibha-

sanam. tatas cavidyaya saha tasya sambandhabhavat samsarabhavaprasangah.

na capi sa tatvanyatvabhyam [sic] nirvaktum sakyata iti yuktam vaktum,

^vastudharmasya gatyantarabhavat. anyatha vastutvam eva na syat. na cavas-

tuvasat tatha tasya khyatir yuktatiprasangat

—

TS 74.23-75.4.

23. yady evam pragayogitvavasthayam [sic—correct to prag yogitvavas-

thdydrtil] kim tasya rupam iti vacyam. yadi sadaiva jyotirupam tada tarhi na

kadacid ayogitvavasthasti, sadaivatmajyotirupatvad brahmanah. tatas caya-

tnatah sarvesam moksaprasahgali. athapi syad yatha bhavatarn svapnadya-

vasthasu jfianam advayam api vicitrakaraparigrahena pratibhasate tatha

tad advayam apy avidyavasad avisuddhasantatinam tatha prakasata iti. tad

asamyak. na hi tadvyatirekenanye kecid avisuddhasantatayah santi yesam

tat tatha pratibhasate. . .asmakam tu visuddhajnanantarodayan muktir yujyata

eva—TS 74.16-23.

24. anye tu. . . vidhutavisayakaropaplavavisuddhavi-jnanotpadalaksanam

(brahmapraptim ahuh).

25. vidyasvabhavarn cet, na kirpcin nivartyam avaptavyam va syat, avidyaya

abhavad vidyayas ca bhavat...

26. sa ca nitya brahmani na ca brahmano 'nyo 'sti, yasya tattvagrahanam

brahmani prayatnalabhyaya vidyaya nivartyeta.

27. See Appendix A-27.

28. BS 16.23-19.13. Cf. Paragraphs 2.4-9, 3.32.

29. TS
%
V. 151: visuddhajfianasantana yogino 'pi tato na tat/ vidanti

brahmano rupam jnane vyaprtya sangateb// (p. 74, 11. 10-11); TSP thereon:

yadi hi jnane yogaje tasya vyaparah syat tada yoginas tasya rupam pasyantiti

syat (74,12), etc.

30. I am not aware of an occurrence of the word yogin in the VP or VPv.

However, the expression sabdupiirva yoga or variants of it occur in VP 1.20

and VPv 1.26 (72.1), 1.14 (47.6), 1.130 (201.2) and 1.131 (202.1). fcis are

mentioned in I P 1.5 and Vritiy
VP 1.30 and Vrtti and VPv 1.145, and, as

Biardeau says (Theoi ie, p. 309, n. 2) the r$i is conceived here on the model of
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the vogin. Mandana mentions the r?''s in the prose to 55 21 ,
but this is based

in VPv 1.5 and 1.85 (M quotes VP 1.85); the rsis are not important in his own

doctrine.

31. Cf. Paragraph 1.40.

32. Hacker, Vivarta, p. 217, etc.

33. MB, VPBK, pp. 10-11.

34. S: karta bhokta ca samsari; na ca samtatir avastutvat kartri bhoktri

va. katham vasato muktibandhau? P: atha matam—natyantam asati samtatih,

napi sati, kalpanaya tu sati, tadvimoksaya sastrani pravrttayas ceti ;
S

:
kalpitas

tarhi samsarati vimucyate ca; kalpitavisayau ca samsaravimoksav api kalpitav

eva; tad etad asmabhir ucyamanam kim na bhavato 'bhimatam? uktam etat

—

kalpitavisayav eva sarnsaramoksau, na parasmin paramarthe.

35. tasmad avidyaya jivah sarpsarinah, vidyaya mucyante.

36. anya vyakhya dvitiyardhasya—P: vyatirekavyatirekavikalpe pratya-

vatisthate; vastugata esa vibhagah—tatsvabhavatvam anyatvam ceti, navas-

tuni vikalparacitasarire bhede Vataram arhati. tatha hi—tattvanyatvabhyam
anirvacaniyo 'nadivikalpavasanopadanavikalpaparidarsitasariah "ayam

asmad bhinnah, ayam anayor bhedah" iti vyavaharam pravartayati; na bhedo

nama kirncid vastu, yasya tattvam anyatvam va kimcid vicaryeta. S: tatredarp

punar upatisthate—arupena ca bhinnatvam vastuno navakalpate. yadi tarhy

arupo nihsvabhavo bhedah—na hi vastusthityasti, vikalpair eva kevalam

upadarsyate—na tarhi vastuno bhinnatvam, paramarthato bhedabhavat; na

hi kalpitena svabhavena paramarthiki tadvatta yujyate; kalpitaiva syat. tad

etad asmabhir ucyamanam kim iti bhavan nanumanyate? vayam apy etad eva.

brumah—na bhedo bhavato 'sti, anadyavidyavilasitam etad iti.

37. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, II, 261, n. 8; 270; 293, n. 2; 367, n. 3.

38. See N. 4.11.

39. ...bhedadarsanena brahmaiva samsarati, abhedadarsanena ca mucyate
...tasmad avidyaya jivah sarpsarinah, vidyaya mucyante.

40. Stcherbatsky, op. cit., I, 45.

41
.
The lines of the TSP that immediately follow what we have just quoted

might, however, be interpreted to be a provisional acceptance of inexpressi-
bility: "If, even in that state, it is called a 'State' or 'Condition', in the sense
that its nature is capable of fruitful action—we have nothing to say against that.
As for us (Buddhists), Ignorance [avidyd].. .is only the disposition of wrongful
attachment...and this disposition is called a 'Faculty'..." (Jha's trans., p. 130)
Uathabhutasya cdrthakriydkdrinah svabhdvasyavasthitinamakaranena no "sti

[I prefer this to ndsti, given as an alternative] vivadah. asmakaw tu vitathd-
bhinivesavdsanaivdvidyd sd ca vdsand saktir ucyate.—TS 75.4-6). I am not,
however, certain that tathdbhuta svabhdva means anirvacaniya avidyd, rather
than merely avidyd. In any case, the Buddhist manifestly does not fully embrace
the inexpressibility theory as his own.

42. P: atha matam-adrstasya darsanad iti. S: tad asat, ekasmad api
kramavatam karyanam darsanat. P: syad etat-ekantato 'bhede karyadar-
sanadarsane na yukte, visesabhavat. S: na tarhi karyabhedo 'bhedam apaba-
dhate; tadanupamardena visesamatranumanam syat; tac ca kalpanavisayam
naivavajanimahe, vastusatas tasyayogat, tattvanyatvayor asambhavat

43. See Sahkhapani, 147.17-20.
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44. sa cayam virodhidharmayogo bhedahetur anantaram eva nirasi; yatlia

khalu dirghakalah padartha mitakalair dharmaih sambadhyamanas taddhar-

mano 'taddharmanas ca na virodhapadabhajah, tatha parimitadesair vipula-

desa anantas ca. P: katham anantasyantavan dharma iti cet. S: vyatireke

'nirvacaniyatve va nasty asambhavanavakasah
; avyatireke 'pi dirghakalasyeva

mitakalah.

45. ...visesamatrahetutvat tasya ca tattvanyatvabhyam anirvacyasya kalpa-

navisayatvat....

46. P: nanuktena prakarena pramanad anyato 'pi bhedajnanasyodayo na

sambhavati. S: ko vanyathaha? na hi paramarthato bhedavagamo 'sti; yadi

syat, katham bhedo 'pahnuyeta? apahnave va katham tadavagah? navagamyam
asti, avagamyate ceti durghatam. P: kim tarhidam? S: avidya vibhramah,

yathavabhasam ca vedyasadbhave na vibhramah, kim tu samyagjnanam;

asati cavagamo 'nupapannah. tasman na paramarthatah sattvena nirucyate^

napy asattvena, loke siddhatvat sarvapravadesv ity uktam.

47. Hacker, Vivarta, p. 213.

48. See LS, VV, pp. 149-50, 237-39.

49. Cf. Paragraph 3.18.

50. Cf. Paragraph 1.2, and LS, VV, p. 101, "die bestimmte Erkenntnis und

ihre Bestimmtheit hinsichtlich ihrer Wirklichkeit immer gleich sind."

51. yasyaikam ubhayatmakam vastu, na tasya samanyamatram vastuna

atma, na visesamatram ; tanmatratve vastubhedaprasangat. tasmat sambhin-

nobhayarupah sabalo vastvatma; na ca sabalasyanyatranugamah
; yasya

tv anugamah, sa vasturupo na bhavati. tatha ca sabdantaram avalambya

bheda eva satya ity etat pratipadyate, sabdantarena va hetuna dvyatmakam
ekam iti; anugantur avastusvabhavatve kalpanavisayatvat. P: syad etat—ma
bhut vastu, tadamsatvam tu na varyate; anyatha nirbija kalpanapi na bhavet.

S: kah punar ayam amso nama? na tavad vastv eva; tanmatrarupatve vastuna

bhedaprasariga ity uktam; napi vastuno 'nyat svayam vastu, samanyavisesa-

tadvatam trayanam vastunam prasahgat. atha na vastv eva, nanyat svayani

vastu; parisesat kalpanavi?ayas tattvanyatvabhyam anirvacaniyah.

52. prayatnabhedato bhinna dhvanayo 'sya prakasakah/ pratyekam anu-

pakhyeyajfianatadTbhavanakramat//.

53. SS 89.1-14: tatha hi—purve dhvanayo 'nupajatabhavanavisesamanasah

pratipattur avyaktarupopagrahinir uttaravyaktaparicchedotpadanugunabha-

vanabijavapinih prakhyah pradurbhavayanti ; pascimas tu purastanadhvan-

inibandhanavyaktaparicchedaprabhavitasakalabhavanabijasahakarisphutatar-

avinivistasphotabimbam iva pratyayam ativyaktataram udbhavayati ; yatha

ratnapariksinah pariksamanasya prathamam asamadhigamanupakhyatam

anupakhyeyarupapratyayopahitasamskararupahitavisesayam buddhau kra-

mena carame cetasi cakasti ratnatattvam; na hy anyatha sphutaprakasa-

upapadyate pura iva pascad api, visesabhavat. tad idam uktam—"yathanu-

vakah sloko va sodhatvam upagacchati/ avrttya na tu sa granthah pratyavrtti

nirupyate// pratyayairanupakhycyair grahananugunais tatha/ dhvaniprakasite

sabde svarupam avadharyate// nadair ahitabijayam antyena dhvanina saha/

avrttaparipakayam buddhau sabdo 'vadharyate//" anupakhyeyakarasphoto-

palabdhijanmanas ca tatraiva sphutataraparicchedam dhiyam utpadayantiti

na varnavadina ivarthavisaye nanatvadosal}.
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54. VPv 1.82 (149.2-3): krtsnam api sabdarupam prakasikrtam yavad

asvikrtakaram anupagrhitavisesam buddhav asamnivistam tavad anupalab-

dhenaiva tena vyavaharo nakascid api prakalpate. VPv 1.83 (149.6-7): vyakta-

rupagrahananuguna anupakhyeyakara bahavah upayabhutab pratyaya

dhvanibhih prakasyamane sabde samutpadyamanah sabdasvarOpavagrahahe-

tavo bhavanti. VPV 1.84 (150.4-5): nadaih sabdatmanam avadyotayadbhir

yathottarotkarsenadhiyante vyaktaparicchedanugunasaipkarabhavanabijani.

55. asatas cantarale yan cchabdan astiti manyate/ pratipattur asaktih sa,

grahanopaya eva sab// Cf. MB, Theorie, p. 377.

56. However, as MB, 55, p. 43, notes, the Gopdlika glosses asatah by

paramdrthato 'satah.

57. See Note 1.54.

58. MB, 55, p. 43. Compare 55 91.16 and 92.6-7 and VPv 152.1.

59. 55 21 (92.17): jnanasyasadgrahyakaranukaraviparyasopaplavo niyatah.

60. MB, 55, p. 40.

61. Ibid.

62. As Biardeau herself notes (Theorie, pp. 275, 281, 310), BH does not

teach metaphysical ignorance or say that the world is an illusion.

63. MB, 55, loc. cit.

64. Iyer, Bhartrhari, p. 162.

65. MB, loc. cit. Note that here she says that M says that in false perception

there is a real contact of the sight with the serpent. She corrects this statement

in PMM, p. 44 and n.

66. 55 19 (90.14):...bahutaralokac ca desan mandataralokagarbhagrhadisu

pravistasya rajjvadisu vyaktam aprakasamanesu sarpadyakaraprakasodayab;

<90.19): ...purvadarsanany eva ...vyaktavrksadipratipattinimittam bhavanti.

67. See Chapter 5.

68. BS 41.4-10.

69. See VPv 1.4, quoted above, Par. 1.4.

70. Andkhyeya is also used to describe a subtle form of verbal thought,

which is inexpressible. See Par. 4.20.24.

71. See VPv 1.1. quoted above, Par. 1.5.

72. Thibaut, The Veddnta-Sutras of Badarayaua with the Commentary by
Scmkara, I, 410. translating a use of it by Samkara.

73. yady evam pramanabhavo visaya uktah syat 'nasti' iti dhisabdayoh,
tatra ko 'paradhah syat prameyabhavasya, yena tarn atilarighya pramanabhavo
visaya ucyaie? na hi tayor nirupakhyatve kascid visesah.

74. nirup^hyavailaksanyena satara tuJyarupata prakasate; anyatha
nirupakhyavat santo "py atyantavilaksanah prakaseran.

75. PA/A/, pp. 268, 272.

76. abhavagrahini buddhir bhavantaram upasrita,, 133 /y tadanyasmat
pnhaknena: nirupakhyo na vidyate ato bhavantaram muktva tatrabha-
vanirupanai 134 na buddhya bhavasunyatvam mrsa ceti vipascitah, na
vai sasavisane pi khyatasya nirupakhyata; ., 135 >asasamsargirupam hi
visanaip tatra gamyaie

:
as astu tac ca no, yena khuradhannini viksitam ;„ 1 36

T?. na jneyasunyam \ijnanam, svatmahaniprasahgatah/nimpakhyad
78. BSuB 2.1.18 (469.11-15), 2.2.22 (533.6-8) and 2.2.24 (532.1-2). VM

illuminates the use of the »ord when he glosses BSuB 1.1.1, Introd. (89.1-2):
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silnyam ity apare (atmanam ahuh). VM says, "In the doctrine of Voidness,

how can (the Self) be the reference of the words 'that' and 4

thou\ lacking in

all appellations and therefore not the reference of a word (or: "not an object")?

(siinyapakfe 'pi sarvopakhyarahitam apaddrthah katham tattvamor gocarah—
BSuB 82.12).

79. VPv 1.28 (83.1-2) and 1.37 (95.1) Anupakhya: VPv 1.8 (31.3).

80. Cf. Par. 4.18 and 4.30-36.

81 . api ca santy artha vyavaharikah, yesarn na sabdavivartad anyat tattvam;

tatsamanyad itare 'pi tathavasatavyah ; yatha—"kuryat na kuryat" iti vidhini-

sedhau, vakyarthah, samuhah, asantas calatacakrasasavisanadayah

.

82. As LS, VV, p. 23, n. 14, and p. 25, n. 18, notes, the reading of Vs. 35cd

is suspicious, and the MS puts a danda in the middle of the line before vaisva-

riipyam, which may show that a half-verse has dropped out here. My transla-

tion is based on the possibility that the line as reconstructed by LS is correct.

83. ato 'nirvacaniyatvam varam brahmavido viduh;/ avidyaya avidyatvam

anyatha parihiyate //28// sattve na mithya, sunyatve durnirupam prakasanam;/

sadasadbhyam anirvacyam tarn avidyam pracaksate// 29 // vastuno 'nvesana

tasyarp bahyabhyantaravartinah/ na yujyate, yatra tatra vedyavastuni tatksa-

teh// 30 // namarupaprapanco 'yam avidyaiva ca varnyate./ anyasya tu anyatha

khyatau na prapancavyapahnavah.//31// akhyatau sunyam evasyat, prapaficab

kimnibandhanah?/ aprapancah saprapancarupo bhatiti yujyate//32// asphu-

tagrahane kamam ma bhasi sphutam atmana./ avidyamane tv adhyasye

vaisvarupyam vrthakrtam.//33// citau vicitrakarayam prapaficatmatayaiva

hi/ anirmoksas tatha ca syad athavanityatapatet. //34// anekakaravibhrantau

gandharvanagaradisu/ akara vyaktam ekasya dhiyo 'satyas cakasati //35// na

bhutam cetaso ruparp nadhyaropasphutagrahau;/ vibhramesu vivartatvam ato

brahmavidam matam //36//

84. To the contrary,' see Hacker, "Jayantabhatta und Vacaspatimisra*\

pp. 166-67, who says Vimuktatman was the first Vedantin to use it.

85. Thus LS, VVy p. 237.

86. Ibid., p. 101.

87. On the other hand, avidyd and vibhrama are presented as synonyms at

BS 60.7, quoted Par. 1.28.

88. Cf. Par. 1.29 and LS, VV
y pp. 100-1.

89. Cf. Par. 1.6 and LS, KK, loc. cit., as well as pp. 149-50, 234 and 238.

LS points out that this position is taken by the Madhyamika.

90. Vs. 1 and 164, which list the theories, do not list anirvacaniya-khydti-

vdda separately. V. 37, which begins the reply of the akhydti-vddin (the

Prabhakara), begins asato bhdsandyogdt, clearly including anirvacaniya-khydri-

vdda under asat-khydti-vdda.

91. Cf. Vs. 79-80 and 141.

92. LS, VV, p. 101. Cf. Par. 1.65.

93. LS, VV% p. 56.

94. The MS reads taddhyasye. Ci. N. 1.82.

95. See LS's
4

Analyse,' VV
% pp. 85-86.

96. tasmad vibhrama evayam iti yukto viniscayah; na samvidanusarena

nimittam tasya yujyate . For the translation of sawviddnusdrena, see 25c

and 26a and LS's trans., I I
, p. 55, and commentary on 27, p. 100.
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97. LS. VV, p. 87.

98. Cf. V. 141.

99. 37a: asato bhasanayogat...

100. na kimcid bhdsate ceti viruddham iva driyate j bhdsane rupavattvena

ndsat, samvidvirodhatah For rupa as "positive form", "positive existence",

cf. BS 20.11-12: sarvam tu brahmdtmakam, brahmarupena rupavat, na tu

sunyam eva.

101. Cf. BS 18.24: na cdndlamband jhdnasvabhdvatvdt pratibhd yuktd;

19.2: na jneyasunyam jhdnam.

102. LS. Wy p. 105. The plural (vrddhandm) is honorific.

103. ekdntasattve kd bhramir, asattve kirn prakasatdmj dvaydnugunydd

vrddhandm sammatd khydtir anyathai/

104. abhdvagrdhni buddhir bhdvantaram updiritd.

105. VV 130ab: bhdvantaram abhdvo hi, kaydcit tu vyapeksayd. VV 148ab:

khydti sannihite 'sunyam sad bhdvdntaraghaffitam.

106. LS, W, p. 239 and n. 175.

107. Ibid., pp. 203-5, 226-7. To the verses quoted from the VV, cf. KB,

SV, Nirdlambana, U8cd: bhdvantaram abhdvo 'nyo na kascid anirupandt.

108. See BS 44.1045.7 and 48.4-49.12, and Par. 4.

109. abhdvo bhdvarupena bhdtiti yadi manyatejj anyathd khydtir evestd.

110. sunyam tad api cen matam,

111. runtad, vipratisidhyete iunyatdbhdvarupate.

112. LS, W, p. 102.

113. Ibid., loc. cat.

114. Ibid., p. 106 and n. 15.

115. MS (LS, W, p. 40): evam nirvacaniya ca na vidya paribhasyati/ avi-

dyatvam yatonyasya sanyarupam prakasati// LS's reconstruction (p. 41):

evam nirvacaniya ca navidya parihasyate/ avidyatvam yato 'nyasya sanya-

rupam prakasayet// KS's only difference in reconstruction is negligible: sdnya-

rupaprakdsikd in pdda d (p. 41, n. 90).

116. Cf. the opponent's use of avidyd in V. 28 and vibhrama in V. 36.

117. Paragraphs 1.37-38.

118. Antecedent in Vs. 150; see n. 1.115.

119. MS (LS, VV, p. 40):....tadabhavena vai matib/ kubjadav iva ka
bhrantib kavidya yatra no mat*. KS's reconstruction (Ibid., p. 41, n. 91):

tasyanyathamatis seyam tadabhave na vai matib/ khabjadav iva kabhrantifr

kavidya yatra no mata// Because of the state of the text, LS does not venture
upon a reconstruction or translation.

120. na jneyasunyam vijnanam, svatmahaniprasangatah...asvatantryac ca
cetasah.

121. na jneyasunyam jnanam.

122. LS, VV, p. 40, n. 27:
M

'vai- undeuthch; der Schreiber hat anschein-
end zuerst statt des V ein *m' geschrieben."

123. khabjadav for kubjadav.

124. The scribe of our MS could have thought, seeing the same word matih
at the end of both lines of the sloka, that the previous scribe had miscopied
when his eye slipped back to the end of the first line. The scribe of our MS
would then have attempted a correction, to mata.
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125. See LS, VV, p. 237: "Als reine Erkenntnis {avabhdsamdtram, BS 9, 23)
ist diese zwar mit der Geistigkeit {citih) des Brahman identisch und somit
wirklich, als bestimmte Erkenntnis (tadavabhdsah

y BS 9.22) aber ist sie unbes-
timmbar, weil die Bestimmung unwirklich (asatyah) ist". I do not, however,
think this passage clearly makes this point (for the passage, see par. 1.2).

More to our point, see BS 13.11-12: ndvidyd vidydrahitdsti. tathd hi—bheda-
darsanam api na prakdsasunyam; tadabhdve na bhedah prakdseta.

125a. MS (LS, VV, p. 40): svarupena prabhijnoyanavidya / atmatvena
grahastatra vidyavidyeti varnyate// KS's reconstruction (Ibid., p. 41, n. 91):

svarupena prabhidyeta navidya vidyaya yatah/ atattvena grahas tatra vidya-

vidyeti varnyate// LS does not attempt a reconstruction.

125b. bhrantijneye ca bahyatvam badhakair na nirasyate/na gamyate
'ntarvartitvam, nanirvacyataya matih// kim tv ataddesakalatvam gamyate
bahyavastunah/

126. See Hacker's list, "Eigentumlichkeiten," p. 262, and discussion pp.
262-4.

127. Thibaut, The Veddnta-Sutras of Bddardyana with Commentary by
Sarikara, I, 243.

128. Hacker, op. cit., pp. 272, 274-5.

129. Cf. Par. 3.18.

130. See Par. 1.9.

131. Ingalls, "Samkara on the question", p. 72. Before the time of Sarpkara,

the Samkhya and Yoga applied the term anirvacaniya to the state of equili-

brium of prakrti, in which the gunas are anirdesya-svabhdva, "not having a

specifiable nature," and nihsadasat, "neither existent nor non-existent"

(Frauwallner, Geschichte der Indischen Philosophie, I, 353, and 402, and cf.

Vyasa on YS 2.19). Here sat clearly refers to phenomenal existence. Since §

on BSii 2.1.14 includes prakrti in a list of synonyms along with ndmarupa and
avidyd, it is interesting that he should not include the sadasadbhydm anirvaca-

niya formulation as well as that with tattvdnyatvdbhydm. There are two possible

reasons for this. First, he would in general reserve the term sat to the perfect

existence of Brahman. Second, he would be particularly wary in this context,

because to use sadsadbhydm would be to risk the word being used in that

absolute sense, which we would wish to avoid for the reasons given elsewhere.

Therefore, since M's works show that both sadasadbhydm and tattvdnyatvd-

bhydm were in use before M's and S's time. S's failure to take over sada-

sadbhydm from Samkhya-Yoga in the cosmological context in which the latter

uses it is perhaps additional confirmation that he consciously chose not to

use it.

132. Hacker, op. cit., pp. 268, 271-2.

133. Ibid., p. 269.

134. Ibid., p. 275

135. Hacker, Vivarta, pp. 210-13.

135a. tasmad yatha ghatakarakadyakasanam mahakasananyatvam, yatha

ca mrgatrsnikodakadinam usaradibhyo 'nanyatvam...evam asya bhogya-

bhoktradiprapancajatasya brahmavyatirekenabhava iti drastavyam.

136. Ingalls, loc. cit.

137. See especially the introduction to BSuB 1.1.1.
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138. BS 51.8-9: advayarn jagat; 67.12: advaitani jagat.

139. BS 20.11-12: brahmarQpena rQpavat.

140. See Appendix A.

141. In the third katfa, the Niyt^a-ka^a.

142. BS 35.1-37.3.

143. LS. KK, pp. 218-20.

144. Cf. Par. 2.3 and 2.11.

145. Cf. Par. 1.44.

146. See Par. 3.2 and 3.23-26.

147. MB, PMMy p. 182n.

148. TV, MBS, p. 113, n. 212. Anandapurna, 232.3, calls the opponent to

the jmnapakfa the siddhdntin: Citsukha, 232.22, the siddhdntaikadesin.

149. Thus KS, BS. pp. xxvii and Ixiii.

150. Par. 1.44-45.

151. Noted by LS, "Parallelstellen", VVt pp. 71-84.

152. VV 47c: vrddhandm. Cf. n. 1.102.

153. LS. W\ pp. 220-23.

154. A summary of the arguments of the Sabara-bhdsya on the Mimdmsd-

surras.

155. a. Par. 1.42.

156. LS, W, p. 91.

157. Cf. Par. 1.44-45, 1.52.

158. Against the—tentative—conclusions of Hasurkar, "Mandana Misra's.

Views on Error**, pp. 37-38.

159. See Appendix B.4-6.

CHAPTER II

1 . Hacker, Vivaria, p. 35, says that the prefix vi- added by Mandana to the

parinoma indicates becoming many. But this is not certain, because at BS
7.14-15, just a few lines before the first instance of viparinamdd vivartandd

yd, he uses vi-pari-vart(arue) in a context in which it is clear that the meaning
is simply the ordinary one, "to change", "to undergo modification": na
khalu pratipattuh pratyayam arm viparivartante vastuni, "for things do not
change in accordance with the notions of the apprehender".

2. As Hacker, loc. cit., maintains.

3. Ruegg, JAOS 78 (1958), p. 140; TV, MBS, p. 56, n. 63.

4. Cf. Par. 4.19-24, 4.27.

5. Sarikhapani, 52.23; Anandapurna, 90.16-17.

6. See Par. 3.1 1 for passages where M says that the original object {bimba\
is the updddna of its reflections.

7. Vijnaptimarratdsiddhi, ed. Sylvain Levi. Biblioteque de I'fecole dea
Hautes Etudes, No. 245 (Paris: Honore Campion, 1925), p. 14. Quoted by
Hacker, Vivarta, p. 34.

8. VP 1.18 (50.3-4): pratyastamitabhedaya yad vdco rupant uttamam/ yad
asmin neva tamasi jyotih suddham vivartate/l "...which is the highest form
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of speech where all difference has disappeared from it, the pure light which
appears in this very darkness". The Vrtti does not comment on this verse
separately. In commenting on VP 11.5 the Vrtti says: evam hydha—"vedd-
bhyasat varam dntaram suklam ajaram jyotis tasmin nevdpdre tamasi vite

vivartate" in\ "For thus he (or 'if) says: 'Through repetition of the Veda the
interior and best light, pure and free from old age, appears, when this bound-
less darkness has departed'." Since this sentence closely resembles the VP
verse just quoted, it may be that it is a loose quotation from it, and thus a
piece of evidence that the author of the Vrtti is different from Bhartrhari.

9. A sort of pratibimba-vdda of the sphota and the dhvanis occurs in VPv
1.99-100 and its Vrtti. Cf. SS V. 22. VPv 1.130 (200.12) says that there are

two sabdatmans, the nitya and the kdrya, of which the second is the partibimba
of the first. But neither of these passages brings in vivarta.

10. Dasgupta, History, I, 475-6.

11. Samkara, TUB, 2.6, gives precisely this as a reason for rejecting the

pratibimba-vdda: "If you should say that (Brahman's) entering (in the sruti

being glossed, 'Having emitted it, he entered it') is like that of reflection, such

as that of the sun in water—No, for it is unlimited and without spatial form.

The reflection of something that is limited and possesses spatial form, such as

the sun, can arise in something different from it and of a luminous nature,

such as water. But this is not possible for the Atman, because the Atman,
the cause of ether etc., is without spatial form, because (if it did have spatial

form) it would not be all-pervasive. Its entering like a reflection is impossible

also because there exists no other thing, different from it and spatially separated

from it, to be the receptacle of the reflection", (jaJasuryakddipratibimbavat

pravesah iti cen na. aparicchirmatvdd amurtatvdc ca. paricchinnasya murtasyd-

nyasydnyatra prasddasvabhdvake jalddau suryakddipratibimbodayah sydt.

na tv dtmanah, amurtatvdd dkdsddikdranasydtmanah, avydpakatvdt. tadvipra-

krstadesapratibimbddhdravastvantardbhdvdc ca pratibimbavat praveso na

yuktah.—TUB 76.28-77.4). On the other hand, § accepts the pratibimbavdda

in CUB 6.3.2 (338.1-10), and BSuBy 2.3.50 and 3.2.18-20. In the BSOB, how-

ever, he is required to do so by the text of the sutras.

12. Hacker, Vivarta\ pp. 15-16; MB, Theorie, p. 377, n. 2.

13. M was at least aware of the difference in Dignaga's and Dharmakirti's

definitions of pratyaksa. At ViV 184.3 he gives Dignagas definition: kalpa-

ndpoifhatvam pratyaksalaksanam iti cer...Then at 192.2-3, he refers to Dhar-

makirti's: atha sdmdnydkdrapratitir vastuni kalpand na tat pratyaksam sdmdnye

tu bhrdntatvdt. kd punar iyam bhrdntatd?...(l have inserted a na into the

text of the second quotation, following Vacaspati Misra: sankate—atha

sdmdnydkdrapratitir vastuni kalpand samdroparupatvdt na pratyaksam— ViV

192.1-14.) VM confirms that M is referring to the difference in the doctrine of

the two Buddhists : na khalu "pratyaksam kalpanapodham anyanirdistalaksa-

nam" iti pranayato digndgasyaiva kalpandpoaViamdtram pratyaksalaksanam

api tu tad evdbhrdntatvasahitani pratyaksalaksanam iti manyate sma kirtih.

yathdha "pratyaksam kalpandpo<fham abhrdntam" iti.— ViV 192.16-20.

14. Santaraksita, Tattvasangraha, I, 123-5 (Vs. 328-35).

15. Hacker, op. cit., pp. 35-6.

16. Ibid., p. 35, to contrary.
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17. LS, Vl\ pp. 102, 150-51, 237-8; Ruegg, "The term hmldhiviparinama\

p. 279,

18. TV, MBS. p. 56, n. 63.

19. Hacker, op. cit., p. 19.

20. With Iyer, VPBH, pp. 107-8, 1 have taken this sentence to state a number

of alternatives. Biardeau, I PBK % p. 155, interprets it differently, to contain

a long series of words in apposition.

21. Referred to by I T* 1.3 (not named individually in VPv). They are first

given in the Mrukta, 1-2: jdyare. asti% viparinamate, vardhate, apaksiyate,

vinasyati.

22. Cf. the comments on this verse in n. 1.3.

23. MB, VPBK. p. 7.

24. The following is a list of places in the BS where M uses the analogy of

reflection: 7.9-13, 7.18, 8.8-10, 11.10-12, 12.10-11, 13.17-18, 14.13, 60.17,

72.5, 72.13, 72.15-18, 125.19-126.2, 133.9-13.

CHAPTER III

1. See, e.g., BS 55.23; 62.24; 67.15; 76.20-21 ; 77.16-17; 82.6; 87.8; 101.10,

21-22; 157.13-21.

2. See, in VP I, Vs. 10b, 13b, 15b, 43b, 59b, 60b, 118b, 125b, 134d, 137d,

141d.

3. Hacker, "Eigentumlichkeiten", pp. 253-4.

4. Ibid., p. 254.

5. Ibid., p. 248. Samkara uses the word adhyasa to define avidyd in the

introduction to the BSuB (40.1 ), where he is giving a summary of his doctrine

in his own words, without being obliged to follow an earlier text. This fact

shows the importance of adhyasa in this concept of avidyd most clearly.

6. MB, PMMy p. 153, and TV, MBS, p. 63, therefore beg the question by

translating updddna as 'material cause'.

7. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, II, 259, n. 11, and 367, n. 3.

8. Ibid., II, 270 and nn. 6-9.

9. Cf. ibid., II, 312.

10. Hacker, "Eigentumlichkeiten", pp. 249, 254.

11. Hacker, "Eigentumlichkeiten", p. 255; Sengaku Mayeda, "The Authen-
ticity of the Bhagavadgitdbhdsya attributed to Sankara", WZKSO, 9
(1965), p. 169. BSuB 1.1.1 (Introd.), p. 45.2-3: evam ayam anddir ananto
naisargiko 'dhydso mithydpratyayarupah kartrtvabhoktrtvapravartakah sarva-

lokapratyaksah. BGB 18.6 (Introd.), p. 521.4-5: kriydkdrakaphalabhedabuddhir
avidyaydtmani nityapravrttd mama karmdham kartdmusmai phaldyedam
karma karisydmitiyam avidydnadikdlapravrttd.

12. I have omitted the following because they represent a Buddhist opponent
whose ideas Mandana clearly rejects: 15.2-5, where it is a question of the
beginninglessness of the samtati, and 73.8-9, where the Buddhist says that
the appearance of non-difference (abheddvabhdsa) is anddivdsanopdddna. I
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have kept in 48.7, because, although it is put into the mouth of a Buddhist,
Man<jana accepts it in the sequel.

13. Hacker, loc. cit.

14. I have omitted 10.19-20—na hy avidya prayojanam apeksya pravartate;

na hi gandharvanagarddivibhramdh samuddistaprayojana bhavanti—because
vibhrama occurs in a drstanta, and so is not clearly equivalent to avidya.

15. See BS 32.21, 122.21, 149.22 and MB, SS, p. 38.

16. Hacker, Vivarta, pp. 213, 236.

17. Hacker, "Eigentumlichkeiten", p. 270.

18. Ibid., p. 268.

19. Ibid., p. 279.

20. Ibid., p. 271.

21. LS, VV, p. 152.

22. Hacker, "Saipkara der Yogin", p. 141.

23. Cf. MB, PMM, pp. 54-5.

24. In 3.26-4.15 the metaphor of the lamp, referred to in 7.22-23, does not

•occur. It is for this reason that I have translated 7.22-23 as I have, instead of

thus: "It is like a lamp, or like the fruit of a means of valid knowledge, as

has already been said". Obviously, the point of the metaphor is that a lamp
does not need another lamp to illumine it.

25. In the Yoga-Siirras themselves, drksakti appears in 2.6 (drgdarsanasakt-

yor ekdtmatevdsmitd), and citisakti in 4.34 (purusdrthasunydndm gundndrn

pratiprasavafr kaivalyam svarupapratisthd vd citisaktir ///.). Vyasa glosses

drastr in YS 1.3 with citisakti, and with drksakti when it occurs in 2.20. Cf.

bhoktrsakti in YSB 4.22.

26. For moksa or kaivalya as the 'abiding in its own form' (svarupapratisthd

or svarupdvasthdnd) of citisakti—purusa, see YS 1.3 (tadd drastuh svarupe

'vasthdnam), YS 4.34, quoted in the preceding note, and YSB on both, as

well as YSB 2.6 and 3.50. "Abiding in one's own form is also M's definition

of moksa. For moksa as svarupdvasthdna see BS 12.19-20; 13.9-11, 18; 78.12-

13; and 115.21. Cf. svdtmasthiti in 115.9 (and ViV 277.5). For moksa as

'manifestation of one's own form' (svarupdvirbhdva), see BS 121.13, 18;

126.12, 15; 127.3-4; 128.13; and 154.6. Cf. svarupdbhivyakti, 37.6. Finally,

for moksa as 'attaining one's own form' (svarupaprdpti), see 120.1.

27. YSB 3.55.

28. Koelman, Pdtanjala Yoga, p. 37.

29. Samkara, in defending in BSuB 2.3.18 the Sanikhya theory that the

Atman is by its nature eternal consciousness {nityacaitanyasvarupa—603.11-12)

against the Vaisesika theory that consciousness is an accident of the Atman
{agantukacaitanya—603 .11), says that the absence of actual cognition in sleep

is due not to the absence of consciousness, but to the absence of objects, as

the fact that the light pervading ether is not manifested is due not to the

absence of light, but to the absence of objects to be illuminated (604.15-16).

30. Hacker, "Eigentumlichkeiten", p. 255; Sengaku Mayeda, "The Authen-

ticity of the Bhagavacigitdbhdsya attributed to Sankara", WZKSO, 9 (1965),

pp. 167-8.

31. Unlike M, £ holds that Brahman is attained in deep sleep, See BSuB

3.2.7., 11, and 31.
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32. S GKB 1.13 (48.21): sa/Vfl (mV/ra) visesapratibodhaprasavasya bijam^

33 GA' 3 3*' Urate hi susupte tan nigrhitam na liyatejtad eva nirbhayant

brahma jndnalokam samantatah '. GA 3.42: nigrhniydd viksiptarn

kdmabhogcnoh suprasannam lave caiva yathd kdmo layas tatha\\. GK 3.44:

laye sambodhavec cittam viksiptarn samayet punahj sakasdyam vijdniyac sama-

prdptam na calayet GAT 3.46: yadd na liyate cittam na ca viksipyate punahj

anifiganam andbhdsam nispannam brahma tat taddj/ .

34. Cf. VV 117c-ll8b: nirodhdd yuktakdryasya viparitasya sddhandtlf

dosdndm nitardm dosabhdvn 'bhivyaktim rcchatij

CHAPTER IV

1. Samkara always approaches Brahman from the side of the subject,,

rather than the side of the object. See BSuB 1.1.4 (124.8-9): na hi sdstram

idamtayd visayabhutam brahma pratipipddayisati. kirn tarhil pratyagdtmatve-

ndvisayatayd pratipddayad avidydkalpitam vedyaveditrvedanddibhedam apa-

nayati.

2. As TV, MBS, p. 98, n. 165, thinks.

3. Iyer, Bhartrhari, pp. 246-7, 259-63.

4. At BS 56.13-14, dravya is the substrate (dsraya) of saktis. At 68.5-69.15,

dravya (e.g., gold) is opposed to parydya, particular variant form (e.g., a

bracelet)—a Jaina view. At 81.8-9, dravyatva is given along with sattd and

gunatva as something perceptible by several senses.

5. VP, 3, Dravya (2)A : dtmd vastu svabhdvas ca Sariram tattvam ity api /

dravyam ity asya parydyds tac ca nityam iti smrtam/f.

6. BS 71.3-5: sa tu bhedah Sabdendsamspars'dn na tathopalaksyate, yathd)

vikalpabuddhau. tad ayuktarn, vipratisedhdt; na copalaksyate pratyaksabuddhau

visesah prakdsate ceti vipratisiddham; ato Uisdhasam ity ucyate.

7. See BS 48.4-15, 60.12-18, 70.6-7.

8. See MB, PMM, p. 49: "...I'auteur de la Brahmasiddhi est...parfaitement

conscient de defendre une conception exactement symStrique de celle du
bouddhiste"

.

9. E.G., at BS 60.12-18 and 70.6-7, he opposes his idea that abheda is the

i/pdddna of bheda to the Buddhists' that bheda is the updddna of abheda. At
51.16-18, 52.3-5 and 54.11-12, he says that if the similarity of effects from
effects can come from an imagined (kalpita) abheda, as the Buddhists say,

why cannot the difference of effects come from an imagined bhedal At 61 .8-18,

he says that if many things can appear as one, one thing can appear as many.
10. See BS 48.16-50.2.

11. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, I, 246-8.

12. See BS H.lab (39.3-4): dhur vidhdtf pratyaksam na niseddhr vipaScitabt
"The wise say that perception affirms and does not negate".
13. Stcherbatsky, op.cit., I, 192-3 and 363-90, esp. 363-4 and 387.
14. Umbeka, Slokavdrtikavydkhyd, p. 148, and Jha, ed., p. 169.
15. Ingalls, Materials, pp. 37-8; Keith, Indian Logic and Atomism, pp. 195-6.
16. Bhartrhari: Iyer, Bhartrharit p. 246; Kumaxila: Jha, Purva-Mimdmsd.
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p. 76; Nyaya-Vaisesika, Kuppuswami Sastri, A Primer of Indian Logic, pp.

23-5, 32-3.

17. See BS 59.17-19.

18. Jha's trans, of 118 (Slokavdrttika Translated, p. 88) leaves a certain

ambiguity whether there might be an opponent's opinion, a second sort of

perception that apprehends particularity: "And without such recognition of

these (specific characters), through specification and generalization, there

would be no difference between the perception of the cow and that of the

horse".

19. E.G., SVy Pratyaksa, 120-21 : tatah param punar vastudharmair jatyadi-

bhir yaya/ buddhyavasiyate sapi pratyaksatvena sammata// karanam cendri-

;yam buddher na tatra jnanam ahitam/ tatah smrtyasamarthatvad vikalpo

'to na varyate//.

20. Sankhapani, 160.9-10, says this refers back to BS II. 1. Citsukha,

226.25-26, says it refers to 1 1. 5.

21. For discussions of the meaning of the somewhat obscure passage from

which this is taken, see MB, VPBK, p. 184n., and Iyer, Bhartrhari, pp. 96-7.

22. For a similar instance of a 'substantialist' use of sdmdnya, cf. £, BSB
2.3.9: "For particulars are observed to be produced from a universal, as, for

instance, pots from clay, but not a universal from particulars" {sdmanydd

4hi viiesd utpadvamdnd drsyante mrddder ghatddayo na tu visesebhyah soman-

jam—589.1-2).

23. atha va na loke 'tyantam aprasiddham brahma, sarvapratyayavedyatvat,

brahmano vyatirekena pratyetavyasyabhavat, visesapratyayanam ca saman-

yarupanugamat, bhedopasamharavasistam ca satyam brahma—iti prati-

padanat, "vacarambhanam vikaro namadheyam mrttiketyeva satyam"

iCU 6.1.4) iti drstantat. kim tarhi sabdena pratipadyate? prapancabhavah.

tatra prapancapadartho 'pi siddhah, nisedho 'pi siddhah, tayoh samsargat

tadabhavapratipattih. amnyayaikanibandhanatvam tu tasyocyate, pratyaksa-

dinam avidyasambhinnatvat; pratyastamitanikhilabhedena rupjenavisayyi-

karanad bhedapratyastamayasyamnayavagamyatvad iti.

24. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, II, 71, n. 4.

25. This sentence is made somewhat unclear by the cumbrous compound
j>urvasabddvesabhdvandsaniskdrddhdndt. Iyer, VPBH

y p. 109, translates the

sentence thus: "In children in whom the germs of the word exist according to

their kind, because of the existence in them of the residual traces of their

use of words in their former births, there arises cognition based on vague

words (andkhyeyasabda) in the course of their various purposeful activities".

Biardeau, VPBK, p. 157, translates thus: "Meme chez les bebes ou la

parole habite des leur naissance a cause des impulsions et des dispositions qui

restent en eux, produites par la parole (dans leurs vies) anterieures, nait

une connaissance relative a chacune des actions (en vue) d'un objet, qui est

fondee sur une parole non prof6rable". Vrsabhadeva glosses the long com-

pound thus: purvasabddvesa iti. sabdaparicchedi pratyayah anupravista iva

Jabdam. tatra tasya bhdvand abhydsah. so 'yarji samskdram ddhatte. (Iyer, ed.

VP Kdnda 1, p. 187, 11.7-8).

26. See previous note.
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27. Iyer. ed., IT Mrfa 1, p. 190, 11.23-25: nimittanAm iti. tato hi pratha-

nu>r*uupatipratyayad uttarakalam grahanam yatas tesftrp vastusarpbandhi-

nam gotvftdinaip vttcsanam.

28. Hiardcau, 7Vi>nc, p. 317: "Flic n'est exprimablc d'aucune manierc aux

autrcs. mais clle est realisec par un processus propre a chaquc Mrc individuel—

praryiitHM—<?t n est jxis explicable mtmc par son autcur". Iyer, Bhartrhari,

p. 87 (a close paraphrase rather than a translation): "Everybody experiences

it without being able to define it properly to himself, what to say of explaining

it to others". The I TVs gloss pays no attention to "idatp tad iti": sa copa-

jayanhina iik h varum anyasya na sakyate kevalarp tu svasanivedanasiddhyai-

nisau pratipannapi svasanivcdanasamaye niyatena rupena nirupayitum aiakya-

iva sa. I T, ed. G. S. Manavalli, Benares Skt. Ser., Nos. 11, 19 and 24 (Benares,

1887), p. 141. This \ersc is numbered 2.146 in this ed.

29. yath&sya samhrtarupa sabdabh&vana tatha jfteye§v arthesOtpannenapy

avikalpena jnincna karyam na kriyatc. tadyatha tvaritarn gacchatas trnalos-

tadisainsparsat saty api jfiane kacid eva sa jftan&vastha yasyam abhimukhi-

bhutasabdabhavanabijayam avirbhmasvarthopagrahinarp akhyeyarQpanam

anakhyeyarQpanam ca sabdanani pratyarthaniyatasu saktisu sabdanuviddhena

saktyanupatina jnanenakriyamana upagrhyamano vastvatma jnananugato

vyaktarupapratyavabhaso jnayata ity abhidhiyate.

30. MB, VPBK\ pp. 13-15.

31. VP 1.123: na so *sti pratyayo Ioke yah sabdanugamad rte/ anuviddham

iva jnanarp sarvarp sabdena bhasate//.

32. This is based on VPv 1.119 (182.6-183.1): gopalavipaladayo hi nibandha-

napadani prakalpya gavadi$u visesavisayarp vyavaharam arabhante.

33. Sarikhapani, 52.3-8; idanim ganasastranabhijnasya §adjadi§u gavadi$u

(text: gapddisu\ not corrected in Errata) ca nirvikalpakarp sabdanuvedhasQ-

nyarn ye jnanam icchanti, tan prati—yady api sadjadisu sadjadisabdabhave

'pi "ganam idam" ityadisamanyasabdanurodho *sti ;
yady api ca nirvikalpake

'pi suk?ma vag asti ity uttaram asti; tathapi tanmatam upajivya—sarvajnanesu

prakarantarena sabdanuvedham upapadayati—api ceti. atadrktvam evaha

—

avivikta hiti.

34. As suggested by MB, PMMt p. 55.

35. Brahmananda Gupta, Die Wahrnehmungslehre in der Nydyamanjari,

Diss. Bonn 1962 (Bonn: Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelm Universitat, 1962),

pp. 85-87; and Nyaya-Manjari, Vizianagram Skt. Ser., No. 10 (Benares: E. J.

Lazarus, 1895), p. 98, 1.2: vagriipam apare tattvarn prameyarn (nirvikalpasyd)

manvate. Cf. Jayanta Bhatta's reply on p. 99, and his discussion of kabdadvaita,

pp. 532-46. Note that Gupta's page references are to the Kashi Skt. Ser. ed.

of the Nyaya-Manjari, which I have not been able to consult.

36. na brumah—sabdotthas tattvabodho vidhiyata iti; kirp tu pratyastami-

tabuddhibodhyabhedavagrahah
. atas cadvayo dvitiyatadvidhabodhabhavad

va pramatrprameyadvayavirahad va tato 'nyal?...yato na sabdajfianavisaya

atmatattvam. vakyalaksano hi sabdab pramanam. tasya ca visayo nanapada-
rthasarpsargatma, tadanugamena pratiteh. tajjnanasya ca vividharthama-

trasaipbhedavabhasasyatmatattvarp nisprapancam dvaitalesenapy anavam-
rstaip katham gocarafc syad iti. S: etad apy asaram; yato yo *sav advayo-
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dvaitalcsasamsparsavikala atmatattvabodhah so Vacchedavibhrantivirahat
tasya svarupfivasthanam.

37. BS 41.4-10. CT. SS 19 and Par. 5.7-10 here.

CHAPTER V

1. BS 13.11-14.16: anyo Vathah—navidya vidyarahitasti. tatha hi—bheda-
darsanam api na prakasasiinyam; tadabhave na bhcdah prakaseta. tasmit
para eva prakasas tatha tatha prakksate; yathoktam—"tarn eva bhantam
anubhati sarvam tasya bhasa sarvam idam vibhati" {KathaU 2.2.15) iti; kirn

tu avidyanubaddhah; yathoktam—"sarvam darsanam anyQnam avikalparp

vikalpitam iva tv ayam antarah puruso 'bhimanyate". tatha na vidya aikatm-
yaSravaniidilaksana vinavidyaya, s>otrs>avanadivibhaganubaddhatvat; tatra-

vidyayaiva vidyapratyasannaya vibhagadarsanam avidyam tirtva vidyalaksane

nitye svarOpe \atisfhate, pratibimbakalusitam ivodakarp tannivrttau. P:

syad etat—aikatmye vibhagasyasatyatvat, tadadhisthanasravanadayo *py

asatyah katharp kasmaicit karyaya syuh ? asatyac ca satyapratipattir mithyaiva,

yatha dhuma iti mithyagrhitad baspad iti. S : ucyate ; nayarp niyamah—asatyarp
na kasmaicit karyaya bhavatiti; bhavati hi maya priter bhayasya ca

nimittam, asatyam ca satyapratipatteh, yatha rekhagavayo lipyaksarani ca.

P: syad etat—svarupenedarp satyam, na sQnyam; aikatmyavadinas tu svarQ-

penapy upayanam asatyata. S: ucyate—santu svarupena satyah; yena tu

rupena pratipadakah tad asatyam; karyopayogarahita svarupasatyata vyar-

tha. api ca abhedadarsanopaya api na svarOpena mithya, yato brahmaivaisam

svarupam; tatra brahmaivavidyanubaddham brahmapraptyupayah, yatha

rekhadayah "kakaro 'yam, gavayo *yam" ity avidyamanarupenaiva varnadinarp

bodhakah. P: yo *pi manyate—na rekhagavayo gavayatvena gavayantaranam

pratipattihetuh, na rekha. varnatvena; kirp tu sadrsyat—etatsadrso gavaya

iti, rekha tu samayat—idrsim rekharp dr§tvayam varnah smartavya iti. S:

tasya lokavirodhah; tatha hi—bala hi rekhasu varnatvenaiva vyutpadyante,

loke 'bhedena ca vyapadesah—"ayam gavayah" iti akhyatuh, pratipattus

ca—"gavayo 'yarp maya dr$tah" iti. tatha asatyat pratibimbac cadrstasya

pratibimbahetor visistadesavasthasyanumanani na mrsa; sabdac ca nityad

asatyadirghadivibhagabhajo 'rthabhedapratipattir na mithya. tatha mithya-

hidamso maranahetuh; tatas ca maranamurcchadyanumanam na vitatham,

kaladibhedayuktat satyahidaipsad iva.—The second quotation {sarvam

darsanam...) is from VPv 1.9 (37.2), it is ascribed ,
along with a preceding

quotation, to "the knowers of Brahman" (api khalu brahmavida ahuh—36A).

2. SK, Niralambana, 128c- 129b: sarvatha sadupayanam vadamargah

pravartate// adhikaro 'nupayatvan na vade sQnyavadinah/

.

3. Umbeka, Sloka-Vartika-Vyakhya, p. 244.

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid., pp. 224-32 passim.

6. BS 41.4-16: drstam ca hetutvenapeksitaya api purvasyah pratipatteh

parasyah baliyastvam; yatha dOrasthesu vanaspatisu hastipratipattibhyo

vanaspatipratipatteh; apeksita hi hastipratipattayo vyaktavanaspatipratipattya

hetutvena; na tasya indriyarthasamnikarsamatraj janma, apate 'bhavat; na
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ca desa>isesat, tadde^tr^s\TLivotpatteb ; tasmat purovartisu vanaspatisu

pn^iihitamanasab pracwipao*sanugataniati^

gakirita seti manta>yam. evam ckadisamkh\*taddhyupaya vimiatyadibudd-

hayo py udaharyab. evam ca yad eke varnayanti—s\ayam eva vy&hata

\edantarthapratipattib; nabhedo bhedam antarena sakyate Vasatum; bhedo-

pa\* hi tasya pratipattib; tatrabhedab samaksiptabheda eva pratiyata iti

vyigbatah—*ad apastam; yata upayam aksipati pratipattib> no payasya

paramarthatarn, mithyajnanad api tattvapratipatteb. vyavaharikam ca bheda-

sya satyatvam i$tam e\eti.

MB, 55. p. 40.

S. Iyer, VPBH% p. 87.

APPENDIX A

1. M. Biardeau, PMM% p. 1 : 7th-8th c. A.D.; T.R. Chintamani, JORM 3

U929X p. 43: A.D. 650-700: P. Hacker, Vivarta, p. 218: 7th c; P. V. Kane,

JBBRAS 1928. pp. 289-93, History of Dharma-Sastra, (Poona: BORI 1962),

V. p. 1191 :fl. about 690-710; Kuppuswami Sastri, BS, p. lviii: 615-90;

L. Schmithausen, VV 216, n. 150: 700, at the most a little earlier, in no case

later; V. A. Ramaswami Sastri and K. A. Sivaramakrishna Sastri, By, p. 89:

later half of the 7th c; T. Vetter, MBS, p. 15: around 700.

2. S. Das Gupta, Hist., II, 87: 800; K. Kunjunni Raja, "Mandana and

DhannakirtT, p. 250 .H. towards the close of the 8th c. and the beginning of

the 9th.

3. PV (Gnoli's ed.) I.247cd equals 55 (Biardeau's ed.) 99.7. 55 99.7-100.15

paraphrases PV I, 127.1-129.13. These correspondences were first noted by

Gnoli, PV, p. xix,n. 2.

4. Arthakriyakaritva as the definition of existence: BS 85.12-16, 89.24-25,

90.19-91.6. For the concept in other contexts, see 49.19-20, 50.15-54.14,

73.4-8, 88.5-13.

5. Nagatomi, "Arthakriya", pp. 57-63.

6. See BS, Appendix IV, pp. 48 and 50 for references. On p. 50, 55.8 is

listed as one place where there is a quote from the Sy. There is no quote
there, and I have not been able to find any more SV quotes in addition to

those listed on p. 50. All other references to 5Kand 7Tare correct.

7. BS, p. Ivi. At ViV2&\A Mandana says alarji va gurubhir vivddena. This
does not seem to refer to Kumarila, since it closes a brief discussion (280.1-

281 .4) of the idea that there is an injunction for repetition of verbal knowledge,
since it results in pure knowledge in which all mention of difference has been
destroyed—not a doctrine of Rumania's. In addition, immediately before and
after this passage (278.8, 282.1), the specifically Prabhakara word niyoga is

employed. Finally, Vacaspati Miira in his gloss (282.10-11) says, "Being
'teacher' is metaphorical, because of the similarity (of the opponent to a
teacher) in being worthy of highest honor", {anuitardrhatdsdmydd aupacdrikarji

fauravam.) While Vacaspati does not think that Mandana is referring to his
own teacher, and it is not impossible that he would know reliable traditions
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on Man<Jana's teacher (especially since they both seem to have come from
Mithila). it is still interesting to speculate whether Manq'ana is referring to a

teacher of his who held this doctrine. Unfortunately there is no way to tell.

He could be, as Vacaspati indicates, merely showing respect to the adherents

of an established tradition.

8. Frauwallner. "Bhdvand und vidhi bei Mandanamisra", WZKM, 45

<1938), p. 231.

9. Compare BS 23-26, 75.4-12 and Brhati (Madras University Skt. Ser.

No. 3), pp. 20 and 22, as well as ViV, p. 109.3-4 and Brhati, p. 38.3-5, as noted

by KS, BS, p. lviii.

10. BS 82.12-118.14. Note the use of Prabhakara's technical term niyoga

in this section, and in the title of this chapter {Niyoga-kdn<fa). The aim of the

ViV as a whole is the refutation of Prabhakara's theory of niyoga and the

defense of Rumania's iftasddhanatd as the meaning of vidhi.

11. BS 136.18-150.24, VV, Vs. 37-120b.

12. LS, VV, pp. 239-41.

13. Ibid., p. 189, n. 95.

14. Hacker, Untersuchungen, pp. 1918-21.

15. Ingalls, "Samkara's Arguments", pp. 293-94.

16. MB, PMM, pp. 1, 11, Kunjunni Raja, "Mandana and Dharmakirti",

pp. 248-9. For references to the traditional lives see KS, BS, p. Ivi.

17. KS, BS, p. lviii.

18. See Appendix B.

19. BS 32.17, Cf. 121.4.

20. KS, BS, pp. xlvi-vii; TV, VV, p. 113, n. 212.

21. Cf. Par. 1.66 and references there.

22. TV, VV, p. 113, n. 212.

23. BSuB 3.4.26 (898.8-9): vividisasamyogac caisam utpattisadhanabhavo

'vasiyate; 3.4.27 (900.7-8): tasmad yajrladini...sarvany evasramakarmani

vidyotpattav apeksitavyani ; 3.4.33 (905.2-3): tasmad utpattisadhanatva

evaisam sahakaritvavacoyuktih.

24. Even Suresvara says that works help towards the production of know-

ledge. See Hacker, Untersuchungen, p. 1994.

25. KS, BS, p. xlvii; Suryanarayana Sastri, "Mandana and Bhavadvaita",

p. 283; TV, BS, p. 118, n. 224.

26. S does not actually use words along the line of kdryasya kdrandtmatvam

na tu kdranasya kdrydtmatvam in BSuB 2.1.14; he must be referring to the

general trend of his argument there.

27. This is part of the P, but is based on what S would accept. For this and

the previous quote from the BS I am indebted to TV, BS, p. 83, n. 138.

28 . TUB 74. 1 1 - 1 3 (on 2.6) : ...tan namarQpavyakaranam brahmano bahubha-

vanam. nanyatha niravayavasya brahmano bahutvapattir upapadyate 'lpatvam

va. yathakasasyalpatvam bahutvam ca vastvantarakrtam eva.

29. Hiriyanna, "Prapanca-vilaya-vada", p. 110, n. 1.

30. Ibid., pp. 112-14.

31. Ibid., p. 110, n. 1. Other sources are: Suresvara, Sambandha-vdrttika^

378-426; Bhaskara, Brahma-sutra-bhdsya, 1.1.3-4, 1.4.21,3.3.1; Ramanuja,
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I

Snbhdsya, 1.1.4 (Nirnaya Sagar ed. of Catuh-sutn\ pp. 251-54); YcJanta

Desika, Tattvamuktdkaldpa. 2.4.

32. BS. p. xlviii. KS also observes here that Amalfmanda in the VcdCinta-

kalpataru, pp. 158-59, says that M refers to and rejects £amkara's views on

the sthitaprajna of BG 2.54. Amalananda, like Saukhapani, is too late to be

a strong witness for the relationship of M and S. According to Das Gupta,

Hist.. IT, 57-58, he lived in the 14th c, and in any case, he must have lived

after Vacaspati, upon whom he comments. S's remarks on the sthitaprajna

(BSuB 152.7-8 on 1.1.4 and 420.13 on 1.4.22, BGB 11.54-72) do not have any

significant resemblance to NTs (BS 130.17-131.21).

33. As KS, BS% pp. Ixxv-lxxvi, observes, in a MS of the BS in the Adyar

Library, the Sankhapdni-vydkhyd is given the name Samiksdphakkikd

(see ref. 2 of phakkika in Nyayakosa: TattvanirnayarthapQrvapaksadi-

bodhakam Vakyam), "the position of the Samiksd", that is, of Vacaspati

Misra's commentary on the BS, the Tattva-samiksd. (See Bhamati, p. 1020,

1.19 [epilogic V. 3], and Kalpataru thereon, p. 1021, 1.9). This may be con-

firmed by the fact that at 291.14, after giving an analysis of the compound

abhutakalpanopdddnavyavahdrasiddhdrthagocarah of BS 151.11-12, Sankha-

pani says, iti vrttau vigrahah, which could be translated as, "thus the analysis

in- the VrttF, referring to a previous commentary. The complexity of the

compound might have induced Sankhapani to give his authority for the analy-

sis he gave. The fact that vrtti is in the locative rather than in the genitive or

in composition with vigraha leads me to prefer the translation given to "thus

the analysis of the compound (vrtti)" (literally, "in respect to the compound"),

which is more forced. (The other two commentaries give no gloss of the

compound at all.) I have not observed any other occasion on which Sankha-

pani says iti vrttau vigrahah after analyzing a compound instead of iti vigrahah.

On the other hand, it must be admitted that it would be strange for Sarikha-

pani to refer to VM's work in this one place, yet not mention at the beginning

or the end of his commentary that it was based on it. If the Tattva-samiksd

were as bulky in relation to the text of the BS as the Nydyakanikd is in relation

to the ViV, it would be natural for someone to make an abridgement. But
why not say so? On the other hand, there is reason to believe that Ananda-
purna had access to the Tattva-samiksd. In glossing the word pratibhd at BS
18.23, Anandapurna brings forward the Yoga-sutra's definition of vikalpa:

sabdajndndnupdti vastusunyo vikalpah (BSV 88.11). Now Vacaspati, in dis-

cussing the word pratibhd when it occurs in the ViV, 246.2 brings forward
the same definition from the YSu (ViV 247. 17-19). (MB, PMM, p. 87n, gives

this as an example of VM's syncretism.) It is certainly likely that VM made
the same identification in glossing this word when glossing the BS. Citsukha
does not bring in the YSu quote when glossing pratibhd, but he does mention
it a few lines later, explaining vikalpa when it occurs in 19.3. BSV 89.23),

which proves little. IfAnandapurna, who apparently knew VM's commentary,
did not mention his use of it, Sankhapani could have done the same. On the
other hand, this same point of interpretation counts against the possibility
of Sarikhapani's having followed the Tattva-samiksd, because he does not
bring in the YSu definition in this context. The fact that no manuscripts are
known of VM's commentary on the BS, while all his other works listed in the
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final verses of the Bhdmati have survived, gives a persuasive argument that the

Sarikhapdni-vyakhyd is an abridgement of the Tattvasamiksd. I do not think
people would have failed to have it copied otherwise. KS, BS, p. xviii, says,

"All these commentators (Sarikhapani, AnandapQrna, and Citsukha) appear
to have had access to Vacaspatimisra's Tattvasamiksd and Sankhapani's
commentary now published, is copious and lucid, though it happens to be
the latest". Unfortunately KS does not tell us on what he bases these assertions.

There are indeed places where two of the three commentaries resemble each
other closely enough that one suspects either dependence of one on the other

or dependence on an earlier work. I have not noticed any such place where
all three agree as closely. On various occasions Citsukha or AnandapQrna
agree more closely with Sankhapani than with each other; in others they

agree with each other against Sankhapani; therefore no two of the commen-
taries seem more closely related to each other than to the third. The resem-

blances could perhaps then best be attributed to following VM's commentary.

I think the preponderance of the evidence is that Sankhapani's work is an

abridgement of VM's, or at least follows it for the most part, although we are

not yet able to reach certainty on this.

34. In commenting on BSu 4.1.15 Ramanuja uses pravrtta, but only because

he needs a synonym to gloss anarabdha in the sutra\ so he glosses anarabdha-

kdrye with apravrttaphale. Sribhdsya 4.1.19 uses arabdha throughout. Neither

pravrtta nor arabdha occurs in Sribhdsya 4.1.18. The text of the BSu that

Ramanuja uses does not include 3.3.32 (ydvadadhikdram avasthitir ddhikdrikd-

ndm) of Samkara's text of the BSu.

35. KS, BSy xxvi-1.

36. The following is what I hope is a nearly complete bibliography of the

debate on the Mandana-Suresvara equation, including some articles on

Visvarupa and Umbeka (or Umveka), since these writers enter into the ques-

tion by having been identified with M or S or both:

N. S. Anantakrishna Sastri, Two Commentaries on Brahmasiddhi, Introd.,

pp. 7-18, Skt. Introd. 1-30.

R. Balasubrahmanian, "Identity of Mandanamisra".

D. C. Bhattacharya, "Mandana, Suresvara and BhavabhQti; the Problem

of their Identity".

S. Das Gupta, History of Indian Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1965), II, pp. 82-87.

M. Hiriyanna, "Suresvara and Mandana-Misra", and "Samkara and

Suresvara".

G. Jha, Bhdvand-viveka
f
Intro, to Pt. 2, pp. 1-5, and "Is the Equation

Mandana=Suresvara correct?"

P. V. Kane, "The Chronological Position of Mandana, Umbeka, Bhava-

bhQti, Suresvara", and History of Dharmasdstra, V, 1188-98.

R. Krishnaswamy Aiyer, "Visvarupa-Suresvara".

S. Kuppuswami Sastri, Brahmasiddhi, Introd., pp. xxi-lviii, and "Further

Light on the Prabhakara Problem".

M. Ramakrishna Kavi, "Literary Gleanings No. XI, Identity of Suresvara".

S. K. Ramanatha Sastri, ed., Slokavdrtikavydkhyd (Tdtparyatikd) of

Bhattombeka, Introd., pp. iii-li, and "BhavabhQti and his Identity".
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V. A. Ramaswami Sastri, ed., Tattvabindu, Introd., pp. 40-42.

P. P. Subrahmanya Sastri, Brahmasiddhi, ed. Kuppuswami Sastri, Fore-

word, pp. v-xix, and "Problems of Identity—Mandana Misra-Suresvara",

and "Visvarupa the author of the Balakrida and Visvarupa alias Suresvara-

carya".

S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri,
*
*Mandana and Suresvara".

37. R. Balasubramanian, "Identity of Mandanamisra", JAOS, 82 (1962),

pp. 522-32, is the latest attempt to defend the identity of Mandana and Sures-

vara. A few comments may be made on it: (1) In several places (pp. 523, 526,

and 531) Balasubramanian calls the belief in their identity 'traditional'.

It is true that this belief is favored by most of the biographies of Sarpkara.

But, as KS shows by listing many philosophical works which distinguish the

two (BS, pp. 1-lv). it is equally 'traditional' to deny their identity. Balasubra-

manian denies (pp. 527-29) that the fact that the authors of these works

refer to 'Suresvara' and 'Mandanamisra', or 'the Brahmasiddhikdrd' and

'the Vdrttikakara* proves that they thought there were two different men.

But if they did not believe they were different, why does not any of them

say something like, "This is the opinion of Mandana before he was won over

by Samkara"? (2) IfM and S are the same, we must believe that his conversion

to S's school was so thorough, and his repudiation of his past views so violent,

that he was led to apply sarcasm to himself when quoting the doctrines he

previously held (See Appendix A-25 and 26). (3) Balasubramanian, p. 531,

says that the fact that S uses such a large amount of material from the BS
without saying that he was borrowing it from another writer is evidence that

he is the same man as M. But there is no reason why S should have felt com-
pelled to draw attention to the fact he was borrowing. He was not citing

opposing views, but only adopting what he could agree with. His making

minor changes in the wording of the borrowed material without changing

the arguments or their sequence seems to me to be a procedure more appro-

priate to someone borrowing from another writer than someone reworking

his own material. M, for instance, when incorporating verses from the VV
into the BS, leaves them unchanged. Besides, Dignaga gives an example of

massive borrowing without attribution: his Traikdlyaparlksd is made up
entirely of verses from the third kdnda of Bhartrhari's Vakyapadiya and the

so-called autocommentary on the first commentary. Finally, the intense

dislike shown by S to M (see Appendix A-26-27) could explain why he did

not mention that he was borrowing from M. He might have felt that he had
incorporated what was of value in the BS into his own works, and that it

was best not to lead anyone astray by drawing his attention to M's book.

(4) Balasubramanian says, "It should be pointed out here that with regard to

the Indian philosophical systems tradition is generally a surer guide than

historical research" (p. 531). But, if we accept as a whole the tradition embo-
died in the biographies of Samkara, we will have to believe not only that

M and S are the same, but also that M-S is the same person as Umbeka and
Vasvarupa. Yet Umbeka comments on M's K/'^and notes variant readings of

its text; and if these four figures are one, we will have to attribute to this

hard-working man a prodigious output in Vedanta, Mimamsa, linguistic

philosophy, and Dharma-sastra, not to mention literature, if we agree that S
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or Umbeka is the same as Bhavabhuti. We will also have to accept the absurd
and undignified story of Samkara's entering into the body of a dead king to

gain knowledge of the art of love so as to defeat M's wife in debate. (5) Finally,

a point which no one seems to have mentioned before, M's style is very

idiosyncratic—tense, abbreviated, telegrammatic—and is the same in all his

prose works. But S's does not resemble it at all.

38. Most of the examples in this list were first assembled by M. Ramakrishna
Kavi, "Literary Gelanings No. XI, Identity of Suresvara", J. of the Andhra
Historical Res. Soc, 5 (1931), 190, n.6. Ramakrishna Kavi includes one
parallel unaccountably omitted by KS, which I will reproduce here, on account

of the rarity outside of India of the journal in which the article is printed:

BS II.5c-6b: pitrddivisaye ''peksd jananddiprabhdvitd,' ekakriydvisesena

vyapeksd hrasvadirghayohjI \ and SV 956: satyarn vastu katham bhindydt

pumvyapeksdvinirmitahi bhedah putrddihhdve tu janyatvam vastukalpitam! I

.

39. Therefore, at least as regards their doctrinal content, they do not give

evidence for the M-S identity.

40. Ramakrishna Kavi, op. cit., p. 192; S. K. Ramanatha Sastri, "Bhava-

bhuti and his Identity", JAHRS 1 (1926), p. 128; Balasubramanian, pp. 529-30.

For Salikanatha's references to M, see KS, BS, Appendices, pp. 51-2.

41. D. Bhattacharya, History of Navya-Nydya in Mithild (Darbhanga;

Mithila Institute, 1958), p. 27, says he was "only slightly senior to Vacaspati".

L. Schmithausen, "Vorstellungsfreie und Vorstellende Wahrnehmung bei

Salikanatha", WZKSO, 7 (1963), p. 115, n. 27, says the two were more or less

contemporary, Kane, Hist., V, 1 190-92, on the other hand, maintains that

Salikanatha was a direct pupil of Prabhakara, as does Kuppuswami Sastri,

"Further light on the Prabhakara Problem", p. 478.

42. Frauwallner, "Kumarila's Brhattika", WZKSO y 6 (1962), pp. 88-90.

43. As noted by KS, BS, Appendices, p. 53, who does not however include

B and the parallels to it given here. Hiriyanna, 'Brahmadatta' ; p. 4, attri-

butes A to Brahmadatta on the authority of Jnanamrta's commentary on the

NS9 Vidyd-surabhi (MS, Govt. Or. Lib. Madras). But Jnanamrta lived in the

18th or 19th c. (Potter, Bib., p. 354), so we need not be bound by his opinion.

44. Another position in which repetition of knowledge is said to be necessary

appears in NS III. 88-93, 123-26. This does not appear to represent M, since

the opponent stresses the importance of repeated reasoning, which M does

not do. A similar position occurs in SV, 818-49.

45. BS, Appendices, p. 53.

46. Ad 796: brahmani karyakaranabhavah samanyavisesabhavas ca vastuno

'stiti bhartrprapancapakse prajnakaranavakyavyakhya pratyukta sarnpraty

akaryakaranasamanyavisesarn pratyagbrahmety upagacchatani mandana-

dinam tadvyakhyam utthapayati.

47. BUBV 4.4.887= GA: 2.38, BUBV 4.4.888= Gtf 3.46. Anandagiri, ad

BUBV 4.4.889, says: tatraiva vaiydsikam vdkyadvayam aha. Because not all

the volumes of the Pratika-Index to the crit. ed. of the Mahdbhdrata have been

available to me, 1 have not been able to find BUBV 4.4.889 and 890 in the

MBh. However, V. 889ab is found in a different context in MBh crit. ed.,

13.295*1 post (Vol. 17, Pt. 1, p. 260).

48. KS, BS, pp. xxx-xxxi, translates dhirdh by 'courageous', and says it
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is a sarcastic reference to what S would consider M's timid accommodation

of the Naiyayikas by saying that verbal knowledge must have a relational

content. But the opponent in this passage does not say or imply that it must

have relational content, though the one in the passage from the BUBV dis-

cussed just previously does. Therefore I prefer to translate dhirdh by 'wise'.

49. Although Anandagiri, ad 876, says: svauthvanam eva matdntaram aha,

"He states another opinion of those who belong to his own group".

50. BUBV 4.4.876: asarntosad ato 'nye 'tra bhuridosadarsinah/ vyakhyanad

anyatha cakrur vyakhyarn vedarthaniscitah//.

51. KS, BS, pp. xxvi-1, gives a number of doctrinal points on which M and

S disagree, but in none of the others does S seem to me to give M's position

as a purvapaksa.

52. Frauwallner, loc. cit.

53. Ibid., "Landmarks in the History of Indian Logic", pp. 137-38.

54. LS, VV, p. 189, nn. 95 and 96.

55. Kunjunni Raja, "On the Date of Samkaracarya", pp. 134-8; Ingalls,

"Samkara's Arguments against the Buddhists", p. 292, n. 2.

56. S. K. Ramanatha Sastri, ed., Slokavdrtikavydkhyd, Introd., pp. xviiiff.

57. TS text, p. 812: uveyakas tv aha na bodhatmakam ndma jnananam pra-

mdnyam. kirn tarhi? arthdvisanxvdditvam. The name is spelled differently, but

as Jha notices (BV, pt. 2, Introd., p. 2) there are several ways of spelling it.

In any case, this appears to be a quote of the Sloka-vdrttika-vydkhyd (as noticed

by LS, VV, p. 216, n. 150). See the last two lines of Slokavdrtikavydkhyd, p.

53 : tasmad ayam arthah—pratyaksddindm pramdndndm anvayavyatirekdbhydm

arthdvisamvdditvam prdmdnyam avagamyate, na bodhakatvamdtram. These

are, it might be added, appropriate sentiments for a follower of Mancjana. Cf.

BS 106.22-107.5, 1 55. 1 8-21 , where he says that other sorts of cognition besides

pramdna are also 'knowledge' (jndnapratiti).

58. Demieville, Le Concile de Lhasa, p. 177.

59. Frauwallner, 'Landmarks', pp. 143-44.

APPENDIX B

1. Gnoli, The Pramdnvdrttikam, p. xvi, n. 2.

2. VV, pp. 1; 76; 218, n. 152.

3. Ibid., p. 218, n. 152. On page 61, LS says that VV V. 80 refers to some
other work ("Worauf Mang'ana hier verweist, vermag ich nicht zu sagen)".
To quote the verse and his translation: dlambandrthas tadyuktavyahdrasya
yogyatdj anyasyapi hi naivdnyas sa ity eva hi darsitamll "(Dass die Perlmuschel)
Objekt (der Silbererkenntnis) ist, wiirde bedeuten dass sie moglicher Gegens-
tand des von ihr hervorgerufenen Handels ist. Denn es ist gezeigt worden,
dass es auch in anderen Fallen nichts anderes bedeutet". I do not think this
is a reference to another work. LS's translation does not take into account
that there are two hi\ in the second half of the verse, nor that there is naturally
a caesura after anyas, which both the MS and LS's own reading accentuate
by breaking the sandhi. The first hi must indicate that pdda c gives a reason
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for the definition of alambana in the first half, and second hi that pada d gives

a reason for what is said in pada c. Therefore, I would translate it thus: "The

meaning of 'objective support' is suitability for the activity that belongs to it

(e.g., reaching out for it or talking about it—see LS, VV, p. 116). For there

is no other (meaning) even for the other (for right knowledge as well as for

error

—

VV, p. 117), because what is manifested is just 'this here' (not silver

which is somewhere else, and therefore is not the alambana)".

4. Although MB, PMM, p. 315n, says that because M does not actually

mention that the verses in the BS that are also found in KKare borrowed from

the VV, we cannot say that the BS is later.

5. MB, SS, p. 68. Iyer, SSMM, pp. 27-8, discusses only the possibility that

the vdkya-sphota is referred to.

6. MB, SS, pp. 91.9 and 99.7-102.28, passim.

7. MB, SS, p. 68.

8. MB, PMM, p. 86.
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Dignaga 25, 46. 80, 136, 145. 156

direct / awareness 98-99

direct / knowledge 84

drastr6S

dravya&O, 148

drteakti 65-68, 70, 147

dr§ya 41

duality 34, 67, 69, 71, 97-98, 114

efficient cause 53

empirical error 32

empirical reality 9

entity 2,6, 11, 19, 58

epistemic 62

epistemology 31, 41, 107

epistemological 4-5, 58

error in perception 53

errorneous / cognition 74, 87, 99

essence 1, 11

essence of Brahman 1, 3

essence of the / word 1 32

eternal / consciousness 147

eternal knowledge 1 , 46

eternal metaphysical 58

external / objects 67, 89

false 3, 8, 14, 34, 58

false appearance 1, 3, 4, 59-60, 96

false cognition 35, 75

false knowledge 59, 113

false perception 140

false snakebite 102

final/knowledge 106

Fourth state 71, 74

Frauwallner 127, 136, 157-58

Ganges 124

Gaudapada 23,71,74, 126

Gaudapada-karikas 71, 112

G. Jha 155

Gnoli 152, 158

Gopalika 132, 140

Grammanans 23

G.S. Manavalli 150

gunatva 148

Hacker 4, 30, 47, 54, 58, 136-39. 141, 143-

47. 152-53

hare's horn 19-20, 42

Harivrsabha4, 17,49,91-93, 108, 135, 144

hetu 53

Hetuprakarana 127

Hiriyana 119, 155, 157

History of / DharmaSastra 155

Hstlan Tsang 127

illusionistic 47-48

imagined / bheda 148

imagined / snakebite 104

impression beginningless 58

indescribability 6, 9, 12-13, 18, 136

indistinct apprehension 64

inexpressibility 1, 5, 14, 17, 22-23, 25, 27-

28,31-32, 35, 47, 138

inexpressibility of error 38

inference 81, 99, 101-02, 104

Ingalls4, 136, 143, 148, 153, 158

injunction 72-73, 93, 97

injunction of knowledge 73, 121

intuition 90

istasadhanata 153

ISvara 29, 62

Xanafakti 65-66, 70

UvarapratyabhijnavivrtivimariinT 1 29

hvara Sara vaSakti 65

I Tsing's 127

invocations 132-33

Iyer 89, 135-36, 140, 148-50

Jayanta Bhatta95, 141, 150

Jha 137-38, 148-49. 158

^4-5,51,57, 60-61, 113

jnina5\

Jnana-Karmasamuccaya-vada 32

Jnanamrta's 157

jnanaJakti 70

K.A. Subramania Iyer 17

K.A. Sivaramakrishna-Sastri 152

kaivalya6%> 147

kalpanaS-\0% 12, 25, 58-59,61

KaJpalaru 154

Kama1as71a4-5. 7-8, 11. 127

Karma-mTmamsa 38
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karya 145

K.A.S. Iyer 135

Keith 148

Kevaladvaita\\3, 115

K. Kunjunni Raja 152-53, 158

Knowledge of Brahman 71-72, 83, 97, 99

Koelman 147

Kumari1a24, 36, 82, 93,95, 103-05, 111-12,

122, 126-27, 131, 136, 148, 152

Kumarila's Brhattlka 157

Kuppuswami Sastri 26-27, 1 14-15, 119-21,

123-24, 149, 152, 154, 155, 157

Lambert 23

lava 74

liberation 1,6-9, 21-22. 33, 69, 96, 98, 113,

117

liberating / knowledge 98

limitation 119

limitation of / Brahman 1 19

loka 14

L. Schmithausen 130, 152

Madeleine 49

Madhyamika 11, 19, 23, 141

MahabhasyadTpika 135

mahasamanya 80, 82

mahiman 65

malcontent 126

Mandana-Suresvara 155

Mandana's vastu-matra 89

manifestation 108

manifoldness 119

maya 1-2, 5, 29-31,59-62, 119

mayakara 60

miya-prakrti 45

maya-avidya 1 , 62, 65

maya-mayi 30

maya-Sakti 29

mental / impressions 106

metaphysical 33

metaphysical / ignorance 140

Mlmamsa 38, 156

MTmamsa-sutras 144

Mlmamsaka 24, 36-37, 132

Mimamsanukra manikaV)', 130, 133

moksa 99, 147

mother-of-pearl 2, 26, 28, 79, 97

M. Ramakrishna Kavi 155, 157

mirage 22, 30

misapprehension 64, 108

mithya 20, 61

mithyavabhasa 1, 34, 48, 59-60

mithyadarfana bhyasa 57

mithyijnana 59

mithyajnananimitta I dharmas 1 17

mutual / non-existence 78

mystic state 7

Nagatomi 152

naisargika 57-58

naisargikTSl

Naiyayikas 158

nama-rupa 5, 29, 62

nescience 1, 3, 10-11 13-14, 34, 49, 60,

73-74

negation 8

1

nibandhana 53

nidrall

nihilism 23

nimitta 23, 53, 89

Niralambana 151

nirupakhya 19-20, 26

nirvpaphyatva 19

nirvacanlya 26

nirvikalpa 80-81, 83, 85, 90-93, 96, 98

nirvikalpajnana 87, 91, 93, 95, 98

nirvikalapa pralyaksa 82, 89

nirvikalapa I samadhi 98

N.S. Anantakrishna Sastri 155

nticaya 52, 88

nisargaja 57

nityaAl, 145

niyoga 35, 152

Niyoga-kanda 32, 34, 97, 144

Nyayakanika 1 54

Nyayakosa 154

Nyaya-Manjari 1 50

Nyaya-Vajtesika 82, 149

object / support 1 59

objective / illusion 59-60

padarthasamsarga 124

panjika 5. 47, 127

parami/tha 9, 10, 46

paramartha-sall, 103

paramarthika 80

parinama 40-41, 44, 46-50, 113

parinispanna parami/tha 2
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Parthasarthi MiSra 81

partibimba 145

Particular / universals 82

Patanjali's 68

Patanjala Yoga 147

Perception 10-11, 13, 16, 18, 77-78, 80-83,

85-87, 95, 99-100, 105, 149

Perceptual / cognition 95

phakkika 154

Phenomental / diversity 100, 117

Phenomental / existent 143

Phenomental / world 1 17

positive / existence 118, 142

P.P. Subramanya Sastri 156

Prabhakara 23, 32, 112, 127, 152, 157

Prabhakara theory of 35

pradhana 55

Prajnall, 74

prakrtiS, 41, 44, 55, 62, 68, 87, 143

prakrti-pradhana 56

pramana 52, 59, 100

pramina virttika 111, 127

Pramana varttikam 158

prapahca 20, 51, 86, 119

Prapanca-vilaya-vada 119, 153

Prapancavilaya-vadin 1 19

pratibha 84, 90-91, 154

Pratibimba-vada 145

pratyaksa 51, 57, 77, 80-83, 93. 95-96, 100,

106, 145, 149

pratyaksa-buddhi 80

pravilayalZ

pratyayapravaha 124

primordial substance 5

Projective / nescience 73

purusa6%, 147

purusacit 68

Purva-Mlmamsa 24, 32, 37, 132, 148

Purvapaksa 5

P.V. Kane 155

regressus ad infinitum 67

rupa 10, 24, 142

Ruegg 144, 146

Sabara-bhasya 130, 144

iabda 20, 41, 46, 87, 96, 98-99, 106-07

Sabda-brahman 4-5, 7, 68

Sabda-brahma-pariksa 8

£abda-brahma-vada 8, 18, 22

Sabdatmans 145

Sabdadvaita 46, 49-50, 84, 88, 92-93, 132,

150

Sabda-lattva 99

iabdadhatusamiksa 136

iabdapurva 137

sadhya 34

sad-rupa 11

saksatdar&ana 125

iaJtr/4-5, 18, 30-31, 60, 62, 65-70, 148

iakti ofBrahman 4

sakasatkara 20

Salikanatha 121, 122, 157

samanya 14, 78, 83, 85, 149

samanya- vifesas 82

Sambandha-samuddeia 135

Sambandha-varttika 153

samarthya 65

samarthyatifaya 65

samaropa 63-64

Sambandhavarttika 121

Samiksaphakkika 154

Samkara 1-2, 4-5, 8-9, 15, 21, 28-31, 34, 38,

53-54, 57, 62, 64, 99, 103-04, 111,

113-15, 117-20, 123, 125-26, 135-36,

140, 143, 145-48, 155-56

Samkaran 119

samskara 52, 59, 72, 120, 125

samsara 5 1 , 57-58

$amkaracarya 158

Samkhya 41, 55-56, 147

Samkhya-yoga 143

samsargal%, 123

samsarika 117

samtatiS, 146

samvrti 9

samvrti-sat 103

samavaya 78

Sankara 18, 143, 147

Sarikhapani 44, 94, 119-20, 130, 138, 144,

149-50, 154-55

SaAkhapani- vyakhya 154-55

Santaraksita 5, 46-47, 78, 127, 145

sarga 51

sarvaJakti 66, 70

^77, 79, 143

sattlll-lS, 82, 85, 148

satta-laksana 84

Sautrantikas 11

savikalpa 80-81, 83, 87, 91-93, 95-96

savikalpa I cognition 89
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savikalpa Ijnana 9

1

savikalpa pratyaksa 80, 82

Schmiihausen 23, 25, 32, 37, 64, 131. 157

Seminal Power 66

Seminal Sleep 71-72

Siddhi-kanda 85

$loka-vartukaS\ t 103, 111, 122, 127, 149

Sloka-vaittika-vyakhya 127, 151, 155, 158

Sphota 15-17, 107-08, 132, 145

Sphota-siddhil, 15, 107, 111. 131

S.K. Ramanalha Sastri 155, 157-58

Sribhasya 155

srutl 39, 43. 70. 73. 96, 101, 145

Stcherbatsky 138. 146, 148-49

sthhaprajna 154

summum genus 82

Sunyavada 19-20, 23. 25, 38, 105-06

Sunyavadins 1,64, 103

Sunyata 22, 33

Sunya 19-20. 25

Superimposition 21, 23, 33, 35, 54, 63-64

Suresvara 56, 111. 113. 121-23. 125-26,

153, 155-57

Suresvaracarya 156

S.S. Suryanarayana Sastri 115, 153, 156

svabhaval, 11, 14, 79

Svabhavika 57

svalaksana 10, 55, 81

svarupapratistha 147

svarupavasthana 147

svarupabhivyakti 147

svarupaprapti 147

svatmasthiti 147

svavntiZ

SvetaSvatara 62

Syncretisme inverlebre 49

syntax 91

Taijasa 74

tamasSl

Tantravartuka 112

Tarka-kandall-1%, 83, 86

tat 29

Tatpaiyatika 155

tattva 29

Tattvabindu 156

tattvagrahana 33

Tattvamuktakalapa 154

Tattva-SamgrahaS, 46,48, 127, 145

Tattvasamfksa 154-55

theory of anyatha-khyati 108

theory of the causality 33

theory of error 74-75, 99, 101, 1 12

theory of inexpressibility of 37

theory of injunction 1 12

theory of wrong cognition 75

Thibaut 28, 140, 143

Traikalyapanksa 135, 156

TrimMi44
tunyalX

Umbeka81, 105, 127, 148, 155-57

upadana 44, 54-56, 144, 146, 148

upadhis 119

Upanisad62, 85. 99, 102, 113, 125, 132

Upanisadic 35

Vacaspati Mi$ra36, 55, 119. 122, 141, 145,

152, 154

Vaisesika 109, 147

VakSakti 66, 69-70

VakyapadTya 3, 8, 16, 41, 88, 107

vakSaktir94

vakya-sphota 132

VakyapadTya-vrttj 68, 88, 107, 135

V.R. Ramaswami Sastri 152, 156

vasana 55

vastu 6, 9, 11, 14,20, 78, 80

vastu-bheda 14

Vasubandhu 44, 46, 49

vastu-Matra 80

vastu-sat 12

vastusvarupamitra 89

Veda 32, 99, 106

Vedanta 1, 5, 8, 21-22, 32, 34-36, 38, 46-48,

50, 65, 70, 77, 81, 84, 107, 112, 154,

156, 120

Vedanta-Sutras 140, 142

Vedanta-kalpataru 154

VedanticlO, 28, 136

Vedantin 23-25, 32, 34, 36, 77, 81, 104, 1 19,

141

vedya- vastu 20

Vetter 114-15, 152

vibhrama 13-14, 22, 26, 51, 57, 59, 141-42,

147

Vibhrama-viveka 8, 19-20, 32, 35, 38, 46-

47, 64, 130

vidhi 153

Vidhi-viveka 32, 35, 128-29

vidyaS-9, 11, 27, 34, 66, 87, 101, 105

vijnana 1 , 46
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Vijanavada 9, 27, 45-49, 105

Vijnanavadin 1, 10, 105

Vijnanadvaita41, 45, 47

Vijnaptimatratasiddhi 144

Vijnamatra 105

Vikara 43-44, 49

vikalpa 9-10, 25, 52, 77-78, 81, 88, 90, 96-

98, 154

vikalpa-buddhi 80, 82, 95

vikalpapratyaya 42, 93

vikalpavasanaSl

vikalpa-vasana 10

viksepalQ-l\, 74

viksepika34, 73

viksepa-Sakti 70-11

vimuklatman 141

viparinama 42-43

vipanta-khyati 17, 74

viparyaya-grahana 33, 73

viparyasa 17, 59

viparyasa-jnana 34

v/feM 11-12, 14,55, 78,80,82

v/iva 74

ViSvarupa 155-56

vivarta

vivartah 3

vivartana 39, 46

viveka 36

void—iun/a 25

Vrsabhadeva 89

Vrtti 8, 16- 1 8, 21, 4 1, 45, 48-49, 89-90, 135-

36, 145-54

Vrttikara 113, 115, 120

vyakta 16, 18

vyaktil%

Vyasa 68

vyavaharal, 9, 25

vyavaharika 20, 37, 51

vya vahara sam varti 2

vyavaharika-sat 2

Wrong apprehension 114

Wrong cognition 34-35. 73, 75

Yoga 8, 143

Yogacara 11, 81

Yogadariana 64

Yogasutras 68, 147, 154

Yoga-sutoa-bhasya 68-70

Yogin7-8, 137-38, 147

yogitvavasthi 1


